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ABSTRACT
Project managers are challenged to continuously make decisions throughout the
development of a project attempting to minimize the overall project cost and, at the same time,
seeking to accomplish a pre-established deadline. These time-cost tradeoff decisions are made
even more complex when resource constraints, caused by limited available resources, are added
to the equation. The goal of this research is to design a simulation-based optimization approach
to solve the resource constrained project scheduling problem (RCPSP) under uncertainty. Two
methods are proposed: the Total Cost Resource Constrained Method (TCRCM) and the Earned
Value Resource Constrained Method (EVRCM). The TCRCM seeks to minimize the total
project cost, including activity and penalty costs due to lateness at project completion, while
considering the RCPSP with stochastic activity times and costs in terms of resource alternatives
as well as precedence relationships for activities sharing resources. The EVRCM, which is based
on earned value management, not only considers penalty costs at project completion, but at
several project milestones along the execution of the project. Both methods can be implemented
in two phases: Phase I, and Phase II. Phase I is implemented prior the start of the project to
determine the optimal resource configuration for the entire project based on the specified
performance measure (e.g. total project cost). Phase II is implemented as the project progresses
to determine the optimal resource configuration for the remaining activities of the project. The
robustness of both methods is evaluated through a set of experiments. Lastly, the methods are
integrated into Microsoft Excel.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Project management is the application of knowledge, skills, tools, and techniques to
project activities to meet the project requirements (PMI, 2008). Project management is all about
administering and "balancing the competing project constraints, which include, but are not
limited to: scope, quality, schedule, budget, resources and risks" (PMI, 2008), in order to
complete a project on time, budget, and scope.
In the early planning stages of a project, an effort is made to identify the main activities
of the project as well as their precedence relationship, estimated duration, and associated costs.
As the next step, resources are assigned to the project tasks. Assigning different resources to all
activities of the project would certainly make resource allocation simple and provide the shortest
project completion time. However, that approach is not guaranteed to minimize project cost.
Furthermore, in reality, project managers need to face not only resource scarcity, but also the
lack of skilled resources that would qualify to perform a particular activity. Commonly,
resources capabilities are limited by their expertise and knowledge on how to perform the task.
Hence, resource availability is not only dependent on the current number of resources but also
the skills of potential resources.
Throughout this research, the resource constrained project scheduling problem (RCPSP)
under uncertainty is investigated. The RCPSP consists of the allocation of resources to
competing activities in an efficient way (Bhaskar, Pal & Pal, 2011). In the proposed method, the
RCPSP is approached by selecting from among potential resource alternatives with associated
stochastic durations and costs, while simultaneously considering precedence decisions for
activities sharing resources. The method aims to answer, concurrently, the questions of resource
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assignment and resource precedence, with the purpose of minimizing project cost at project
milestones.
To better explain the problem, a sample project network is shown in Figure 1.1. In this
network, the numbered nodes represent the activities of the project (in this case there are a total
of 12 activities) and the nodes labeled “S” and “F” represent the start and finish of the project.
The letters above each node represent the potential resource alternatives that could execute that
task. The solid arcs symbolize the precedence relationships between activities and the dashed
arcs represent the potential precedence constraints if the same resource was chosen to execute
both activities. For example, if resource D was selected to perform both activities 5 and 6, the arc
direction would need to be determined and, afterwards, a resource precedence relationship would
be imposed between the activities. Given multiple potential configurations to select from, finding
the optimal resource configuration for a network, such as the one shown, could get very
complex.

Figure 1.1 Project Network Example – Activities with Resource Alternatives
and Potential Resource Precedence Relationships
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This research presents a simulation-based optimization approach that focuses on
identifying the optimal scheduling scheme that minimizes the cost of the project. The method
consists of two phases. The Static Phase, which is executed before the project begins, determines
the best resource configuration based on potential resource alternatives with associated stochastic
times and costs. The Dynamic Phase, which is implemented during project execution,
reevaluates resource configurations for the remaining activities of the project considering that the
uncertainty associated with completed and in progress activities is eliminated.
The rest of this thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 presents the problem statement
and the fundamental objectives of this research. Chapter 3 includes a review of the current
literature with regard to project scheduling techniques, resource constrained project scheduling
problem (RCPSP), simulation optimization, and earned value management. Chapter 4 presents
the proposed scope and methodology for the Total Cost Resource Constrained Method
(TCRCM). Chapter 5 presents the proposed scope and methodology for the Earned Value
Resource Constrained Method (EVRCM). Chapter 6 presents the MS Excel user interface
developed for the TCRCM and the EVRCM. Chapter 7 presents the conclusions drawn from this
research and recommendations for future work.
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2 PROBLEM STATEMENT
Given the complexity of scheduling resources while attempting to obtain the optimal
project cost at project milestones, the goal of this research is to develop a tool that provides
project managers information regarding the optimal resource scheduling scheme for their
projects. A simulation-based optimization approach that evaluates different resource
configurations for project activities considering their associated stochastic times and costs, as
well as penalty costs due to tardiness, is investigated. Two methods, which are both based on a
simulation-based optimization approach, are developed in this research:


Total Cost Resource Constrained Method (TCRCM): This method seeks to identify the
optimal resource configuration for the RCPSP in terms of resource assignments and
resource precedence relationships by minimizing the total expected project cost at a
single project milestone (project completion).



Earned Value Resource Constrained Method (EVRCM): This method, which is based on
earned value management, seeks to identify the optimal resource configuration that
minimizes the expected cost of the project, which consists of activity costs and lateness
penalty at several project milestones. This method is applied to two problems: 1)
Selection of Resource Alternatives, and 2) the RCPSP.

The main objectives of this research are to:


Develop a simulation-based optimization method for stochastic resource constrained
project management with a single project milestone: In order to solve the resource
constrained problem, there are two main questions that need to be answered. First, for
activities with multiple alternatives with associated stochastic times and costs, a single
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alternative needs to be selected for each project activity. Additionally, for activities
sharing resources, the order of activity execution has to be determined. The method
should be able to provide the optimal resource configuration that minimizes project cost
during the static phase (Phase I), that is, prior the start of the project. In addition, the
method should be capable of reevaluating the project along its progression in order to
provide the optimal resource configuration from that point forward by only considering
uncertainty of activities that have not been started.



Develop a simulation-based optimization method based on Earned Value Management
for stochastic resource constrained project management with several project milestones:
Design a method that uses earned value management to determine the optimal resource
configuration by not only considering penalties associated with lateness at project
completion but also at several project milestones along the execution of the project. The
method is to be applied to the selection of resource alternatives as well as the RCPSP in
terms of resource alternatives with associated stochastic times and costs and resource
precedence relationships. The method should be able to provide the optimal resource
configuration that minimizes planned value during the Static phase (Phase I), that is, prior
the start of the project. In addition, the method should be capable of reevaluating the
project along its progression in order to provide the optimal resource configuration for
the remaining activities of the project that minimizes the actual cost of the project.
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Conduct an experimental performance evaluation: The capabilities and limitations of the
proposed tool will be evaluated through experimentation. A set of experimental cases will
be used to evaluate the TCRCM. These cases are characterized by a range of
complexities including varying resource alternatives, resource precedence relationships,
levels of variability in activity costs and times, and penalty functions. The EVRCM will
be applied to two problems: 1) Selection of resource alternatives, and 2) The RCPSP.
Cases are utilized to evaluate each problem. When applying the EVRCM to the first
problem, cases with varying resource alternatives, levels of variability, number of project
milestones and weighted penalty functions will be considered. For the EVRCM applied
to the RCPSP, in addition to the complexities mentioned for the TCRCM, multiple
project milestones and weighted penalty functions will be evaluated. For each method,
the experimental evaluation will be conducted for the static and dynamic phase.



Integrate the proposed optimization method with Microsoft Excel: With the purpose of
making the use of the proposed methods as user friendly as possible, the TCRCM and
EVRCM are both integrated to Microsoft Excel. The user will be able to input basic
information associated with the project under evaluation and easily run the simulationbased optimization methods. The optimal solution will be imported automatically to the
Excel workbook as well as the Earned Value Graphs (for EVRCM) by simply clicking a
button.

By developing the simulation-based optimization methods, a more efficient resource
schedule that minimizes expected project cost under uncertainty will be generated, aiding project
managers in the decision making process encountered in the management of projects.
6

3 LITERATURE REVIEW
The current chapter presents a synopsis of the concepts and terms related to this research.
These concepts and terms include project scheduling techniques, the resource constrained project
scheduling problem (RCPSP), simulation optimization, and earned value management
terminology. At the end of the chapter, the contribution provided by this research to the existing
literature will be discussed.

3.1 Project Scheduling Techniques
Scheduling refers to creating a defined plan for a project which clearly indicates the start
and end of project activities. (Vanhoucke, 2012). Scheduling complexities due to constraints
imposed by the characteristics of a project have accelerated the study of methods that simplify
the planning phase efforts. Scheduling techniques in project management began with the
development of the Gantt chart by Henry Gantt; technique that serves as platform for two
scheduling methods developed later on (Vanhoucke, 2012). Critical Path Method (CPM) and
Project Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT) have been widely used since the 1950s as
project scheduling techniques. CPM was developed in 1957 with the purpose of utilizing a
computer in scheduling construction programs, so that such programs could be completed on
time and within cost estimates (Wolf & Hauck, 1985). PERT was implemented in 1958 by the
U.S. Navy for managing the development of the Polaris missile program (Wolf & Hauck, 1985).
Although CPM and PERT were developed independently, they share certain similarities such as
the critical path calculations which serve as a basis for both. These calculations revolve around
identifying the longest path of the project network. That is, the critical activities which cannot be
delayed without extending the project completion time. In addition, the total slack of the project
tasks is calculated; hence, for those non-critical activities, the maximum number of time units a
7

task can be delayed without impacting the project duration is known. To calculate the critical
path, the following parameters need to be calculated (Kerzner, 2013):
1. Earliest start time (ES) and earliest finish time (EF) can be calculated during the forward
pass. Going through the network from left to right, the earliest starting time of a
successor activity is the latest of the earliest finish times of the predecessors. The earliest
finish is the addition of the earliest starting time and the activity duration.
2. Latest start time (LS) and Latest finish time (LF) are calculated during the backward pass
through the network. Since the activity time is known, the latest starting time can be
determined by subtracting the activity time from the latest finishing time. The latest
finishing time for an activity entering the node is the earliest starting time of the activities
exiting the node.
3. Slack time is determined after the forward and backward passes have been completed.
The slack is equal to the latest finish time minus the earliest finish time.
Several characteristics that are essential for analysis by CPM or PERT include (Wiest &
Levy, 1977):


The project consists of a well-defined collection of jobs, or activities, which when
completed mark the end of the project.



The jobs may be started and stopped independently of each other, within a given
sequence.



The jobs are ordered; that is, they must be performed in technological sequence.
Despite their similarities, CPM and PERT differ in numerous ways. CPM is basically

concerned with obtaining the trade-off between cost and completion date for large projects; it
emphasizes the relationship between adding more resources to shorten the duration of given jobs
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in a project and the cost of these resources (Wiest & Levy, 1977). CPM does not manage
uncertainty in activity durations, in fact, the completion time of each activity is known with
certainty. On the other hand, PERT was implemented to cope with the uncertainties identified
during the managing of a development program. PERT has proven to be a useful tool in planning
and scheduling large projects which consist of numerous activities whose completion times are
uncertain (Wiest & Levy, 1977). Hence, PERT is used more in research and development
projects where probabilistic times are used for activity duration, and CPM is used more in
projects such as construction, where there has been some experience in handling similar
endeavors and activity times can be estimated more accurately (Wiest & Levy, 1977). Other
ways in which these two techniques differ are in that CPM is “built up from jobs (or activities)
instead of events” (Battersby, 1970), and that it relates times to costs.
Some of the assumptions underlying CPM and PERT include (Wiest & Levy, 1977):


A project can be subdivided into a set of predictable, independent activities.



The precedence relationships of project activities can be completely represented by a
noncyclical network graph in which each activity connects directly into its immediate
successors.



Activity times may be estimated – either as single-point estimates or as three-point PERT
estimates – and are independent of each other.
Although some of these assumptions are true for realistic scheduling problems, the

assumption of independence of activity durations is not aligned with situations observed in
practice. Resource limitations may cause time dependencies of activities sharing the same
resources (Wiest, & Levy, 1977); for an activity to begin, all technical and resource
dependencies must be satisfied. That is, all predecessor activities have to be completed and the
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resource that will execute the activity must be available. Hence, scheduling one activity may
cause another independent activity to be stretched out (or postponed) because of a lack of
sufficient common resources (Wiest & Levy, 1977). For this reason the basic time-only
PERT/CPM forward-backward pass procedure has been called by some seasoned users, a
feasible procedure for producing nonfeasible schedules (Moder, Phillips & Davis, 1983). When
considering resource constraints in PERT/CPM, the following is true (Moder, Phillips & Davis,
1983):


Resource constraints reduce the total amount of schedule slack.



Slack depends both upon activity precedence relationships, and resource limitations.



The early and late start schedules are typically not unique since they depend upon the
scheduling rules used for resolving resource conflicts.



The critical path in a resource-constrained schedule may not be the same continuous
chain(s) of activities as occurring in the unlimited resources schedule.
Given the limited capabilities of PERT/CPM to manage resource constraints, other

scheduling procedures are used for this purpose. Scheduling procedures for dealing with resource
constraints can be roughly divided into 2 major groups, according to the problem addressed
(Moder, Phillips & Davis, 1983):


Resource Leveling: occurs when sufficient total resources are available, and the project
must be completed by a specified due date, but it is desirable or necessary to reduce the
amount of variability in the pattern of resource usage over the project duration.



Fixed Resource Limits Scheduling: This category of problem, which is much more
common, arises when there are limitations on the amount of resources available to carry
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out the project. The scheduling objective in this case is to meet project due dates insofar
as possible, subject to the fixed limits on resource availability.
Heuristic approaches have been used to improve the PERT/CPM procedures when
dealing with resource constraints. Kim & Garza (2003) proposed a step-by-step resourceconstrained path method (RCPM) that not only considered technical precedence constraints for
CPM calculations in the forward and backward pass process, but also accounted for resourceconstrained relationships. Hence, unlike CPM, the critical path identified through the RCPM
would be representative of the resource constrained network. Lu & Lam (2008) investigated “the
current practice of CPM scheduling under resource limit and calendar constraints” by evaluating
the P3 software tool. Lu & Lam (2008) proposed a method for calculating activity total float
during the forward pass analysis of the CPM method while considering resource calendar
restrictions. The results of the method were compared to the results produced by P3 in order to
identify any limitations of the software.

3.2 Resource Constrained Project Scheduling Problem (RCPSP)
The lack of skilled resources to allow the simultaneous execution of activities is a
problem project managers face regularly. Limited resources impose a whole new set of
constraints to the scheduler: job start times are constrained not only by precedence relationships
but also by resource availabilities (Wiest & Levy, 1977). The absence of available resources with
the required set of skills necessary to execute a project task can impact the project schedule
and/or project total cost. Therefore, scheduling resources while considering time-cost tradeoffs
can be a very challenging and complex task. The Resource Constrained Project Scheduling
Problem (RCPSP) is a well-researched problem, which involves allocating scarce resources to
competing activities in an efficient way (Bhaskar & Pal, 2011). The objective is to schedule
11

some activities over time such that scarce resource capacities are respected and a certain
objective function is optimized (Brucker & Knust, 2011).
Due to the complexities of such a problem, various heuristic-based approaches have been
developed to solve the RCPSP. Kelley (1963), who first introduced the RCPSP, proposed and
applied two heuristic scheduling techniques with the purpose of minimizing total cost: parallel
and serial scheduling methods. In both methods, the set of schedulable activities are identified
and a priority rule is used to define which activities will be scheduled considering limited
resources. In parallel scheduling, all activities starting in a given time period are ranked as a
group in order of priority and resources are allocated according to this priority as long as
available (Moder, Phillips & Davis, 1983). On the other hand, in serial scheduling, “all activities
of the project are ranked in order of priority as a single group, using some heuristic, and then
scheduled one at a time” (Moder, Phillips & Davis, 1983). Gordon (1983) published a
comparison between the serial and the parallel method concluding that the serial procedure gives
better results for some categories of project networks than the parallel procedure. Despite this
and the fact that the parallel method requires more computing time, the parallel method “appears
to be more widely used than the serial method” (Moder, Phillips & Davis, 1983).
Wiest (1966) proposed a simple heuristic program based on three priority rules:


Allocate resources serially in time; that is, schedule all activities that can start in
day 1, then schedule activities eligible to start in day 2, and so on.



When activities compete for the same resource, the job with the least slack is
scheduled.



When no sufficient resources are available to schedule a critical activity, a
noncritical activity is rescheduled, if possible, to free the necessary resources.
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This simple heuristic was enhanced by Wiest (1967) to develop the so called SPAR-1
resource allocation model. One of the additional features was a probability-based selection rule
that enabled the program to randomly select the scheduling sequence of the activities. Hence,
multiple schedules are generated and the best one is selected from among them. Another feature
is that a minimum, normal or maximum level of resources can be assigned to an activity. That is,
if the activity is critical, the program will attempt to assign more resources in order to complete
the activity in less time (crash the activity). For non-critical activities, the program will first try
to assign the normal amount of resources, then the minimum number of resources or, lastly, the
activity is postponed.
Ant colony optimization (ACO) has been recently used to solve the RCPSP. Merkle,
Middendorf, & Schmeck (2002) proposed a method using new features for ACO such as “a
change of the influence of the heuristic on the decisions of the ants during the run of the
algorithm”. The method was compared to other heuristics such as genetic algorithms, simulated
annealing, tabu search, and sampling methods. For nearly one-third of all benchmark problems,
which were not known to be solved optimally before, the algorithm was able to find new best
solutions (Merkle, Middendorf, & Schmeck, 2002). Zhou, Wang, & Peng (2008) proposed an
ACO where “a new permutation of priorities-based encoding scheme is employed, and the
summation evaluation is applied to direct the moving of ants”. Through the employment of a full
factorial computational experiment, the method was compared to swarm intelligence
optimization algorithms, proving the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.
Kolisch & Hartmann (2006) present an overview of different heuristic methods such as
X-pass methods (single pass, multi-pass and sampling methods), classical metaheuristic
approaches (genetic algorithms, simulated annealing, tabu search, and ant colony algorithms),
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non-standard metaheuristics (local search-oriented and population-based approaches), and other
methods (forward-backward improvement). In addition, Kolisch & Hartmann (2006) evaluate the
performance of such methods through a computational study. The study indicates that the most
successful approaches are: Alcaraz & Ruiz (2004), Debels et al. (2006), Hartmann (2002),
Kochetov & Stolyar (2003), Valls et at. (2003), and Valls et al. (2005).
Debels et al. (2006) proposed a new meta-heuristic to solve the RCPSP by combining
both scatter search and a novel method which was firstly introduced for optimizing
unconstrained continuous functions based on electromagnetism theory. The objective of the newmetaheuristic is to identify a feasible schedule while minimizing project duration. The method
was “able to provide near-optimal heuristic solutions for relatively large instances”.
Hartmann (2002) proposed a new heuristic known as self-adapting genetic algorithm. The
self-adapting algorithm overcomes a limitation of the classical genetic algorithms: Genetic
algorithm heuristics might often determine suboptimal solutions. The heuristic proposed by
Hartmann (2002) seeks to minimize project duration while scheduling activities according to
precedence and resource constraints. Computational experiments prove that the heuristic is
competitive when compared to other methods in the literature.
Kochetov & Stolyar (2003) describe an “evolutionary algorithm based on path relinking
strategy and tabu search with variable neighborhood”. The algorithm consists of constructing a
path of feasible solutions and evaluating new solutions through tabu search. When the tabu
search identifies a better solution than the ones on the path, the new best solution is added and
the worst solution is removed. The method was evaluated through computational experiments
and, for several cases, the method came up with best solutions.
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Current project management software, such as Microsoft Project, uses heuristics to
manage the RCPSP by leveling resources along a project schedule to guarantee no resources are
over-allocated. MS Project presents different leveling order alternatives that provide the user
different ways of leveling the resources. The first leveling order alternative is by ID Only. This
allows the leveling to be done first by the task ID that project assigns to each activity as the user
adds the tasks in the WBS of MS Project. Secondly, tasks can be leveled using the Standard
leveling order rule. This rule examines the predecessors, dependencies, slack, dates, priorities,
and constraints to determine the order in which the tasks will be leveled. Lastly, the Priority,
Standard rule first checks the priority specified by the user for each task, and then examines the
same criteria as the second rule mentioned. Although these heuristics provide a simple way to
level resources among all tasks of a project, they do not provide optimal solutions.
Unfortunately, “almost all commercial software for planning and scheduling, utilizes heuristic
rules to provide resource allocation capabilities” (Hegazy, 1999).

3.3 Simulation Optimization
Simulation optimization is used to identify the optimal solution of a system, which is
represented by a simulation model, through the manipulation of the systems’ decision variables
and the evaluation of the simulation model’s output measures. In this research, for instance, the
goal is to identify the optimal resource configuration (composed by resource assignments and/or
resource precedence relationships) that minimizes total project cost and seeks for the on time
completion of the specified project milestones. Usually, simulation models are created to identify
improvement opportunities; hence, generally, the simulation analyst is interested in using
optimization to determine the optimal solution (Xu et al., 2010).
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Recently, researchers have inclined their interests to Discrete Optimization-viasimulation (DOvS) (Hong & Nelson, 2006). In DOvS, discrete decision variables are managed;
that is, variables that can only take upon finite values such as integers. Among the methods
available in the literature to solve DOvS problems are: “Globally Convergent Random Search
(GCRS) algorithms, Locally Convergent Random Search (LCRS) algorithms, Ranking and
Selection (R&S), and Ordinal Optimization (OO)” (Xu et al., 2010).
Among one of the algorithms created to cope with OvS problems is Industrial Strength
COMPASS (ISC); name derived from the Convergent Optimization via Most Promising Area
Stochastic Search algorithm of Hong & Nelson (2006). ISC can be described as “a particular
implementation of a general framework for optimizing the expected value of a performance
measure of a stochastic simulation with respect to integer-ordered decision variables in a ﬁnite
(but typically large) feasible region deﬁned by linear-integer constraints” (Xu et al., 2010). The
framework is divided into three phases (Xu et al., 2010):


Global: Identifies potential solutions from among the solution space to facilitate the local
search of the next phase.



Local: Evaluates the potential solutions in order to identify a locally optimal solution.



Clean-up: Selects the optimal solution from the locally optimal solutions, and estimates
the value of the optimal solution within the confidence level specified by the user.
Considering that ISC has been recently introduced, the algorithm has some limitations

(Xu et al., 2010):


Only supports a single objective function.



Only considers integer-ordered decision variables.



Only considers linear-integer inequality constraints.
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Performance is affected by the number of decision variables.
Despite the limitations, ISC has certain advantages over OptQuest, for instance, which

has been enhanced over the years. ISC “provides convergence guarantees and inference that
OptQuest does not” (Xu et al., 2010). This advantage is due to how ISC deals “with the
stochastic aspect of the problem, which is fundamentally different from any of the commercial
products” (Xu et al., 2010).
Considering the characteristics, limitations, and advantages previously described for ISC,
we can trust that ISC will do a good job on identifying a good solution for the RCPSP.

3.4 Earned Value Management Terminology
Earned Value Management is a technique used to monitor the performance and progress
of a project in order to identify if the project is on track and within budget. In this section, the
terms used in Earned Value Management will be briefly discussed given that they constitute the
framework of the presented EVRCM. The simplified version of EVM provided by Anbari (2003)
will be used as a foundation for this research. In section 3.4.1, a definition of the key components
that serve as the basis for EVM will be provided as well as the most commonly used
abbreviations for these terms. In section 3.4.2, the performance measures used to evaluate the
efficiency of the project are introduced. Lastly, in section 3.4.3, the forecasting indicators that
provide an idea of future outcome of the project will be covered.
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3.4.1 Earned Value Main Components
In order for project managers to monitor the project's progress over time, it is essential
for them to have a defined idea of the project network and the estimated duration and costs of
each activity of the project. Having this in mind, the following concepts need to be clear and
their values need to be identified before the project starts.
1. Planned Start (PS): time at which each activity is planned to start.
2. Planned Duration (PD): amount of time over which each activity is planned to be

completely executed.
3. Planned Completion (PC): time at which each activity is expected to complete.
4. Planned Value (PV): budget that is projected to be spent up to a given period of the

project. It is sometimes referred to as budgeted cost of work scheduled (BCWS).
5. Budget at Completion (BAC): total budget available for the execution of the project or, in

other words, the sum over the planned values of all activities.
6. Schedule at Completion (SAC): total expected project duration that results from the

traditional Critical Path Method (CPM).
With the purpose of identifying if the project is performing as expected by comparing the
baseline plan with actual expenditures, the following values need to be computed and tracked:
1. Actual Start (AS): time at which the activity actually began to be performed.
2. Actual Duration (AD): amount of time over which each activity was actually completed.
3. Actual Finish (AF): time at which each activity was truly completed.
4. Earned Value (EV): represents, in terms of cost, the amount of work accomplished at a

specific period of the project. It is also known by budgeted cost of work performed
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(BCWP). It is calculated by multiplying the total project or activity planned value by the
percentage of work that has been accomplished.
5. Actual Cost (AC): actual amount spent up to a given point in time. It is also known as

actual cost of work scheduled.
Figure 3.1 provides a visual representation of the actual expenditures versus the planned
values. In this example, the project was completed late (given that the Earned Value is less than
the Planned Value) and over budget (considering that the Actual Cost is greater than the Planned
Value).

Figure 3.1 Earned Value Main Components

3.4.2 Earned Value Performance Measures
The performance indicators used in the Earned Value methodology provide the PM a
notion of how the project is performing in terms of duration and costs. Performance indicators
give the PMs an early warning signal that lets them know that corrective actions need to be
implemented. Among these indicators we can find:
1. Schedule Performance Index (SPI): it is determined by comparing the Earned Value and

the Planned Value at a given period of a project. The formula used to determine the SPI is
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Earned Value (EV) / Planned Value (PV). Based on this, an SPI less than 1 indicates that
the project is behind schedule and an SPI greater than 1 indicates the project is ahead of
schedule.
2. Cost Performance Index (CPI): it is determined by comparing the Earned Value and the

Actual Cost at a specific period of a project. The formula employed to obtain the CPI is
Earned Value (EV) / Actual Cost (AC). Hence, a CPI less than 1 indicates that the project
is over budget and a CPI greater than 1 suggests that the project is under budget.
3. Schedule Variance (SV): It is obtained by contrasting the Earned Value and the cost of

work that was scheduled to be performed to date (Planned Value). Therefore, the formula
used to calculate the SV is Earned Value (EV) - Planned Value (PV) which means that
having a negative SV would indicate that the project is behind and having a positive SV
would point out that the project is ahead of schedule.
4. Cost Variance (CV): it is computed by contrasting the amount of money budgeted for the

work that has been performed up to date (Earned Value) and the actual cost of executing
that work (Actual Cost).Consequently, the formula employed for the calculation of CV is
Earned Value (EV) - Actual Cost (AC).
5. Time Variance (TV): it defines the amount of time the project is ahead or behind by

translating the Scheduled Variance (SV) to time units. The formula used to calculate the
TV is SV/Planned Value Rate (PVR), knowing that the PVR is obtained through dividing
the Budget at Completion (BAC) by Schedule at Completion (SAC).
Figure 3.2 visually shows CV, SV and TV. As observed, at time 14, the cost variance is
$300 and the schedule variance is $150, which translates to a time variance of approximately 4
days.
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Figure 3.2 Earned Value Variances

3.4.3 Earned Value Forecasting Indicators
Although performance measures truly give a heads up of unusual behavior, they do not
provide an indication of the consequences the situation will bring to the future of the project.
Forecasting Indicators predict the project's time and cost at completion based on actual
performance achieved up to a specific time of the project. These indicators are:
1. Estimated at Completion (EAC): which is also referred to as Cost Estimated at

Completion (CEAC) indicates the cost at which the project will be completed based on
the current performance of the project. The formula employed to calculate EAC is Budget
at Completion (BAC) / Cost Performance Index (CPI).
2. Estimated to Complete (ETC): estimates the cost needed to complete the project from the

evaluated instance forward. The formula used to calculate ETC is Estimated at
Completion (EAC) - Actual Cost (AC).
3. Variation at Completion (VAC): indicates the variation between the original budget at

completion and the new predicted cost to complete the project; in other words, VAC
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specifies if a cost overrun or underrun is present at the completion of the project. VAC is
Budget at Completion (BAC) - Estimated at Completion (EAC).
4. Time Estimate at Completion (TEAC): forecasts the time at which the project will be

completed given the unintentional changes produced to the initial plan. The formula used
to calculate TEAC is Schedule at Completion (SAC) / Scheduled Performance Index
(SPI).
5. Time Variance at Completion (TVAC): indicates the amount of time the project was

completed ahead or behind schedule. The formula used to calculate TVAC is Schedule at
Completion (SAC) - Time Estimate at Completion (TEAC).
Figure 3.3 illustrates the predicted values EAC, VAC, and ETC, based on the
performance of the project at time 14. Table 3.1 provides a summary of the earned value
parameters described throughout section 3.4.
Table 3.1 Earned Value Parameters Summary
Name

Abbreviation

Formula

Earned Value

EV

PV * %Work Complete

Schedule Performance Index

SPI

EV / PV

Cost Performance Index

CPI

EV / AC

Schedule Variance

SV

EV - PV

Cost Variance

CV

EV - AC

Time Variance

TV

SV / [BAC / SAC]

Estimated at Completion

EAC

EAC / CPI

Estimated to Complete

ETC

EAC - AC

Variation at Completion

VAC

BAC - EAC

Time Estimate at Completion

TEAC

SAC / SPI

Time Variance at Completion

TVAC

SAC - TEAC
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Figure 3.3 Earned Value Forecasting Indicators

3.5 Discussion
After reviewing the current literature related to the resource constrained project
scheduling problem (RCPSP), several opportunities of improvement have been identified. First
of all, current methods developed to solve the RCPSP are based on heuristics. Although these
heuristics provide good solutions, they do not guarantee optimality. The simulation basedoptimization methods proposed in this research allow a simulation model to generate project
instances of a specified resource configuration while an optimization model determines the
optimal solution. Another identified opportunity is that current methods for solving the RCPSP
primarily focus on minimizing the overall project duration without paying close attention to the
on time completion of project milestones found along the execution of the project. The methods
developed in this research attempt to minimize the cost of the project, including activity cost and
penalty costs due to project tardiness at project milestones. The method proposed in chapter 4
aims to minimize project cost while seeking for the on time completion of the project. On the
other hand, the method proposed in chapter 5 identified the optimal solution by considering
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several project milestones along the execution of the project, which might be useful in milestonebased projects.
The methods previously discussed in the literature focus on scheduling project activities
with a single resource alternative. The simulation-based optimization methods proposed in this
research evaluate a set of stochastic resource alternatives to determine the set of resources that
result in the least project cost while determining the order of execution for activities with shared
resources.
The Total Cost Resource Constrained Method (TCRCM) is the first method presented in
this research. This method is applied to the RCPSP to determine the optimal resource
configuration (in terms of resource alternatives and resource precedence relationships for
activities sharing resources) that minimizes the total project cost which includes activity costs
and penalty costs due to project lateness.
The Earned Value Resource Constrained Method (EVRCM), which is the second method
proposed, uses earned value parameters to determine the optimal resource configuration while
considering penalties for late completion at several project milestones. The EVRCM is applied to
two problems: 1) Selection of Resource Alternatives, 2) RCPSP.
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4 TOTAL COST RESOURCE CONSTRAINED METHOD FOR RCPSP
BASED ON EXPECTED TOTAL PROJECT COST
In this chapter, the Total Cost Resource Constrained Method (TCRCM) is proposed. The
TCRCM uses a simulation-based optimization approach to solve the RCPSP in terms of the
resource configuration that minimizes the expected total project cost. The RCPSP consists of
allocating a limited number of resources to the activities of a project. In this research, the RCPSP
will be considered in the context of potential resource alternatives with associated stochastic
activity times and costs as well as potential resource precedence relationships. The costs can
either be independent of time and represented by distributions, or directly correlated with time
and represented by fixed rates per unit of time. Potential resource precedence relationships are
considered with the purpose of determining the order of execution of activities utilizing a
common resource.
To illustrate the problem under consideration, a sample project network is shown in
Figure 4.1 where an activity on node (AON) representation is utilized. The network is defined by
the set of activities {1, 2, …, 12} and the set of resources {A, B, …, O}. Multiple resource
alternatives with stochastic times and fixed rate costs are available for 8 out of the 12 project
activities. In this sample network, the costs of the activities are dependent on the activity’s
duration, hence, daily costs are provided. Table 4.1 presents the alternatives available for the
project activities. For example, activity one has two potential resource alternatives {A, E}, but
activity two has only one potential resource alternative B. In addition, depending upon the
resource configuration evaluated, precedence decisions may emerge between activities sharing
resources. Table 4.2 shows the activities with potential resource conflict such as {2, 3} which
could both use resource B and {5, 6} which could both use resource D. Lastly, if the project is
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late, a penalty is assessed which is dependent upon the amount of time by which the project is
late.

Figure 4.1 TCRCM Project Network Example – Activities with Multiple Resource
Alternatives and Potential Resource Precedence Relationships
Table 4.1 TCRCM – Resource Alternative Stochastic Times and Costs
Alternatives
1

Activity

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Resource

Duration

A
B
B
C
D
D
G
A
F
F
H
H

UNIF(10,16)
TRIA(2,5,8)
TRIA(13,15,17)
UNIF(7,17)
TRIA(20,25,30)
UNIF(3,7)
TRIA(11,13,15)
TRIA(17,20,23)
TRIA(18,23,28)
UNIF(17,23)
UNIF(20,28)
UNIF(16,28)

2
Cost per
Day
8
31
13
16
6
27
23
5
6
10
5
5
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Resource

Duration

E
K
M
L
O
M
N
N

TRIA(7,10,13)
UNIF(22,38)
TRIA(11,15,19)
TRIA(11,12,13)
UNIF(8,12)
TRIA(14,17,20)
TRIA(8,10,12)
TRIA(12,15,18)

Cost per
Day
13
7
10
13
32
12
12
7

Table 4.2 TCRCM – Potential Resource Precedence Decisions
Potential
Shared
Resource

Activity Pair
2,3

B

5,6

D

5,10

M

9,10

F

11,12

H or N

In the sample project network, the target completion time for the project is time 72, and
the equation for the penalty costs associated with late project completion is:
0,
𝑃𝐹(𝑇, 𝜏) = {
50(𝜏 − 72),

𝑖𝑓 𝜏 ≤ 72
𝑖𝑓 𝜏 > 72

Ultimately, our objective is to obtain the optimal allocation of resources and resource
precedence relationships that minimize the expected total project cost, where the total cost is
defined as activity costs plus penalty due to project lateness.
The Total Cost Resource Constrained Method (TCRCM) is implemented in two phases.
Prior to the start of the project, the method is used to determine the optimal resource
configuration considering the uncertainty that characterizes a project at the beginning stage. This
is identified as Phase I. The dynamic phase (Phase II), which is implemented as the project
unfolds, considers actual costs and durations of completed and in progress activities to reevaluate
the rest of the project. Hence, during Phase II, only the uncertainty associated with the remaining
activities is considered to identify the optimal resource configuration from that point forward.
The next section describes the general simulation-based optimization approach used by
both methods (TCRCM & EVRCM) detailed in this research.
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4.1 Overview of the Simulation-Based Optimization Approach
The structure of the simulation-based optimization approach, which is the same for both
Phase I and Phase II, is described in this section. The components that make up the structure of
the method include the input parameters, simulation model, optimization model and output
parameters. During Phase I, uncertainty for all project activities is considered to evaluate the
optimal resource configuration while, in Phase II, actual values are used for completed or in
progress activities and the optimization is done considering the uncertainty of the remaining
activities in the project.
Figure 4.2 illustrates how all the components of the method are linked together. The input
parameters that represent the characteristics of the project network under evaluation are used by
the optimization model to identify potential solutions subject to a set of constraints. The
optimization model determines the values of the decision variables that satisfy the constraints.
Once a feasible solution is identified based on the solution space, the potential solution is sent to
the simulation model in order to simulate instances of the project network and calculate the
expected value of a performance measure (e.g. total project cost). As soon as the simulation
model finishes, the value of the performance measure for the evaluated resource configuration is
returned to the optimization model. This cycle between the optimization model and the
simulation model continues with the purpose of comparing the outcome of different resource
configurations. After the optimal solution has been found, output information regarding the
optimal resource configuration and/or precedence relationships, as well as the value of the
performance measure, is provided.
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Output:
Optimization
Model:

Input
Parameters:
Project
Charateristics

Optimize the
expected value of
the performance
measure

Expected Value, Variance and 95%
CI of Performance Measure
Optimal Resource
Configuration (Alternative Selected
and Precedence Relationships for
Activities Sharing Resources)

Potential
Solution

Expected Value of
Performance
Measure
Simulation Model:

Calculate Expected
Value of Performance
Measure

Figure 4.2 Structure of the Simulation-based Optimization Approach

With the optimal solution identified by the optimization model, a project simulator is
used to run multiple replications of the base configuration and the optimal configuration for
comparison purposes. The project simulator components are: the input file, simulation model,
and output file. The input file containing the characteristics of the project and configuration
under evaluation feeds the simulation model. The simulation model runs multiple replications of
the project and provides statistics for project completion time and project cost as an output file.
The following sections describe the general assumptions and modeling details of the
simulation-based optimization approach.
4.1.1 Assumptions
The general assumptions considered in the optimization method include:


Activity time and cost distributions for all alternative resources can be estimated.



Activity times are independent.



Precedence relationships due to technical constraints are defined before the project starts
and will not change throughout its execution.
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Penalty costs, represented by a linear function, are defined before the project starts.



Activities cannot be split or changed once they have begun. That is, once activities have
been started, they will be worked on continuously until finished.



A single resource/resource set is needed to execute an activity.



The remaining time and cost for in progress activities can be accurately estimated.

4.1.2 TCRCM: Input Parameters
The input parameters provide information regarding the characteristics of the project
network into the optimization model. The parameters that serve as input to the
simulation/optimization model are the following:

n = number of activities in the project.
Co = time and cost correlation. If Co is equal to 1, time and cost are correlated, 0 otherwise.

 = target completion time.
P = penalty cost per time unit of tardiness.

na i = number of resource alternatives of activity i  1, ..., n.
NPi = number of predecessors of activity i  1, ..., n.
APi = predecessors of activity i  1, ..., n.
t ik = stochastic duration of activity i  1, ..., n by alternative k  1, ..., na.
rik = resource of activity i  1, ..., n by alternative k  1, ..., na.

cik = stochastic cost (if Co = 0) or daily cost (if Co = 1) of activity i  1, ..., n by alternative
k  1, ..., na.
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4.1.3 TCRCM: Optimization Model
The optimization model receives the input parameters and identifies potential feasible
solutions. Different resource configurations, represented by the values of the decision variables,
are identified. The optimization model interacts with the simulation model to evaluate these
configurations in order to determine the optimal expected total project cost (C) which includes
the activity costs and the penalty costs due to tardiness at project completion.
In order to generate the constraints of the optimization model, the following parameters
are calculated:

PCM = predecessor chain matrix that indicates the complete predecessor chain of activity
i  1, ..., n . If PCM ij is equal to 1, activity j is included in the predecessor chain of

activity i , 0 otherwise, such that,

 PCM 11 PCM 12
 PCM 21
...
PCM  
 ...
...

...
 PCMn1

AM =

... PCM 1n 
...
... 
.
...
... 

... PCMnn 

resource alternative matrix that indicates if resource l  1, ..., nr is a potential alternative
for activity i  1, ..., n . If AM il is equal to 1, resource l can be assigned to activity i , 0
otherwise, such that,

 AM 11 AM 12
 AM 21
...
AM  
 ...
...

...
 AMn1

CM =

... AM 1nr 
...
... 
.
...
... 

... AMnnr 

cost matrix that indicates the cost, CMil, of assigning resource l  1, ..., nr to activity
i  1, ..., n , such that,
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CM 11 CM 12
CM 21
...
CM  
 ...
...

...
 CMn1

... CM 1nr 
...
... 
.
...
... 

... CMnnr 

The values of the following decision variables will be determined by the optimization
model and returned to the simulation model to perform the expected total project cost
calculation:

RM =

resource matrix that indicates if activity i  1, ..., n will be executed by resource l . If

RM il is equal to 1, resource l is assigned to activity i , 0 otherwise, such that,
 RM 11 RM 12
 RM 21
...
RM  
 ...
...

...
 RMn1
aij =

... RM 1nr 
...
... 
.
...
... 

... RMnnr 

represents the direction of the resource precedence arc between activities and is equal to
1 if an arc is drawn from activity i  1, ..., n to activity j  1, ..., n , 0 otherwise.

Sijl =

indicator variable that equals 1 if the same resource l  1, ..., nr is assigned to activity i
and activity j, 0 otherwise.

Sijl =

indicator variable that equals 1 if neither activities i or activity j are assigned resource
l  1, ..., nr , 0 otherwise.
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The optimization model is described as follows:

 n nr

Minimize: E[C ]  E  CM il RM il  PF (T ,  )
 i 1 l 1


(4.1)

Subject to:
 nr

aij  a ji    Sijl (1  PCM ij )(1  PCM ji )
 l 1 
Sijl  Sijl  RM il  RM jl  1

Sijl  Sijl  1

 RM

il

 i, j, i  j

 i, j, l , i  j

(4.3)

 i, j, l , i  j

(4.4)

l

(4.5)

 i, l

(4.6)

1

i

RM il  AM il
aij  a jy 

(4.2)

 a yi   narcs  1

 Potential Tours

(4.7)

The objective function (4.1) minimizes the expected total project cost calculated by the
simulation model. The total project cost includes both, the cost associated with executing the
activities, and the penalty costs due to late project completion. Constraints (4.2), (4.3), and (4.4)
ensure that the resource precedence is only determined between activities that share resources
but do not have a technical precedence. Constraint (4.2) checks if two activities have a technical
precedence, and constraint (4.2) evaluates if the activities share a resource. Constraint (4.4) ties
constraints (4.2) and (4.3) together so that if there are no resources in common, the technical
precedence is not evaluated for those two activities and no arc is drawn between them. In order
to better explain how these constraints work together, let us consider the following: if two
activities have a resource in common, RM il and RM jl both take on a value of one and, hence,
the right side of the equation will result in a value of one. As a consequence, Sijl acquires a value
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of one which allows constraint (4.2) to evaluate if there is a technical precedence between the
activities. If the activities do not have a technical relationship, PCM

ji

and PCM ij take on a

value of zero and an arc between the activities needs to be drawn. The constraints tie together the
same way for the cases when there are no common resources but there is a technical precedence.
These constraints reduce the number of arcs to be evaluated by restricting the optimization model
to making the resource precedence decisions between activities with potential conflicts.
Constraint (4.5) guarantees that only one resource or resource set is assigned to each
activity of the project. Constraint (4.6) ensures that the resources assigned to a task are only
those eligible resources from among the set of alternatives available for the activity.
The last constraint (4.7) ensures that there are no looping conflicts (tours) when testing
resource precedence relationships during the optimization of a project. In this formula, narcs
represents the number of arcs involved in the looping conflict. A looping conflict can emerge in
cases where three or more activities have a potential resource in common. To illustrate this,
consider the example in Figure 4.3 where three activities {1,2,3} are assigned the same resource,
X. In the absence of any technical precedence arcs, there are three resource precedence decisions
required. The model formulation would result in two constraints of the form of (4.7), such as:

a12  a23  a31  2
a13  a32  a21  2 .
These constraints will prevent a potential tour which would result in an infeasible solution.

Figure 4.3 Looping (Tour) Conflict Example
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4.1.4 TCRCM: Simulation Model
Once the optimization model determines a potential solution, this solution is sent to the
simulation model to run multiple project instances of the selected resource configuration. The
decision variables that are manipulated by the optimization model include the resource matrix (

RM il ) with the resource selected for each activity and the direction of the precedence arc for
those activities that share resources ( aij ). The values of aij are directly used in the simulation
model while the resource matrix is translated to the vector, SAV , for convenience in coding.

SAV = selected alternative vector where SAVi indicates the alternative k {1,..., na} selected by
the optimization model for each activity i  1,..., n .
In order to construct the SAV vector, the resource matrix ( RM il ) is compared to the
resource alternatives matrix rik . The model loops through RM il to determine which resource l is
assigned to each activity i and, comparing this information with rik , the selected alternative for
each project activity is identified.
Once the simulation model translates the decision variables obtained from the
optimization model, the simulation model runs in order to calculate the total project cost of the
selected project configuration. The following parameters are created by the simulation model to
simulate the execution of the project. These are constructed either from the values of the
optimization decision variables or the values of the provided input parameters as follows:

rnpi =

number of resource predecessors of activity i  1, .., n where rnp i  nj 1 aij i.

PM ij = predecessor matrix of technical predecessors that indicates if activity i  1, ..., n is a
predecessor of activity j  1, ..., n . If PM ij is equal to 1, activity i is a predecessor of
activity j , 0 otherwise.
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 PM 11 PM 12
 PM 21
...
PM  
 ...
...

...
 PMn1

... PM 1n 
...
... 
...
... 

... PMnn 

The following variables are used as the simulation model runs to identify if an activity is
ready to start. These are compared to rnpi and NPi in order to determine if all resource and
technical predecessors of an activity are completed.

rpci =

number of resource predecessors of activity i already completed  i  1, ..., n

PCi =

number of technical predecessors of activity i already completed  i  1, ..., n
As activities start and finish execution, the following variables are updated to capture the

start and finish times of the activities as well as indicate that they have been completed.

st i =

start time of activity i  i  1, ..., n

ct i =

completion time of activity i  i  1, ..., n

CAi =

is 1 if activity i is completed, 0 otherwise  i  1, ..., n
In order to better illustrate how the simulation model works, and how every variable and

calculated parameter binds together, the flow chart shown in Figure 4.4 was provided. First, the
model reads the input file that provides information regarding the characteristics of the project.
Each of the values of the input parameters supplied is assigned to the corresponding variable in
the simulation model. Afterwards, the variables used by the simulation model to check on the
status of activities and the variables used to store start and completion times are set to zero as
their initial state. The model then checks if the time-cost correlation variable has a value of 1. If
the value is 1, time and cost are correlated and the cost of the activity alternative will be equal to
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the fixed cost rate multiplied by its corresponding sampled duration. Else, the model samples
from the cost distribution provided by the input file.
After this, the variable i that indicates the activity that is currently being executed is set to
1 so that the first activity of the project can start. This variable is incremented as the activities are
completed. The simulation model evaluates if the task under consideration is eligible to start (all
technical predecessors and resource predecessors, if any, have to be completed). At the same
time, the model determines if the current activity has not yet been completed. If these are true
and the task has either type of predecessors (technical or resource predecessors), then the start
time of the current task is set to the maximum completion time of its predecessors. Otherwise,
the start time of the activity will stay at zero. Following this, the model sets the completion time
of the task by adding the task’s duration to its start time. If the activity has technical successors
or resource successors, the model does the job of indicating the successors of the activity that the
current activity was completed. This cycle repeats up until the project is completed. Lastly, the
model determines if all activities are completed and, if so, calculates the project total cost.
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Read input file and assign user
inputs to corresponding
variables.

PMji = 1
or aji = 1?

Set sti = cti = PCi =
rpci = CAi = 0

Yes
For (i=1; i < n; i++)

No

Set sti = max(sti, ctj)

k = SAVi

Exit Loop
Set cti = sti + tik

Sample tik

Loop
For (j=1; j < n; j++)

No

Co = 1?

Loop

Loop

Yes

No

PMij = 1?

Set costi = cik

Set costi = tik*cik

Yes
Exit Loop

Set PCj = PCj + 1

Set i = 1
No

aij = 1?

i++

Yes
No

PCi = NPi &
rpci = rnpi &
CAi = 0?

No

i = n?

Yes

Exit Loop
Set CAi = 1

Yes
For (j=1; j < n; j++)

i <> j?

Loop Set rpcj = rpcj + 1

 CAi = n ?

No

No

Yes
Set T = max (T, cti) &
TC = PF(T,τ) + costi

Yes

Figure 4.4 TCRCM – Simulation Model Algorithm
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4.1.5 TCRCM: Output Parameters
After the optimization model identifies the minimum expected total project cost, an
output file is generated with information regarding the optimal solution. The following
parameters that represent the optimal resource configuration (optimal set of resources and the arc
direction for activities sharing resources) are provided:

RM il = resource matrix that indicates if activity i  1, .., n will be executed by resource
l  1, ..., nr . If RM il is equal to 1, resource l is assigned to activity i , 0 otherwise.

 RM 11 RM 12
 RM 21
...
RM  
 ...
...

...
 RMn1
aij =

... RM 1nr 
...
... 
...
... 

... RMnnr 

equal to 1 if an arc is drawn from activity i  1, ..., n to activity j  1, ..., n , 0 otherwise.
The mean, variance and 95% confidence interval on the project total cost of the optimal

solution are also included in the output generated by the optimization model.

4.1.6 TCRCM: Project Simulator
The project simulator does the job of generating multiple replications of the optimal
configuration as well as the base configuration or previous optimal configuration in order to
show a comparison between the outputs. In Phase I, the optimal resource configuration is
compared to the base configuration (set of least cost activity alternatives with resource conflicts,
if any, resolved using MS Project’s leveling feature). In Phase II, the optimal configuration is
compared to the optimal solution obtained either from Phase I or the previous reevaluation.
The input parameters and the simulation model for the project simulator are described in
sections 4.1.2 and 4.1.4, respectively. The outputs of the project simulator include: the average,
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variance and 95% confidence interval of the total project cost and project completion time. In
addition, the data for all replications is provided for the convenience of using the information to
construct distributions graphs of the total project cost and project completion time.

4.2 TCRCM: Implementation
To implement the TCRCM, the optimization engine Industrial Strength COMPASS (ISC)
(Xu et al., 2010) was used. ISC was derived from the Convergent Optimization via Most
Promising Area Stochastic Search algorithm of Hong & Nelson (2006) for optimizing the
expected value of a performance measure. ISC has certain advantages over other optimization
engines, but also has some limitations. ISC only considers linear-integer inequality constraints
which are written as the sum of the decision variables greater or equal than the right hand side of
the equation. Also, ISC’s performance is affected as the number of decision variables in the
optimization model increases. The optimization model described in section 4.1.3 contains
matrices that could rapidly expand as the number of activities or resources involved in a project
increase. As these matrices expand, the number of decision variables that the model needs to
contemplate also increment. In addition to this, there are certain constraints from the proposed
optimization model that are not in the form required by ISC. Therefore, the optimization model
described in section 4.1.3 has been simplified for a more practical implementation of the
methodology.
The implemented TCRCM is presented in Figure 4.5. As shown, the initial input
parameters for the implemented model are the same as described in section 4.1.2. The initial
input parameters included in the simulator input file are used by the input file generator to
determine the potential resource precedence relationships. Once these are determined, the
number of potential resource precedence relationships and the identified relationships themselves
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are added to the simulator input file. With this information, the input file generator produces an
optimizer input file. Both input files are used for the simulation-based optimization model; more
specifically, the simulator input file is used by the simulation model while the optimizer input
file is used by the optimization model.

Figure 4.5 TCRCM – Implemented Simulation-based Optimization Model
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The simulation model used for the implementation of the method is the same as described
in section 4.1.4. The difference between the implementation and the methodology described in
section 4.1 relies in the optimization model and the optimization model’s interaction with the
simulation model.
The optimization model shown in Figure 4.5 uses two types of decision variables ( xi and

y q ), which represent the alternative selected for each project activity and the arc direction
selected for activities sharing resources (respectively). Constraint (4.8) ensures that xi is
assigned values from zero up to the number of resource alternatives of the activity. Constraint
(4.9) allows y q to take on values of one or minus one to indicate the arc direction of the resource
precedence relationship or zero for no arc. The implemented optimization model only consists of
these two types of constraints; therefore, the optimization model does not have control over
linking the values of the two decision variables. The simulation model does the job of identifying
those configurations where the assigned values for xi do not go along with y q and guaranteeing
their infeasibility in the optimization process. For instance, let us consider two project activities
where activity 1 can be assigned resources A or B and activity 2 only has resource A as an
alternative. If the optimization model evaluates a resource configuration where the activities do
not share a resource but an arc is drawn between the activities, the simulation model will return a
large value so that this configuration is not considered as a potential feasible solution by the
optimization model.
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During the interaction process between the optimization model and the simulation model,
the simulation model also takes care of translating the values of y q sent from the optimization
model to the variable a ij that is used to represent resource precedence relationships in the
simulation model. This translation is done as follows:
If 𝑦𝑞 = 1,

𝑎𝑖𝑗 = 1 & 𝑎𝑗𝑖 = 0

If 𝑦𝑞 = 0,

𝑎𝑖𝑗 = 0 & 𝑎𝑗𝑖 = 0

If 𝑦𝑞 = −1,

𝑎𝑖𝑗 = 0 & 𝑎𝑗𝑖 = 1

The values of the decision variable xi do not require any translation and are directly assigned to
the alternative selected vector (SAVi) in the simulation model.
For a detailed example of the implemented simulation-based optimization model for the
TCRCM please refer to Appendix A.
The following sections describe Phase I and Phase II of the Total Cost Resource
Constrained Method (TCRCM). Although using both phases is likely to provide better results,
Phase I can be applied by itself at the beginning of the project without necessarily having to
implement Phase II.
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4.3 TCRCM: Applied Prior the Start of the Project
During the method’s Phase I, the optimal resource configuration that minimizes the total
project cost before the project starts is obtained. Therefore, resource alternatives as well as
resource precedence relationships for activities sharing resources are evaluated. In addition,
penalty costs due to project lateness at project completion are considered for determining the
total project cost. Being that this phase is implemented at the beginning of the project, there is
uncertainty associated with activity times and costs of resource alternatives.
Phase I is executed following a set of steps. First, the main characteristics of the project
are gathered and defined. That is, the number of project activities, precedence relationships,
resource alternatives, probability distributions of activity times and costs associated with the
resource alternatives, time and cost correlation, target completion, and penalty costs associated
with the project. These parameters will serve as the input for the simulation model in order to
identify the resource configuration that minimizes project cost.
Next, the simulation model executes instances of the project network by sampling from
among the probability distributions provided for time and cost. The model tests different
resource configurations (resource alternatives and resource precedence relationships) with the
sampled values and determines the average total project cost associated with that particular
configuration by running several replications. For each project instance, the model starts by
executing the first project activity. At the current activity’s completion time, the model indicates
the activity’s successors (both technical and resource successors) that the current activity was
completed. Afterwards, the completion time of the activity is computed and the successor
activities initiate execution. The project activities continue to execute in this same manner until
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all activities are completed and the project total cost is computed by considering not only activity
costs but also penalty costs due to lateness.
The following step deals with the optimization of the simulation model. An optimization
engine interacts with the simulation model to identify the optimal solution subject to the series of
specified constraints. The engine identifies feasible solutions that could potentially be optimal by
discarding any values for the decision variables that do not satisfy the indicated constraints. Once
the set of potential solutions is selected, the optimization engine provides the simulation model
the information necessary to execute instances of these potential solutions. The expected value
for total project cost is computed for the set of replications and sent to the optimization engine to
be checked for optimality. This process continues thereby until the optimal solution is identified.
As soon as the optimization engine pinpoints the optimal solution, the optimal resource
configuration and the expected total cost for that particular configuration are provided.
After identifying the optimal resource configuration, a project simulator is used to run the
obtained configuration versus a base configuration. The base configuration is considered as the
set of activity alternatives with the least cost with resource conflicts, if any, resolved using MS
Project’s leveling feature. The output of the project simulator includes statistics regarding project
duration and cost (including mean, variance, and a 95% confidence interval), as well as the data
necessary to create probability graphs on the project completion time and cost for both the base
and the optimal configuration. The solution obtained in Phase I can either be considered for the
entire course of the project or reevaluated (by executing Phase II) as the project unfolds.
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4.4 TCRCM: Phase I Example
To better illustrate Phase I, the sample project network described at the beginning of this
chapter will be used as an example. The network shown in Figure 4.1 consists of 12 activities, 8
of which have multiple resource alternatives. In addition, there are 5 potential precedence
relationships which are shown in Figure 4.1 as the red dotted lines and are detailed in Table 4.2.
The correlation coefficient for the project is 1 which indicates that the provided cost will be a
fixed rate per time unit. The estimates for the time distributions and the fixed rate for the cost as
well as the alternative resources are shown in Table 4.1. The target completion time of the
project is 72 days with a penalty per unit of tardiness of 50.
Figure 4.6 shows the simulator input file used for this example with an indication of the
parameter represented in each line of the input file. This input file contains the information about
the project provided by the user. For the ISC parameters used for this example please refer to
Figure A.4 in Appendix A. Also, for a detailed explanation on how the method uses the
information provided in the simulator input file to determine the optimal resource configuration
please refer to Appendix A.
The simulation-based optimization approach was used to obtain the optimal resource
configuration (shown in Figure 4.7). The program ran 50,181 replications to compute a mean of
1949.77 with a variance of 145.65 for the total project cost. The 95% confidence interval on the
total project cost for the optimal solution in Phase I is 1948.77 ≤ µ ≤ 1950.77.
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Figure 4.6 TCRCM Phase I Example – Simulator Input File
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Figure 4.7 TCRCM Phase I Example – Optimal Configuration

The optimal configuration and the base configuration were simulated for 10,000
replications using the project simulator. The base configuration is the set of least cost alternatives
with resource conflicts resolved using MS Project’s leveling feature. In this case, there are two
activities with the same average cost (calculated based on the average time multiplied by the
fixed cost rate); hence, the alternative with the least average time was selected as the base. The
base configuration is shown in Figure 4.8 with differences from the optimal configuration
highlighted in red and bolded. Probability graphs on project completion time are provided in
Figures 4.9 and 4.10, and on total project cost in Figures 4.11 and 4.12. In addition, Table 4.3
presents the average and standard deviation for project duration and Table 4.4 shows the activity
cost, penalty cost, and total project cost.

Figure 4.8 TCRCM Phase I Example – Base Configuration
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Figure 4.9 TCRCM Phase I Example – Optimal vs. Base Configuration
Project Completion Time Probability Graph
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Figure 4.10 TCRCM Phase I Example – Optimal vs. Base Configuration
Project Completion Time Cumulative Probability Graph
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Figure 4.11 TCRCM Phase I Example – Optimal vs. Base Configuration
Total Project Cost Probability Graph
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Figure 4.12 TCRCM Phase I Example – Optimal vs. Base Configuration
Total Project Cost Cumulative Probability Graph
Table 4.3 TCRCM Phase I Example – Optimal vs. Base Configuration
Comparison for Project Completion Time
Duration
Average Std. Dev.
Base
80.77
2.69
Optimal
70.88
2.76

50

3000

Table 4.4 TCRCM Phase I Example – Optimal vs. Base Configuration
Comparison for Project Total Cost
Cost
Activity Cost
Penalty Cost
Total Cost
Average Std. Dev.
Average Std. Dev.
Average Std. Dev.
1892.66
79.12
438.44
134.29
2331.10
188.54
1918.62
79.78
31.77
59.11
1950.39
116.29

In order to statistically demonstrate the significant difference between the total project
cost of the optimal configuration and the base configuration, a 95% confidence interval on the
difference between means is provided: 376.37 ≤ µ1 – µ2 ≤ 385.06. The 95% CI leads to the
conclusion that there is a significant difference between the means and hence, the optimal
configuration allowed a reduction in cost.

4.5 TCRCM: Applied During Project Execution
During Phase I, which occurs before the project starts, the optimal resource configuration
is determined considering uncertainty in all project activities. As the project progresses, the
uncertainty associated with resource alternatives, activity duration and costs is eliminated for
completed and in progress tasks. Hence, the initial optimal resource configuration obtained
during Phase I could no longer be optimal. Phase II only considers uncertainty for those activities
that haven’t yet started to determine the optimal configuration for the remaining activities of the
project.
In addition to the general assumptions listed before, the following assumption is also
considered for Phase II:


Reevaluation points of the optimal resource configuration from Phase I occur before the
start of each project activity.
After identifying the optimal resource configuration during Phase I, one might consider

reevaluation points as the project develops. The optimal solution obtained when implementing
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Phase I is used up until the first activity with a non-zero start time is encountered. When the first
reevaluation point is encountered, the following steps are followed:
1. Update the project information based on the status of the project up until the current
reevaluation point.
2. Run the TCRCM program in order to reevaluate the optimal resource configuration for
the remaining activities of the project.
3. Run the project simulator to provide a comparison between implementing the previous
optimal configuration versus the new optimal configuration.
4. Implement the new optimal configuration until the next reevaluation point is encountered
or until the project is completed.
In the first step, the actual times and costs for completed activities are updated as well as
the resource used to execute the activity. Hence, the input file contains probability distributions
and resource alternatives for activities that have not started, but updated information for in
progress or completed activities. Next, the optimization engine interacts with the simulation
model and identifies the optimal resource configuration for the remaining activities of the
project. Using the project simulator, both, the optimal resource configuration from Phase I and
Phase II are simulated in order to provide a clear comparison of the results. With this
information, the project manager can then make an informed decision as to which configuration
to use for the remainder of the project. Once another reevaluation point is reached, the same
process is repeated until all activities have been completed and, hence, the project ends.
Note that a heuristic approach is used during this phase given that reevaluation points
were selected to be at the start time of each project activity. Although continuous revaluations of
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the project network would provide more accurate results, it is not practical to continuously
reevaluate the project since it demands much more processing time.

4.6 TCRCM: Phase II Example
To better illustrate Phase II, the same sample project network discussed in Phase I will be
used. The project network is shown in Figure 4.1 and the information on time distributions and
cost rates is shown in Table 4.1. The network consists of 12 activities, 8 of which have multiple
resource alternatives. In addition, there are 5 potential precedence relationships which are shown
in Figure 4.1 as the red dotted lines and are detailed in Table 4.2. The target completion time of
the project is 72 days with a penalty per unit of tardiness of 50.
The optimal resource configuration determined during Phase I when applying the method
to the sample project network is shown in Figure 4.7. Once this is determined, the project can
start by using the assignments and resource precedence relationships obtained during Phase I. As
soon as a reevaluation point is reached, Phase II starts to be implemented by reevaluating the
remaining activities.
Note that, for comparison purposes, a single instance will be considered in this example.
The total project cost for the base configuration, Phase I configuration and Phase II configuration
will be calculated for the selected project instance in order to make the comparison. The sampled
activity times for this instance are shown in Table 4.5. The bolded durations in Table 4.5
correspond to the activity times for the resource configuration selected during Phase I. As the
project is reevaluated during Phase II, the alternative selected during Phase I may change for
certain activities and, hence, the duration and cost corresponding to the new alternative will be
used.
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Table 4.5 TCRCM Phase II Example – Sampled Activity Times by Alternative
Duration
Activity
Alt 1
Alt 2
1 12.60
12.30
2
6.22
3 15.69
26.30
4 10.04
5 28.08
15.20
6
11.62
4.72
7 13.92
10.88
8 21.15
9 27.30
10 21.66
15.62
11 22.13
9.89
12 19.34
16.17

In order to initiate the first reevaluation, the input file needs to be updated with the
current status of the project. Figure 4.13 shows the simulator input file with the reflected changes
(bolded values).
The first reevaluation occurs just before time 6.22, which is the start time of activity 3.
Activities with a start time less than 6.22 are fixed (meaning that any variability associated with
them is eliminated). While activity 2 is completed by time 6.22, activity 1 is in progress and,
according to Phase II assumptions, it can be accurately estimated how much more time and cost
it will take to complete. The updates to the input file include changing the following for activities
1 and 2: setting the number of alternatives to one in addition to fixing the duration to the
sampled/actual duration for the instance, fixing the resource, and fixing the cost rate based on the
previous optimal resource configuration (given that this is the first reevaluation, the resource
configuration selected in Phase I will be used for fixed activities). Note that the “C” in the input
file indicates that the value is a constant. Figure 4.14 shows the status of the project by the time
of the first reevaluation.
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Figure 4.13 TCRCM Phase II Example – First Reevaluation Simulator Input File
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Figure 4.14 TCRCM Phase II Example – Status by First Reevaluation

Once the program reevaluates the rest of the project, a new resource configuration (if one
better than the previous solution is found) is obtained for the remaining activities. In this case,
the program determined that the resource configuration from Phase I was still the best. The
optimal resource configuration obtained during the first reevaluation is summarized in Table 4.6.
Table 4.7 provides the mean (2060.11) and variance (171.65) of the project cost for the resource
configuration determined in the first reevaluation. In addition, the number of replications the
program used to determine the solution is also provided (24,539).
Table 4.6 TCRCM Phase II Example – Resource Configuration Provided by First Reevaluation
Activity
Resource Precedence
Relationships
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9 10 11 12
Resource
E B B C M D G A F
F
H
N
2→3
9 → 10
Config.
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Table 4.7 TCRCM Phase II Example – First Reevaluation Result
24,539
Replications
2060.11
Project Cost Mean
171.65
Project Cost Variance

Next, the project continues using the resource configuration provided by the first
reevaluation until the next reevaluation point. The second reevaluation occurs at time 12.30,
which is just before the start of activities 4 and 5. By then, activities 1 and 2 have been
completed, activity 3 is in progress and the remaining activities have not started. Activities 1, 2,
and 3 are fixed and their actual values for time, cost and assigned resource are updated in the
input file. Hence, there is only one available alternative for activities 1, 2, and 3 with actual
durations of 12.30, 6.22, and 15.69, resources 5, 2, and 2 and cost rates of 13, 31, and 13
(respectively). In addition, the precedence relationship between activities 2 and 3 is fixed. Figure
4.15 shows the status of the project by the time of the second reevaluation.
After running the program, a new resource configuration is identified. Table 4.8 provides
the resource configuration obtained from this second reevaluation (changes made from the first
reevaluation are bolded and in red). The new configuration uses resource M for activity 10.
Therefore, the arc between activities 9 and 10 is eliminated but a precedence relationship for
activities 5 and 10 is added given they share resource M. Table 4.9 provides the mean (2053.06)
and variance (146.14) of the project cost for the resource configuration determined in the second
reevaluation. In addition, the number of replications the program used to determine the solution
is also provided (16,514).
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Figure 4.15 TCRCM Phase II Example – Status by Second Reevaluation
Table 4.8 TCRCM Phase II Example – Resource Configuration Provided by Second Reevaluation
Activity
Resource Precedence
Relationships
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10 11 12
Resource
E B B C M D G A F M
H
N
2→3
5 → 10
Config.
Table 4.9 TCRCM Phase II Example – Second Reevaluation Result
16,514
Replications
2053.06
Project Cost Mean
146.14
Project Cost Variance

The project continues with the new resource configuration up until the next reevaluation
point. For the purpose of showing the process of how Phase II works, two more reevaluation
points out of the five remaining are detailed in this example. The fifth reevaluation occurs at time
27.5. Figure 4.16 shows the status of the project up until this reevaluation point. Note that the
new configuration adopted after the second reevaluation has not changed since then. At the
current reevaluation point, the precedence relationship between activities 2 and 3 is fixed. Also,
activities 1 through 6 are completed and activity 7 is in progress. For these activities, the actual
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duration, resource, and cost rate for the current resource configuration are updated in the input
file as well as the number of alternatives (which is set to one). The program is executed and the
obtained resource configuration, which is the same as the one from the second reevaluation, is
shown in Table 4.10.

Figure 4.16 TCRCM Phase II Example – Status by Fifth Reevaluation
Table 4.10 TCRCM Phase II Example – Resource Configuration Provided by Fifth Reevaluation
Activity
Resource Precedence
Relationships
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
Resource
E B B C
M
D
G
A F
M
H
N
2→3
5 → 10
Configuration

Table 4.11 provides the mean (2026.89) and variance (59.26) of the project cost for the
resource configuration determined in the fifth reevaluation. In addition, the number of
replications the program used to determine the solution is also provided (3,936).
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Table 4.11 TCRCM Phase II Example – Fifth Reevaluation Result
3,936
Replications
2026.89
Project Cost Mean
59.26
Project Cost Variance

The project proceeds and two more reevaluations occur before project completion. The
last reevaluation takes place at time 54.80, that is, before the start of activity 12. By then, all
activities are completed with the exception of activity 11, which is in progress, and activity 12
that has not started. The two precedence relationships between activities {2, 3} and between {5,
10} are fixed. Figure 4.17 shows the status of the project by the seventh and last reevaluation
point. The program is executed and the obtained resource configuration, which is the same as the
one from the second reevaluation, is shown in Table 4.12.

Figure 4.17 TCRCM Phase II Example – Status by Seventh Reevaluation

Table 4.13 provides the mean (1989.99) and variance (1.03) of the project cost for the
resource configuration determined in the seventh reevaluation. In addition, the number of
replications the program used to determine the solution is also provided (254).
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Table 4.12 TCRCM Phase II Example – Resource
Configuration Provided by Seventh Reevaluation
Activity
Resource Precedence
Relationships
4
5
6
7
8
9
10 11 12
C

M

D

G

A

F

M

H

N

2→3

5 → 10

Table 4.13 TCRCM Phase II Example – Seventh Reevaluation Result
254
Replications
1989.99
Project Cost Mean
1.03
Project Cost Variance

After this last reevaluation, the project is completed. By implementing the resource
configuration suggested by Phase II, the project is completed at time 70.97 with no associated
penalty costs. With no penalty, the activity cost and the total project cost are the same with a
value of 1997.69. If the solution from Phase I was implemented, the project completion time
would be 76.46 with a penalty cost for late completion of 222.87. This penalty and the activity
costs of 2026.79 would result in a total project cost of 2249.67. Lastly, if the base configuration
was used, a project completion time of 85.54 would be obtained. The penalty associated with late
completion for the base configuration would have been 677.14 with a total project cost of
2652.90.
Table 4.14 shows the resource configurations for the three cases (base, Phase I and Phase
II). Table 4.15 summarizes the results for the three configurations. The results show that
implementing Phase II achieves a 25% reduction from the base configuration implementation.
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Base
Phase I
Phase II

Table 4.14 TCRCM Phase II Example – Base, Phase I & Phase II Configurations
Activity
Resource Precedence
Relationships
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 9 10 11 12
A B B C
M
D G A F
F
N
N
3 → 2 10 → 9 11 → 12
E B B C
M
D G A F
F
H
N
2 → 3 9 → 10
E B B C
M
F
G A F M
H
N
2 → 3 5 → 10
Table 4.15 TCRCM Phase II Example – Base, Phase I & Phase II Comparison
Penalty
Activity
Total
Duration
Cost
Cost
Cost
85.54
677.14
1975.76
2652.90
Base
76.46
222.87
2026.79
2249.67
Phase I
70.97
0.00
1997.69
1997.69
Phase II

To prove the benefit of implementing both Phase I and Phase II, 50 instances of the
project were generated. The results indicate that 50% of the time Phase II provided a smaller
expected total cost than if only Phase I was implemented.

4.7 TCRCM: Experiments
In order to evaluate the ability of the TCRCM to consistently obtain optimal solutions for
Phases I and II, several experimental cases were tested. The robustness of the method to identify
the optimal configuration for the RCPSP in terms of multiple resource alternatives and resource
precedence relationships based on a single project milestone was tested. The experimental cases
evaluate the method’s effectiveness based on: the complexity of the project in terms of the
number of resource alternatives and potential resource precedence relationships, the variability in
stochastic activity times and costs, and the penalty function.
The projects used for the experiments were arbitrarily constructed in order for them to
include the factors of interest. The following experimental cases are considered to evaluate the
TCRCM. Note that each case is characterized by different complexities, those which are listed
below.
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Case 1:


High variability in activity time and cost distributions



Project complexity (31 decision variables – including milestone):
o 22 project activities, 12 which have two resource alternatives
o 8 potential resource precedence relationships



Relatively high lateness penalty (80 per unit)

Case 2:


Low variability in activity time and cost distributions



Project complexity (24 decision variables – including milestone):
o 15 project activities, 8 which have three resource alternatives, and 3 of
which have two resource alternatives
o 8 potential resource precedence relationships



Relatively low lateness penalty (20 per unit)

Case 3:


Low variability in activity time and cost distributions



Project complexity (18 decision variables – including milestone):
o 12 project activities, 8 which have two resource alternatives
o 5 potential resource precedence relationships



Relatively low lateness penalty (10 per unit)

In order to execute Phase I, an input file containing the characteristics of the project is
created. These characteristics include the number of activities, resources, and penalty function, as
well as predecessors, stochastic activity times and costs, etc. Then, the method is executed to
determine the optimal configuration that minimizes the expected total project cost which
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includes activity cost and penalty associated with late project completion. Once the optimal
solution is identified, a project simulator is used to run 10,000 instances of the project. The data
generated by the project simulator is used to elaborate tables and graphs that summarize the case
results.
For Phase II, the optimal configuration obtained in Phase I serves as the starting point.
Multiple instances of the project are generated. For each project instance, the method is executed
in order to determine the optimal configuration at the different reevaluation points. The
completion times and total project cost of each instance are stored as well as the average project
duration, average total cost and standard deviations for Phase II. In addition, to provide a
comparison between Phase I and Phase II, a percentage on the number of instances where Phase
II provided a smaller expected total cost than if only Phase I was implemented is presented.
Phase II was automated in order to make the experimental process more efficient. The
tool used to run experiments for Phase II follows these steps:
1. Run project simulator using Phase I optimal resource configuration and store the sampled
times and costs for each instance.
2. Determine the first reevaluation point for the corresponding instance.
3. Generate the simulator input file based on the reevaluation point (for activities with a
start time less than the reevaluation point, the times and costs are fixed to the latest
identified optimal configuration; resource precedence relationships are also fixed if the
start time of both activities involved is less than the reevaluation point; for all other
activities, stochastic activity times and costs are used).
4. Use the simulator input file to generate the optimizer input file.
5. Run the optimization for current instance and reevaluation point.
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6. If the reevaluation point is less than the project completion time then, determine next
reevaluation point for the instance and go to 3; else, go to 7.
7. Store the calculated values for project completion time and cost based on the optimal
solution identified for the instance.

4.7.1 Experimental Case 1
Case 1 considers a project network with high variability in activity times and costs, 31
decision variables, and a relatively high lateness penalty. As shown in Figure 4.18, the project
has a total of 22 project activities (12 of which have two resource alternatives) and 8 potential
resource precedence relationships. The project’s target completion time is 125 days with a
penalty of 80 per unit of lateness. The 8 potential resource precedence relationships in this
project network can be identified in Table 4.17 as well as shown in Figure 4.18 as the red dotted
lines. Table 4.16 shows the resource alternatives for project activities and their associated
stochastic activity times and costs. For the simulator input file used for this experiment, please
refer to Figure C.3 in Appendix C. Also, refer to Figure C.4 in the same section of this research
for the ISC parameters used for Phase I and II of this experiment.

Figure 4.18 TCRCM: Experimental Case 1 – Project Network
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Table 4.16 TCRCM Experimental Case 1 – Resource Alternative Stochastic Times and Costs
Alternatives
Activity

1

2

Resource

Duration

Cost

Resource

Duration

Cost

1

A

TRIA(7,15,23)

C7

B

TRIA(2,8,14)

C 18

2

B

UNIF(6,14)

C 18

C

TRIA(8,20,32)

C5

3

D

UNIF(3.5,27.5)

C8

E

TRIA(2,9,16)

C 16

4

F

UNIF(3,23)

C 16

G

TRIA(7,18,29)

C 10

5

G

C 14

-

-

-

6

H

UNIF(7,33)

C6

I

UNIF(3,13)

C 18

7

J

UNIF(8,32)

C 11

-

-

-

8

I

TRIA(2,10,18)

C 18

K

UNIF(6,36)

C8

9

L

C 10

-

-

-

10

L

TRIA(2,7,12)

C 19

M

TRIA(9,21,33)

C5

11

N

TRIA(8,22,36)

C 10

O

UNIF(6,33)

C 15

12

O

UNIF(2,14)

C 13

-

-

-

13

P

C 16

Q

TRIA(4,17,30)

C 13

14

R

UNIF(8,32)

C 13

-

-

-

15

S

UNIF(12,43)

C 12

T

TRIA(9,25,41)

C 18

16

T

TRIA(2,12,22)

C 13

-

-

-

17

U

C 14

-

-

-

18

W

UNIF(9,27)

C 16

X

TRIA(8,22,36)

C 11

19

X

TRIA(9,20,31)

C 10

Y

20

Y

UNIF(8,26)

C9

-

TRIA(4,15,26)
-

C 16
-

21

Z

UNIF(11,33)

C 10

-

-

-

22

T

UNIF(9,29)

C 12

-

-

-

UNIF(2,12)

TRIA(2,5,8)

TRIA(5,15,25)

TRIA(2,8,14)

Table 4.17 TCRCM Experimental Case 1 – Potential Resource Precedence Decisions
Potential
Shared
Resource

Activity Pair
1, 2

B

4, 5

G

6, 8

I

9, 10

L

11, 12

O

15, 16

T

18, 19

X

19, 20

Y
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The proposed method was used to identify the optimal resource configuration with an
average cost of 4,265.08. The optimal configuration is compared to a base configuration. The
base configuration (shown in Figure 4.19) was considered as the set of activity alternatives with
the least average cost (average duration multiplied by the daily cost) with resource conflicts
resolved using MS Project’s leveling feature. Figure 4.20 shows the optimal configuration
(activities in red and with a thicker border indicate what is different from the base configuration).

Figure 4.19 TCRCM Experimental Case 1 – Base Configuration
(Least Cost Alternatives with MS Project Leveling)
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Figure 4.20 TCRCM Experimental Case 1 – Optimal Configuration

The project simulator was used to run 10,000 instances of both configurations and
construct a probability graph for project duration (Figure 4.21), and a cumulative probability
graph on the total project cost (Figure 4.22). In addition, Table 4.18 provides the average and
standard deviation of project duration for both configurations and Table 4.19 provides the
average and standard deviation of total project cost, activity cost, and penalty cost associated
with the base and optimal configuration.
Table 4.18 TCRCM Experimental Case 1 – Project Duration Comparison
between Base and Optimal Configuration
Duration
Base
Optimal

Average
151.35
125.53

Std. Dev.
14.75
11.15

Table 4.19 TCRCM Experimental Case 1 – Cost Comparisons between Base and Optimal Configuration
Activity Cost
Penalty Cost
Total Cost
Average Std. Dev.
Average Std. Dev.
Average Std. Dev.
Base
3715.25
267.90
2118.32
1158.71
5833.57
1357.69
Optimal
3884.81
278.18
378.34
544.15
4263.15
744.43
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Optimal

Base

Target

88
0.30

Probability

0.25
0.20

0.15
0.10
0.05
0.00

0
88

104

120

136

152

168

184

200

216

232

Project Duration

Figure 4.21 TCRCM Experimental Case 1 – Optimal versus Base Project Duration

Cummulative Probability

Optimal
1.00
0.90
0.80
0.70
0.60
0.50
0.40
0.30
0.20
0.10
0.00
1600

3600

5600

Base

7600

9600

11600

Total Project Cost

Figure 4.22 TCRCM Experimental Case 1 –
Optimal versus Base Project Cost Cumulative Probability

In order to statistically demonstrate the significant difference between the total project
cost of the optimal configuration and the base configuration, a 95% confidence interval on the
difference between means is provided: 1540.07 ≤ µ1 – µ2 ≤ 1600.77. The 95% CI leads to the
conclusion that there is a significant difference between the means and hence, the optimal
configuration allowed a reduction in cost.
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In order to evaluate Phase II, 50 instances of the project are generated. For these same
instances, the base configuration and Phase I were implemented in order to provide a clear
comparison between the three. Table 4.20 provides the duration, penalty cost, activity cost and
total project cost for the three configurations (base, Phase I & Phase II).
Table 4.20 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives Experimental Case 1 –
Base, Phase I & Phase II Comparison
Duration
Avg.
150.52
126.12
127.27

Base
Phase I
Phase II

St. Dev.
13.87
10.83
13.73

Penalty Cost

Activity Cost

Avg.

Avg.

2055.86
384.90
473.50

3704.87
3884.83
3849.17

Total Cost
Avg.

St. Dev.

5760.73
4269.72
4322.67

1315.59
775.24
1085.19

The results indicate a 27% reduction when implementing Phase I as opposed to
implementing the base configuration. A 95% CI on the difference between the Phase I and Phase
II total cost means was constructed: –316.72 ≤ µ1 – µ2 ≤ 422.62. The 95% CI statistically
demonstrates that there is no significant difference between the means. Despite this, out of the 50
instances generated, 54% of the time Phase II provided a smaller expected total cost than if only
Phase I was implemented. The 50 instances were used to construct the probability graph shown
in Figure 4.23.

Probability

Phase I

Phase II

0.45
0.40
0.35
0.30
0.25
0.20
0.15
0.10
0.05
0.00
3143 3779 4415 5051 5687 6323 6959 7595 8231 8867
Project Cost

Figure 4.23 TCRCM Experimental Case 1 – Phase I vs. Phase II Project Cost
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4.7.2 Experimental Case 2
Case 2 considers a project network with low variability in activity times and costs, 24
decision variables, and a relatively low lateness penalty. As shown in Figure 4.24, the project has
a total of 15 project activities (8 of which have three resource alternatives, and 3 of which have
two resource alternatives), and 8 potential resource precedence relationships. The project’s target
completion time is 110 days with a penalty of 20 per unit of lateness. The 8 potential resource
precedence relationships in this project network can be identified in Table 4.21 as well as shown
in Figure 4.24 as the red dotted lines. Table 4.22 shows the resource alternatives for project
activities and their associated stochastic activity times and costs. For the simulator input file used
for this experiment, please refer to Figure C.5 in Appendix C. Also, refer to Figure C.6 and C.7
for the ISC parameters used for Phase I and II (respectively) of this example.

Figure 4.24 TCRCM Experimental Case 2 – Project Network
Table 4.21 TCRCM Experimental Case 2 – Potential Resource Precedence Decisions
Activity Pair

Potential Shared
Resource

2, 3

C

2, 4

B, D

5, 6

G, F

6, 8

H

8, 9

J

10, 11

M, O

11, 13

N

13, 15

R
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Table 4.22 TCRCM Experimental Case 2 – Resource Alternative Stochastic Times and Costs
Alternatives
Act.

1

2

3

Res.

Duration

Cost

Res.

Duration

Cost

Res.

Duration

Cost

1

A

UNIF(3,11)

C8

-

-

-

-

-

-

2

B

TRIA(14,22,30)

C3

C

TRIA(4,9,14)

C 10

D

UNIF(8,22)

C5

3

C

TRIA(7,12,17)

C7

-

-

-

-

-

-

4

D

UNIF(3,13)

C9

E

UNIF(11,27)

C2

B

TRIA(8,15,22)

C4

5

G

TRIA(9,14,19)

C7

A

TRIA(15,24,33)

C3

F

UNIF(10,24)

C5

6

G

TRIA(4,10,16)

C7

F

UNIF(17,31)

C2

H

UNIF(10,26)

C3

C8

S

TRIA(7,16,25)

C2

-

-

-

TRIA(2,9,16)

UNIF(4,18)

C5

7

I

UNIF(2,10)

8

A

UNIF(11,29)

C2

J

C7

H

9

J

UNIF(4,16)

C7

K

TRIA(13,22,31)

C3

-

-

-

10

O

TRIA(3,11,19)

C8

L

UNIF(16,30)

C2

M

TRIA(9,17,25)

C4

11

M

UNIF(6,24)

C3

O

UNIF(4,16)

C7

N

UNIF(3,19)

C5

12

O

UNIF(10,24)

C3

-

-

-

-

-

-

13

N

UNIF(14,30)

C3

R

TRIA(2,10,18)

C8

P

TRIA(11,19,27)

C4

14

O

UNIF(2,10)

C6

Q

TRIA(5,11,17)

C2

-

-

-

15

R

TRIA(9,15,21)

C4

-

-

-

-

-

-

The proposed method was used to identify the optimal resource configuration with an
average cost of 939.27. The optimal configuration is compared to a base configuration. The base
configuration (shown in Figure 4.25) was considered as the set of activity alternatives with the
least average cost (average duration multiplied by the daily cost) with resource conflicts resolved
using MS Project’s leveling feature. Figure 4.26 shows the optimal configuration (activities in
red and with a thicker border indicate what is different from the base configuration).

Figure 4.25 TCRCM Experimental Case 2 – Base Configuration
(Least Cost Alternatives with MS Project Leveling)
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Figure 4.26 TCRCM Experimental Case 2 – Optimal Configuration

The project simulator was used to run 10,000 instances of both configurations and
construct a probability graph for project duration (Figure 4.27), and a cumulative probability
graph on the total project cost (Figure 4.28). In addition, Table 4.23 provides the average and
standard deviation of project duration for both configurations and Table 4.24 provides the
average and standard deviation of total project cost, activity cost, and penalty cost associated
with the base and optimal configuration.
Table 4.23 TCRCM Experimental Case 2 – Project Duration Comparison
between Base and Optimal Configuration
Duration
Base
Optimal

Average
138.53
106.61

Std. Dev.
8.64
7.51

Table 4.24 TCRCM Experimental Case 2 – Cost Comparisons between Base and Optimal Configuration

Base
Optimal

Activity Cost
Average Std. Dev.
792.06
44.50
907.16
60.32

Penalty Cost
Average Std. Dev.
570.61
172.83
32.39
63.52
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Total Cost
Average Std. Dev.
1362.67
209.13
939.55
109.08

Optimal

Base

Target

79
0.35
0.30

Probability

0.25
0.20
0.15
0.10
0.05
0.00

0
79

91

103

115

127

139

151

163

175

187

Project Duration

Figure 4.27 TCRCM Experimental Case 2 – Optimal versus Base Project Duration

Cummulative Probability

Optimal

Base

1.00
0.90
0.80
0.70
0.60
0.50
0.40
0.30
0.20
0.10
0.00
500

700

900

1100

1300

1500

1700

1900

2100

Total Project Cost

Figure 4.28 TCRCM Experimental Case 2 –
Optimal versus Base Project Cost Cumulative Probability

In order to statistically demonstrate the significant difference between the total project
cost of the optimal configuration and the base configuration, a 95% confidence interval on the
difference between means is provided: 418.49 ≤ µ1 – µ2 ≤ 427.74. The 95% CI leads to the
conclusion that there is a significant difference between the means and hence, the optimal
configuration allowed a reduction in cost.
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In order to evaluate Phase II, 50 instances of the project are generated. For these same
instances, the base configuration and Phase I were implemented in order to provide a clear
comparison between the three. Table 4.25 provides the duration, penalty cost, activity cost and
total project cost for the three configurations (base, Phase I & Phase II).
Table 4.25 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives Experimental Case 2 –
Base, Phase I & Phase II Comparison
Duration
Avg.

Activity Cost

Avg.

Avg.

St. Dev.

139.10
106.95
106.34

Base
Phase I
Phase II

Penalty Cost
8.10
8.64
6.94

582.07
38.82
23.36

Total Cost
Avg.

789.80
903.90
890.25

St. Dev.

1371.86
942.72
913.61

197.38
124.28
108.04

The results indicate a 31% reduction when implementing Phase I as opposed to
implementing the base configuration. A 95% CI on the difference between the Phase I and Phase
II total cost means was constructed: –74.75 ≤ µ1 – µ2 ≤ 16.54. The 95% CI statistically
demonstrates that there is no significant difference between the means. Despite this, out of the 50
instances generated, 58% of the time Phase II provided a smaller expected total cost than if only
Phase I was implemented. The 50 instances were used to construct the probability graph shown
in Figure 4.29.
Phase I

Phase II

0.60

Probability

0.50
0.40
0.30
0.20
0.10
0.00
684

820

956

1092

1228

1364

1500

1636

Project Cost

Figure 4.29 TCRCM Experimental Case 2 – Phase I vs. Phase II Project Cost
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4.7.3 Experimental Case 3
Case 3 considers a project network with low variability in activity times and costs, 18
decision variables, and a relatively low lateness penalty. As shown in Figure 4.30, the project has
a total of 12 project activities (8 of which have three resource alternatives), and 5 potential
resource precedence relationships. The project’s target completion time is 91 days with a penalty
of 10 per unit of lateness. The 5 potential resource precedence relationships in this project
network can be identified in Table 4.26 as well as shown in Figure 4.30 as the red dotted lines.
Table 4.27 shows the resource alternatives for project activities and their associated stochastic
activity times and costs. For the simulator input file used for this experiment, please refer to
Figure C.8 in Appendix C. Also, refer to Figure C.9 in the same section of this research for the
ISC parameters used for Phase I and II of this experiment.

Figure 4.30 TCRCM Experimental Case 3 – Project Network
Table 4.26 TCRCM Experimental Case 3 – Potential Resource Precedence Decisions
Activity Pair

Potential Shared
Resource

1, 5

A

4, 5

G

6, 7

F

9, 10

K

11, 12

I
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Table 4.27 TCRCM Experimental Case 3 – Resource Alternative Stochastic Times and Costs
Alternatives
Activity

1

2

Res.

Duration

Cost

Res.

Duration

Cost

1

A

TRIA(5,10,15)

C6

B

UNIF(10,20)

C3

2

C

UNIF(6,24)

C4

D

UNIF(13,31)

C2

C5

E

TRIA(1,10,19)

C2

-

-

3

B

TRIA(2,5,8)

4

G

TRIA(6,12,18)

C2

-

5

A

TRIA(13,20,27)

C3

G

UNIF(12,22)

C5

6

F

UNIF(2,18)

C3

-

-

-

7

H

UNIF(15,29)

C2

F

TRIA(2,11,20)

C5

8

E

UNIF(5,23)

C3

J

TRIA(2,10,18)

C6

9

K

TRIA(11,15,19)

C2

-

-

-

10

K

UNIF(7,21)

C2

L

TRIA(3,8,13)

C6

11

I

TRIA(8,15,22)

C5

J

UNIF(18,24)

C3

12

I

UNIF(4,20)

C6

-

-

-

The proposed method was used to identify the optimal resource configuration with an
average cost of 540.22. The optimal configuration is compared to a base configuration. The base
configuration (shown in Figure 4.31) was considered as the set of activity alternatives with the
least average cost (average duration multiplied by the daily cost) with resource conflicts resolved
using MS Project’s leveling feature. Figure 4.32 shows the optimal configuration (activities in
red and with a thicker border indicate what is different from the base configuration).

Figure 4.31 TCRCM Experimental Case 3 – Base Configuration
(Least Cost Alternatives with MS Project Leveling)
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Figure 4.32 TCRCM Experimental Case 3 – Optimal Configuration

The project simulator was used to run 10,000 instances of both configurations and
construct a probability graph for project duration (Figure 4.33), and a cumulative probability
graph on the total project cost (Figure 4.34). In addition, Table 4.28 provides the average and
standard deviation of project duration for both configurations and Table 4.29 provides the
average and standard deviation of total project cost, activity cost, and penalty cost associated
with the base and optimal configuration.
Table 4.28 TCRCM Experimental Case 3 – Project Duration Comparison
between Base and Optimal Configuration
Duration
Base
Optimal

Average
99.87
90.21

Std. Dev.
8.72
7.97

Table 4.29 TCRCM Experimental Case 3 – Cost Comparisons between Base and Optimal Configuration

Base
Optimal

Activity Cost
Average Std. Dev.
502.41
41.54
513.48
44.68

Penalty Cost
Average Std. Dev.
95.61
76.45
28.14
43.88
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Total Cost
Average Std. Dev.
598.03
105.81
541.62
78.39

Optimal

Base

Target

64
0.25

Probability

0.20
0.15
0.10
0.05
0.00

0
64

72

80

88

96

104

112

120

128

136

Project Duration

Figure 4.33 TCRCM Experimental Case 3 – Optimal versus Base Project Duration

Cummulative Probability
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Figure 4.34 TCRCM Experimental Case 3 –
Optimal versus Base Project Cost Cumulative Probability

In order to statistically demonstrate the significant difference between the total project
cost of the optimal configuration and the base configuration, a 95% confidence interval on the
difference between means is provided: 53.82 ≤ µ1 – µ2 ≤ 58.98. The 95% CI leads to the
conclusion that there is a significant difference between the means and hence, the optimal
configuration allowed a reduction in cost.
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In order to evaluate Phase II, 50 instances of the project are generated. For these same
instances, the base configuration and Phase I were implemented in order to provide a clear
comparison between the three. Table 4.30 provides the duration, penalty cost, activity cost and
total project cost for the three configurations (base, Phase I & Phase II).
Table 4.30 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives Experimental Case 3 –
Base, Phase I & Phase II Comparison
Duration
Avg.
101.15
91.80
88.52

Base
Phase I
Phase II

Penalty Cost

Activity Cost

Avg.

Avg.

St. Dev.
10.23
8.90
7.55

112.12
40.24
19.00

Total Cost
Avg.

500.72
513.46
523.33

St. Dev.

612.84
553.70
542.33

116.08
82.31
66.06

The results indicate a 9% reduction when implementing Phase I as opposed to
implementing the base configuration. A 95% CI on the difference between the Phase I and Phase
II total cost means was constructed: –40.63 ≤ µ1 – µ2 ≤ 17.88. The 95% CI statistically
demonstrates that there is no significant difference between the means. Despite this, out of the 50
instances generated, 34% of the time Phase II provided a smaller expected total cost than if only
Phase I was implemented. The 50 instances were used to construct the probability graph shown
in Figure 4.35.
Phase I

Phase II

0.40
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0.30
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Figure 4.35 TCRCM Experimental Case 3 – Phase I vs. Phase II Project Cost
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4.7.4 TCRCM: Experimental Cases Discussion
For all experimental cases evaluated for the TCRCM, implementing Phase I allowed a
significant reduction in the average total cost. When implementing Phase II, there are three
possible outcomes that can occur in a particular instance: 1) Phase II provides the same solution
as Phase I, 2) Phase I provides a better solution than Phase II or 3) Phase II provides a better
solution than Phase I. To illustrate why scenario #2 can occur, consider a case where the project
network shown in experimental case 3 starts being implemented using the solution obtained
during Phase I. If activity 1 is completed at time 14.02, and activity 2 is currently in progress
with an estimated duration of 27.23, the first reevaluation point takes place at time 14.02. At this
point, while considering sunk costs for activities 1 and 2, continuing with the Phase I solution
results in an average total cost of 565.54. On the other hand, if using resource J for activity 8 (as
suggested by the solution obtained in this reevaluation) an average total cost of 559.38 is
obtained. The suggested solution continues to provide better results than Phase I up until the 7th
reevaluation. At this point, using resource J turned out to be more expensive than using resource
E. Hence, although at the time of the first reevaluation using resource J provided better results,
when the project was completed, implementing Phase II resulted in a total cost of 541.1 while
implementing Phase I resulted in a total cost of 514.3.
In all experimental cases, although the average total cost obtained when implementing
Phase II is not significantly different from the one obtained when only the solution provided by
Phase I is implemented, for some instances Phase II proved to provide smaller expected total
costs. For example, in Case 1, the average total cost resulting from both Phase I and Phase II are
very similar, nevertheless 54% of the time Phase II provided a lower total project cost compared
to Phase I. Note that the method’s ability to provide a better solution at a significant number of
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instances when implementing Phase II depends on the amount of variability considered for
activity times and costs, the ISC parameters used, and the alternatives available (if Phase I
solution includes the lowest duration alternatives for critical activities and a strict deadline is
considered, there would not be a lot of room for improvement). In Case 3, given the low
variability in activity times and costs, Phase II was able to provide a smaller expected total cost
than Phase I only 34% of the time.
The TCRCM program ran for approximately 2 hours to identify the optimal solution for
Case 1 but ran around 5 minutes to identify the optimal solution of Case 3. This indicates that the
response time of the optimization engine (ISC) used by the program is affected as the number of
decision variables increase (as stated in Xu. et al, 2010).

4.8 Summary of TCRCM
The TCRCM method presented in this research provides the optimal resource
configuration for the RCPSP (in terms of resource alternatives and resource precedence
relationships for activities sharing resources) that minimizes the expected total cost of the
project. The method can be implemented in two phases: Phase I (at the beginning of the project)
and Phase II (as the project is executed). An experimental performance evaluation was conducted
to evaluate the method’s robustness and ability to provide optimal solutions under different
scenarios. The evaluation proved the method’s effectiveness to consistently provide optimal
solutions. The TCRCM was integrated to MS Excel in order to provide a user friendly interface
that facilitates running the program; the interface is described in Chapter 6.
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5 EARNED VALUE RESOURCE CONSTRAINED METHOD BASED ON
MULTIPLE PROJECT MILESTONES
In this chapter, the Earned Value Resource Constrained Method (EVRCM) is proposed.
The TCRCM discussed in the previous chapter seeks to complete projects by a specified target
completion time. The TCRCM approach works very well for projects where a single project
milestone at project completion is considered. On the other hand, for cases where several
milestones need to be met along the execution of the project, the EVRCM is recommended. To
better illustrate the impact of using the EVRCM versus the TCRCM when several project
milestones are considered, the project network in Figure 5.1 is presented. The network is defined
by the set of activities {1, 2, …, 12} and the set of resources {A, B, …, O}. The available
resource alternatives for each activity are shown in Table 5.2 along with the cost and time
distributions. Table 5.1 presents the two milestones that need to be met. The activities that have
to be completed to meet each project milestones are listed in the column labeled “Milestone
Activities”. In addition, the table includes the target completion times of each milestone as well
as the penalty costs for late completion at the milestones.

Figure 5.1 Example Project Network
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Table 5.1 Milestones, Targets and Penalty Costs

1

Milestone
Activities
5, 6, 7

2

7, 10, 11, 12

Milestones

Targets

Penalty per unit of tardiness

32

20

72

10

Table 5.2 Resource Alternative Stochastic Times and Costs
Alternatives
1

Activity

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Resource

Duration

A
B
B
C
D
D
G
A
F
F
H
H

UNIF(10,16)
TRIA(2,5,8)
TRIA(13,15,17)
UNIF(7,17)
TRIA(20,25,30)
UNIF(3,7)
TRIA(11,13,15)
TRIA(17,20,23)
TRIA(18,23,28)
UNIF(17,23)
UNIF(20,28)
UNIF(16,28)

2
Cost per
Day
C8
C 31
C 13
C 16
C6
C 27
C 23
C5
C6
C 10
C5
C5

Resource

Duration

E
K
M
L
O
M
N
N

TRIA(7,10,13)
UNIF(22,38)
TRIA(11,15,19)
TRIA(11,12,13)
UNIF(8,12)
TRIA(14,17,20)
TRIA(8,10,12)
TRIA(12,15,18)

Cost per
Day
C 13
C7
C 10
C 13
C 32
C 12
C 12
C7

When running the TCRCM considering a single project milestone at the end of the
project (time 72), the resource configuration shown in Table 5.3 is suggested. As shown in
Figure 5.2, although executing the project with the suggested resource configuration allows for
the on time completion of the second milestone, the milestone at time 32 is not met. On the other
hand, when running the EVRCM, the obtained optimal resource configuration suggests using
resource O for activity 7. This configuration allows for the on time completion at both project
milestones (as shown in Figure 5.2).
Table 5.4 presents the project duration, activity costs, penalty costs and total project costs
when using the resource configuration suggested by both, the TCRCM and the EVRCM. Despite
providing a lower activity cost, the TCRCM resource configuration did not meet the first
milestone on time and, hence, the resulting penalty and total project costs were higher. In the
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case of the EVRCM, lower penalty costs were obtained given that both milestones were met.
Therefore, the project resulted in a lower total project cost.

TCRCM
EVRCM

1
A
A

Table 5.3 TCRCM vs. EVRCM Optimal Resource Configuration
Activity
Resource Precedence
Relationships
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9 10 11 12
B B C M D G A F
F
H
N 2 → 3 9 → 10 11 → 12
B B C M D O A F
F
H
N 2 → 3 9 → 10 11 → 12
EVRCM

TCRCM

M2

M1

2000

71
71

Cummulative Activity Cost ($)

1800
1600
1400
1200

35

1000
800

32

600
400
200
0
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

Time (Days)

Figure 5.2 EVRCM vs. TCRCM

TCRCM
EVRCM

Table 5.4 EVRCM vs. TCRCM –
Total Activity Cost Comparison
Project
Total Activity Penalty
Duration
Cost
Costs
72
71
1919
35
71
1940

Total
Cost
1991
1975

In addition to accounting for several project milestones, the EVRCM is based on Earned
Value Management (EVM). EVM is a technique used in project management to measure
progress at a given point during the project. During project execution, the EVRCM uses earned
value parameters to identify if the project is behind or over budget in order to make an
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adjustment and try to get the project back on track. Figure 5.3 shows a graphical example of how
the earned value parameters are used to trigger reevaluations. The first vertical line (at time 17)
represents the current time and makes a distinction between what has currently happened (left
side) and what the predicted values of AC and EV are (right side). The second vertical line (at
time 32) represents the first milestone of the project. The graph shows that the project is
currently behind schedule and over budget. As shown, based on how the project has developed,
the milestone at time 32 will not be met on time. Hence, a reevaluation of the project could be
considered to get the project back on track.

Figure 5.3 Earned Value Parameters at Day 17

The EVRCM has the same structure as presented in Figure 4.2. An input file containing
the characteristics of the project goes into the simulation-based optimization model where the
optimization occurs. Once the optimal solution is identified, an output file with the optimal
solution as well as the expected value, variance and 95% CI of the planned value (Phase I) or
actual cost (Phase II) is provided. The method can be applied during two phases of the project.
During the static phase (Phase I), which takes place before the beginning of the project, the
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method is applied to determine the set of resources that results in the optimal planned value. The
obtained optimal resource configuration is then set as the initial project plan. During project
execution, the project is monitored by evaluating: 1) if the earned value of the project is within a
10% tolerance interval over the planned value and, 2) if the actual cost does not exceed earned
value by more than 10%. As soon as the earned value or actual cost deviate from this tolerance
interval, a reevaluation of the initial plan could be considered. The Dynamic Phase (Phase II),
which is implemented as the project develops, only considers the uncertainty associated with the
remaining project activities to determine the optimal resource configuration that minimizes the
actual cost of the project.
In the next sections, the main components of the EVRCM applied to Phase I and Phase II
of a project are explained. These components include the input parameters, the simulation-based
optimization model, the output parameters, and the project simulator. In addition, an explanation
of how the EVRCM was implemented for both Phase I and Phase II is included in this chapter.
At the end of the explanation of each phase, the EVRCM is applied to solving two different
problems. First, the EVRCM is used to identify the optimal resource configuration among a set
of resource alternatives with stochastic activity times and costs. In this case, no resource conflicts
between project activities are considered. Next, the EVRCM is applied to solving the RCPSP in
the context of potential resource alternatives with associated stochastic activity times and costs
as well as potential resource precedence relationships.
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5.1 EVRCM: Applied Prior the Start of the Project
During the method’s Phase I, different resource configurations are evaluated to determine
the configuration that minimizes the planned value of the project. The planned value considers
both activity costs and penalty costs associated with late completion at several project
milestones. In Phase I, given that it is applied at the beginning of the project, there is uncertainty
associated with activity times and costs of resource alternatives.
Phase I is executed following a set of steps. First, the main characteristics of the project
are gathered and defined. That is, the number of project activities, precedence relationships,
resource alternatives, probability distributions of activity times and costs associated with the
resource alternatives, time and cost correlation indicator, target completion for each project
milestones, and penalty costs associated with each project milestone. These parameters serve as
the input for the simulation model and are used to generate a file that contains a set of constraints
and parameters necessary to execute the optimization.
Next, the optimization engine used for the optimization identifies a feasible solution
based on a set of constraints. The selected resource configuration sent to the simulation model
where the average planned value is calculated based on the configuration under evaluation. To
determine the planned value, the simulation model starts with all activities available to start. The
completion time of these activities are computed by adding the start time to the duration of the
activity. Then, the current simulation time is updated to the minimum non-zero completion time
among non-completed activities. Activities with a completion time less than the current
simulation time are set to complete. The model indicates the activity’s successors that the
activities were completed. Afterwards, the successor activities initiate execution. The project
continues to execute in this same manner until all activities are completed and the planned value
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of the project is computed and sent to the optimization engine to be checked for optimality. This
process continues thereby until the optimal solution is identified. As soon as the optimization
engine pinpoints the optimal solution, the optimal resource configuration and the expected
planned value for that particular configuration are provided.
With the optimal resource configuration, a project simulator is used to run the obtained
configuration and allow for a comparison with a base configuration. The base configuration is
considered as the set of least cost activity alternatives with resource conflicts (if any) resolved by
MS Project’s leveling feature. The output of the project simulator includes statistics regarding
planned duration and planned value (including mean, variance, and a 95% confidence interval),
as well as the data necessary to create probability graphs on the project completion time and
planned value for both the base and the optimal configuration. In addition, the planned
completion and planned values throughout the course of the project are provided for the base and
the optimal configuration. This information is used to create a planned value graph and illustrate
the difference between the two. The solution obtained in Phase I can either be considered for the
entire course of the project or reevaluated (by executing Phase II) as the project unfolds.
The next sections explain the assumptions considered for Phase I as well as the
components of the EVRCM for this phase. Note that the EVRCM will be applied to two
problems: 1) Selection of Resource Alternatives 2) RCPSP. When applying the method to the
selection of resource alternatives, no resource conflicts are considered, hence, some of the
constraints of the optimization model are not used and some steps in the simulation model
algorithm are ignored. A more detailed explanation of this will be covered in the next sections.
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5.1.1 EVRCM: Phase I Assumptions
In addition to the general assumptions mentioned in section 4.1.1 for the simulationbased optimization method, the following assumptions are considered:


Milestones are activities with zero duration.

5.1.2 EVRCM: Phase I Input Parameters
The input parameters feed information regarding the characteristics of the project
network into the simulation-based optimization model. The parameters that serve as input to the
EVRCM during the static phase are the following:
n = number of activities in the project

Co = time and cost correlation. If Co is equal to 1, time and cost are correlated, 0 otherwise.
nm = number of project milestones

 m = target completion time for milestone m  1, ..., nm
Pm = penalty cost per time unit of tardiness for milestone m  1, ..., nm
na i = number of resource alternatives of activity i  1, ..., n
NPi = number of predecessors of activity i  1, ..., n
APi = predecessors of activity i  1, ..., n
t ik = stochastic duration of activity i  1, ..., n by alternative k  1, ..., na
rik = resource of activity i  1, ..., n by alternative k  1, ..., na

cik = stochastic cost (if Co = 0) or daily cost (if Co = 1) of activity i  1, ..., n by alternative
k  1, ..., na.
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5.1.3 EVRCM: Phase I Optimization Model
The optimization model identifies potential feasible solutions based on a set of
constraints. Once a potential solution is identified, the optimization model sends the resource
configuration to the simulation model in order for the simulation model to calculate the planned
value (PV) of the project. The PV includes the cost of executing the activities and the penalties
associated with late completion at multiple project milestones. The optimization model interacts
with the simulation model to determine the resource configuration that minimizes the planned
value (PV).
For a definition of the parameters used in the optimization model not described in this
section, please refer to section 4.1.3. The optimization model is described as follows:
nm
 n nr

Minimize: E[ PV ]  E  CM il RM il   Pm (Tm ,  m )
m 1
 i 1 l 1


(5.1)

Subject to:
 nr

aij  a ji    Sijl (1  PCM ij )(1  PCM ji )
 l 1 
Sijl  Sijl  RM il  RM jl  1

Sijl  Sijl  1

 RM

il

 i, j, i  j

 i, j, l , i  j

(5.3)

 i, j, l , i  j

(5.4)

l

(5.5)

 i, l

(5.6)

1

i

RM il  AM il
aij  a jy 

(5.2)

 a yi   narcs  1

 Potential Tours

(5.7)

The objective function (5.1) minimizes the planned value of the project. The planned
value includes the cost of executing the activities and penalty costs due to tardiness at multiple
project milestones. Constraints (5.2) to (5.7) have been previously explained in section 4.1.3.
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5.1.4 EVRCM: Phase I Simulation Model
As soon as the optimization model determines potential solutions, these are sent to the
simulation model to determine the planned value corresponding to the selected resource
configuration. The decision variables manipulated by the optimization model include the
resource matrix ( RM il ) with the resource selected for each activity and the direction of the
precedence arc ( aij ) for those activities that share resources (if any). The values of aij are directly
used in the simulation model while the resource matrix is translated to a SAVi vector (to
understand how the translation is done, please refer to section 4.1.4).

aij =

equal to 1 if an arc is drawn from activity i  1, ..., n to activity j  1, ..., n , 0 otherwise.

SAVi = selected alternative vector that indicates the alternative k  1, ..., na selected by the
optimization model for each activity i  1, .., n .
Some of the parameters used in the simulation model are the same as the ones described
in section 4.1.4, hence, please refer to that section to review other parameters not described here.
The following additional parameters are used by the simulation model:
clock = indicates the current simulation time.
lastclock = indicates the last clock value before the current simulation time.

AS i =

is 1 if activity i started, 0 otherwise  i  1, ..., n

PD =

is the planned duration of the project.

mct m = is the completion time of milestone m  1, ..., nm

PV =

is the planned value of the activity that is planned to be spent by time t. The PV is the
result of multiplying the percentage of the task completed at the current time t by the
cost of the task as shown in formula 5.8.
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𝑃𝑉 = (𝐴𝑆𝑖 × (

PVc =

𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑡 − 𝑠𝑡𝑖 , 𝑡𝑖𝑘 )
) × 𝑐𝑖𝑘 )
𝑡𝑖𝑘

(5.8)

is the total planned value at event C. The PVc is obtained by adding the PV of all
activities at event C.
To better illustrate how the model works, a flowchart of the algorithm used in the

simulation model is presented in Figure 5.4. Initially, the model reads the input file that provides
information regarding the characteristics of the project. Each of the values of the input
parameters supplied is assigned to the corresponding variable in the simulation model.
Afterwards, a set of status variables used by the simulation model to check on the status of
activities as well as their predecessors are set to zero as their initial state. Then, a variable C that
controls the event currently taking place is set to 1. This variable is incremented as the events
occur and until the project is completed. After this, the simulation model evaluates all activities
available to start (all technical and resource predecessors, if any, have to be completed) that have
not yet been completed or started. For all activities where these conditions apply, the start time of
the task is set to the current clock time. Following this, for all started activities the completion
time is set by adding the task’s duration to the task’s start time.
The current simulation time is set to the minimum non-zero completion time among noncompleted activities. Then, all activities with a completion time before the current simulation
time are set to be completed. If there are any completed milestones, the completion time of the
milestone is stored in a vector in order of completion. For the completed activities, the model
indicates the successors (both technical and resource successors – if any) of the activities that
they were completed. Then, the planned value at time t of each activity is calculated by using
Formula 5.8. At this point, if there are any milestones, the model evaluates if the milestone was
completed on target; if the milestone was completed late, a penalty cost is added to the planned
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value, else, no cost is added for the milestone. Following this, the expected planned value at
event C is stored in a vector. This cycle repeats up until the project is completed. Once the
optimal resource configuration is obtained, the expected planned value of the project is
calculated.

5.1.5 EVRCM: Phase I Output Parameters
Once the optimal solution is identified, an output file is generated. The parameters
representing the optimal resource configuration are provided in the output file. When applying
the EVRCM to selecting among resource alternatives, no resource conflicts are considered,
hence, the resource matrix represents the optimal resource configuration. When applying the
ECRCM to solving the RCPSP, both the resource matrix and the arc direction for activities
sharing resources represent the optimal resource configuration and are provided in the output
file:

RM il = resource matrix that indicates if activity i  1, .., n will be executed by resource

l  1, ..., nr . If RM il is equal to 1, resource l is assigned to activity i , 0 otherwise.
 RM 11 RM 12
 RM 21
...
RM  
 ...
...

...
 RMn1
aij =

... RM 1nr 
...
... 
...
... 

... RMnnr 

equal to 1 if an arc is drawn from activity i  1, ..., n to activity j  1, ..., n , 0 otherwise.
The mean, variance and 95% confidence interval on the planned value of the optimal

solution are also included in the output generated by the optimization model.
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Read input file and assign user
inputs to corresponding
variables.

For (i=1; i < n; i++)
cti < clock &
cti > 0 & CAi = 0?

Set sti = cti = PCi = ASi = CAi
= clock = lastclock = f = 0

No

Yes

For (i=1; i < n; i++)

Set CAi = 1

k = SAVi

tik = 0 &
CAi = 1?
Yes

Loop

Sample tik

No

Set mctf = cti & f = f+1
Co = 1?

No

Set costi = cik
For (j=1; j < n; j++)

Loop

Yes
PMij = 1?

Set costi = tik*cik

No

Yes

Exit Loop

Set PCj = PCj + 1

Set C = 1
No

For (i=1; i < n; i++)

aij = 1?

Yes
Loop
PCi = NPi &
rpci = rnpi &
CAi = 0 &
ASi = 0?

Set RPCj = RPCj + 1
Exit loop

No
tik <> 0 ?

Yes

Set PV = ASi * (min(clock-sti, tik)/tik)*costi

Set ASi = 1 &
sti = clock
Exit loop

Loop

No

Yes

No

Set lastclock = clock

tik = 0 &
CAi = 1?
Yes

For (i=1; i < n; i++)

For (j=1; j < n; j++)
ASi = 1? No
No

Yes

Loop

Set cti = sti + tik

Loop
Set PV = PV + (cti-τj)*Pj

Exit loop

Exit loop

Set clock = large value

Set PVc = PVc + PV
& PV = 0

For (i=1; i < n; i++)
cti < clock &
cti > lastclock?

C++

No
No

Yes

Loop

mctj = cti
& cti > τj?
Yes

 CAi = n?
Yes

Set clock = cti
Exit loop

Set TPD = max(TPD, cti)

Figure 5.4 EVRCM – Phase I Simulation Model Algorithm
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Loop

5.1.6 EVRCM: Phase I Project Simulator
The project simulator does the job of generating multiple replications of the optimal
configuration as well as the base configuration (set of least cost activity alternatives with
resource conflicts – if any – resolved by MS Project’s leveling feature) in order to show a
comparison between the outputs.
The input parameters and the simulation model for the project simulator are described in
sections 5.1.2 and 5.1.4, respectively. The outputs of the project simulator include: the average,
variance and 95% confidence interval of the planned value and planned duration of the project.
In addition, the data for all replications is provided for the convenience of using the information
to construct distribution graphs of the planned value and planned duration of the project. Also,
the planned completion and planned duration for the base and optimal configurations is provided
along with a graph. Lastly, the following output parameters are included in the output for Phase
II purposes:
 PDi = expected planned duration of activity i  1, .., n .
 PVi = expected planned value of activity i  1, .., n .

5.1.7 EVRCM: Phase I Implementation
The implementation of Phase I of the EVRCM is presented in this section. To implement
the simulation-based optimization method, the optimization engine Industrial Strength
COMPASS (ISC) (Xu et al., 2010) was used. ISC has certain advantages over other optimization
engines, but also has some limitations. ISC only considers linear-integer inequality constraints
which are written as the sum of the decision variables greater or equal than the right hand side of
the equation. Also, ISC’s performance is affected as the number of decision variables in the
optimization model increases. Hence, in order to reduce the number of decision variables and
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decrease ISC’s response time, the model has been simplified for a more practical implementation
of the methodology.
The implemented EVRCM for Phase I is presented in Figure 5.5. As shown, the initial
input parameters are the same inputs as described in section 5.1.2. These input parameters are
used by the input file generator to generate an optimizer input file and to update the simulator
input file with information about the potential resource precedence relationships (if any). The
optimizer and simulator input file both serve as the input for the simulation-based optimization
model.
There are two types of decision variables used by the optimization model ( xi and y q ).
The vector xi represents the alternative selected for each project activity while the vector y q
represents the arc direction selected for activities sharing resources (if any). Constraint (5.9)
limits xi to be assigned values from zero up to the number of resource alternatives of the
activity. Constraint (5.10) limits y q to take on values of one or minus one to indicate the arc
direction of the resource precedence relationship or zero for no arc. Note that when the project
network under evaluation does not contain resource conflicts, constraint (4.9) is not included in
the optimization model.
The implemented optimization model is only conformed of the two types of constraints
previously described; therefore, the optimization model does not have control over linking the
values of the two decision variables. The simulation model does the job of identifying those
configurations where the assigned values for xi do not go along with y q and guaranteeing their
infeasibility in the optimization process (for a more detailed explanation on how the two decision
variables are linked together please refer to section 4.2). The simulation model also takes care of
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translating the values of y q (if any) sent from the optimization model to the variable a ij that is
used to represent resource precedence relationships in the simulation model (for a more detailed
explanation on how the translation is done please refer to section 4.2).
Simulator Input File:
n, Co, τm, Pm, nai, NPi, APi, tik, rik, cik

Input File Generator

Simulator Input File:

Optimizer Input Parameters:

n, Co, τm, Pm, nai, NPi, APi, tik, rik, cik,
npa, starting and ending activities for
all potential arcs

File name, ISC parameters, Dimension of
solution space, Number of constraints,
Initial solution, Constraints

Simulation-based optimization model

Optimization Engine:
Simulation Model:
PV = (ASi * (min(t-sti, tik)/
tik)*cik) + (Pm(Tm, τm ))

PV
xi, yq

Min PV

Subject to:
xi  nai
1 if there is an arc from i to j

yq = 0 no arc

Ɐ i=1, ,n
Ɐ q=1, ,npa

-1 if there is an arc from j to i

Output:
Mean, variance and 95% CI on Planned Value.
Optimal Resource
Configuration (Alternative Selected and Precedence
Relationships for Activities Sharing Resources)

Figure 5.5 EVRCM – Phase I Implemented
Simulation-based Optimization Model
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(5.9)
(5.10)

Once the optimization model assigns values to the decision variables based on the
constraints, these are sent to the simulation model. The simulation model, which was previously
described in section 5.1.4, evaluates the resource configuration identified by the optimization
model and returns the calculated planned value. This interaction continues up until the optimal
solution is encountered. As soon as the optimization model identifies the optimal resource
configuration, an output file is generated with the mean, variance and 95% confidence interval
on the planned value of the optimal solution. In addition, the optimal resource configuration
containing the alternatives selected for each project activity and the precedence relationships for
activities sharing resources (if any) are also provided in the output file.

5.1.8 EVRCM Applied to the Selection of Resource Alternatives: Phase I Example
In this section, Phase I of the Earned Value Resource Constrained Method (EVRCM) is
applied to selecting among potential resource alternatives with stochastic activity times and
costs. No resource conflicts among project activities are considered, hence, our only interest is to
identify the optimal resource configuration from among a set of resource alternatives with
associated stochastic times and costs. Therefore, the optimization model described in section
5.1.3 is reduced to the following:
m
 n nr

Minimize: E[ PV ]  E  CM il RM il   Pm (Tm ,  m )
m 1
 i 1 l 1


Subject to:

 RM

il

1

l

i

RM il  AM il
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 i, l

Our objective is to obtain the optimal resource configuration that minimizes the planned
value of the project, where the planned value is defined as activity costs plus penalty due to
project tardiness at several milestones.
To better illustrate the problem under consideration, Figure 5.6 shows a project network
example. The network is defined by the set of activities {1, 2, …, 12} and the set of resources
{A, B, …, N}. Multiple resource alternatives with stochastic times and costs are available for all
12 activities presented in the project. In this sample network, the costs of the activities are
dependent on the activity’s duration, hence, daily costs are provided. Table 5.5 presents the
alternatives available for the project activities where all activities have two potential resource
alternatives. Table 5.6 presents the two milestones considered in this project network. The
activities that have to be completed at each project milestones are listed in the column labeled
“Milestone Activities”. In addition, the table includes the target completion times of each
milestone as well as the penalty costs per unit of tardiness at the milestones.

Figure 5.6 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives Project Network Example –
Activities with Multiple Resource Alternatives
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Table 5.5 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives Phase I Example –
Resource Alternative Stochastic Times and Costs
Alternatives
1

Activity
Resource

Duration

A
C
E
A
C
E
B
D
H
F
C

UNIF(3,23)
TRIA(2,5,8)
TRIA(5,15,25)
UNIF(3,21)
TRIA(10,25,40)
UNIF(3,7)
TRIA(2,13,24)
TRIA(10,20,30)
TRIA(12,23,34)
UNIF(7,33)
UNIF(12,36)

K

UNIF(13,31)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

2
Cost per

Cost per

Resource

Duration

C7
C 31
C 14
C 16
C8
C 27
C 22
C 10
C 12
C8
C5

B
D
F
G
H
I
J
K
I
L
M

TRIA(3,10,17)
TRIA(2,10,18)
UNIF(12,48)
UNIF(4,26)
TRIA(5,15,25)
TRIA(3,12,21)
UNIF(2,18)
UNIF(15,35)
UNIF(12,38)
TRIA(7,17,27)
TRIA(2,10,18)

C 13
C 10
C5
C8
C 10
C 10
C 19
C6
C7
C 15
C 15

C5

N

TRIA(5,15,25)

C 11

Day

Day

Table 5.6 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives Phase I Example –
Milestones, Targets and Penalty Costs

1

Milestone
Activities
5, 6

2

7, 10, 11, 12

Milestones

Targets

Penalty per unit of tardiness

26

10

68

20

Figure 5.7 shows the simulator input file used for this example with an indication of the
parameter represented in each line of the input file. This input file contains the information about
the project provided by the user. For the ISC parameters used for this example please refer to
Appendix C.
The EVRCM was used to obtain the optimal resource configuration (shown in Figure
5.8). The program ran 18,739 replications to compute a mean of 1981.26 with a variance of
1449.86 for the planned value of the project. The 95% confidence interval on the planned value
of the project for the optimal solution in Phase I is 1980.26 ≤ µ ≤ 1982.26.
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Figure 5.7 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives Phase I Example –
Simulator Input File
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Figure 5.8 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives Phase I Example – Optimal Configuration

The optimal configuration and the base configuration were simulated for 10,000
replications using the project simulator. The base configuration is the set of least average cost
alternatives. The base configuration is shown in Figure 5.9 with differences from the optimal
configuration highlighted in red and bolded. Probability graphs on planned duration are provided
in Figures 5.10 and 5.11, and on planned value in Figures 5.12 and 5.13. In addition, Table 5.7
provides the average and standard deviation of the milestone completion times for both
configurations and Table 5.8 provides the average and standard deviation of planned value,
activity cost, and penalty cost at project milestones associated with the base and optimal
configuration.

Figure 5.9 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives Phase I Example – Base Configuration
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Optimal

Base

Target

45
0.35
0.30

Probability

0.25
0.20
0.15
0.10
0.05
0.00

0
45

57

69

81

93

105

117

129

141

Planned Duration

Figure 5.10 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives Phase I Example –
Optimal vs. Base Configuration Planned Duration Probability Graph

Cummulative Probability

Optimal

Base

Target

1.00
0.90
0.80
0.70
0.60
0.50
0.40
0.30
0.20
0.10
0.00
40

50

60

70

80

90

100

110

120

130

140

Planned Duration

Figure 5.11 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives Phase I Example –
Optimal vs. Base Configuration Planned Duration Cumulative Probability Graph
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Optimal

Base

0.25

Probability

0.20
0.15
0.10
0.05
0.00
1078

1422

1766

2110

2454

2798

3142

3486

3830

Planned Value

Figure 5.12 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives Phase I Example –
Optimal vs. Base Configuration Planned Value Probability Graph

Cummulative Probability

Optimal

1.00
0.90
0.80
0.70
0.60
0.50
0.40
0.30
0.20
0.10
0.00
1000

1500

2000

Base

2500

3000

3500

4000

Planned Value

Figure 5.13 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives Phase I Example –
Optimal vs. Base Configuration Planned Value Cumulative Probability Graph
Table 5.7 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives Phase I Example –
Milestone Completion Time Comparison between Base and Optimal Configuration

Base
Optimal

Milestone 1
Duration
Average Std. Dev.
43.01
9.93
27.22
4.28
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Milestone 2
Duration
Average Std. Dev.
93.73
11.02
72.80
7.80

Table 5.8 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives Phase I Example –
Cost Comparisons between Base and Optimal Configuration
Activity Cost

Base
Optimal

Avg.
1636.92
1836.01

STD
169.75
177.16

Penalty Cost
Milestone 1
Milestone 2
Avg.
STD
Avg.
STD
170.58 98.47
514.97
219.38
23.93 29.52
122.83
118.67

Planned Value
Avg.
2322.47
1982.77

STD
415.21
273.96

In order to statistically demonstrate the significant difference between the planned value
of the optimal configuration and the base configuration, a 95% confidence interval on the
difference between means is provided: 329.95 ≤ µ1 – µ2 ≤ 349.45. The 95% CI leads to the
conclusion that there is a significant difference between the means and hence, the optimal
configuration allowed a reduction in cost.
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5.1.9 EVRCM Applied to the RCPSP: Phase I Example
In this section, Phase I of the Earned Value Resource Constrained Method (EVRCM) is
applied to the RCPSP. Our objective is to determine the optimal resource configuration that
minimizes the planned value of the project while seeking for the on time completion of activities
at several project milestones. We are interested in identifying the optimal set of resources from
among a set of alternatives with associated stochastic times and costs as well as the resource
precedence relationships for activities sharing resources.
To better illustrate the problem under consideration, a sample project network is shown in
Figure 5.14. The network is defined by the set of activities {1, 2, …, 12} and the set of resources
{A, B, …, O}. Multiple resource alternatives with stochastic times and costs are available for 8
out of the 12 activities presented in the project. Table 5.9 presents the alternatives available for
the project activities where activity one has two potential resource alternatives {A, E}, but
activity two has only one potential resource alternative B. In addition, depending upon the
resource configuration evaluated precedence decisions may emerge between activities sharing
resources. Table 5.11 shows the activities with potential resource conflict such as {2, 3} which
could both use resource B and {5, 6} which could both use resource D.
Table 5.10 presents the two milestones considered in this project network. The activities
that have to be completed at each project milestones are listed in the column labeled “Milestone
Activities”. In addition, the table includes the target completion times of each milestone as well
as the penalty costs for late completion at the milestones.
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Figure 5.14 EVRCM for RCPSP Phase I Example – Activities with Multiple Resource Alternatives and
Potential Resource Precedence Relationships
Table 5.9 EVRCM for RCPSP Phase I Example –
Resource Alternative Stochastic Times and Costs
Alternatives
1

Activity

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Resource

Duration

A
B
B
C
D
D
G
A
F
F
H
H

UNIF(10,16)
TRIA(2,5,8)
TRIA(13,15,17)
UNIF(7,17)
TRIA(20,25,30)
UNIF(3,7)
TRIA(11,13,15)
TRIA(17,20,23)
TRIA(18,23,28)
UNIF(17,23)
UNIF(20,28)
UNIF(16,28)

2
Cost per
Day
C8
C 31
C 13
C 16
C6
C 27
C 23
C5
C6
C 10
C5
C5

Resource

Duration

E
K
M
L
O
M
N
N

TRIA(7,10,13)
UNIF(22,38)
TRIA(11,15,19)
TRIA(11,12,13)
UNIF(8,12)
TRIA(14,17,20)
TRIA(8,10,12)
TRIA(12,15,18)

Cost per

Table 5.10 EVRCM for RCPSP Phase I – Milestones, Targets and Penalty Costs

1

Milestone
Activities
5, 6, 7

2

7, 10, 11, 12

Milestones

Targets

Penalty per unit of tardiness

32

20

72

10

108

Day
C 13
C7
C 10
C 13
C 32
C 12
C 12
C7

Table 5.11 EVRCM for RCPSP Phase I –
Potential Resource Precedence Decisions
Activity Pair

Potential
Shared
Resource

2,3

B

5,6

D

5,10

M

9,10

F

11,12

H or N

Figure 5.16 shows the simulator input file used for this example with an indication of
which parameter is represented in each line of the input file. This input file contains the
information about the project provided by the user. For the ISC parameters used for this example
please refer to Appendix C.
The EVRCM was used to obtain the optimal resource configuration (shown in Figure
5.15). The program ran 31,649 replications to compute a mean of 1973.88 with a variance of
270.22 for the planned value of the project. The 95% confidence interval on the planned value of
the project for the optimal solution in Phase I is 1972.88 ≤ µ ≤ 1974.88.

Figure 5.15 EVRCM for RCPSP Phase I Example – Optimal Configuration
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Figure 5.16 EVRCM for RCPSP Phase I Example –
Simulator Input File
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The optimal configuration and the base configuration were simulated for 10,000
replications using the project simulator. The base configuration is the set of least average cost
alternatives with resource conflicts resolved using MS Project’s leveling feature. In this case,
there are two activities with the same average cost (calculated based on the average time
multiplied by the fixed cost rate); hence, the alternative with the least average time was selected
as the base. The base configuration is shown in Figure 5.17 with differences from the optimal
configuration highlighted in red and bolded. Probability graphs on planned duration are provided
in Figures 5.18 and 5.19, and on planned value in Figures 5.20 and 5.21. In addition, Table 5.12
provides the average and standard deviation of the milestone completion times for both
configurations and Table 5.13 provides the average and standard deviation of planned value,
activity cost, and penalty cost at project milestones associated with the base and optimal
configuration.

Figure 5.17 EVRCM for RCPSP Phase I Example – Base Configuration
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Optimal

Base

Target

62
0.35
0.30

Probability

0.25
0.20
0.15
0.10
0.05
0.00

0
62

66

70

74

78

82

86

90

94

Project Duration

Figure 5.18 EVRCM for RCPSP Phase I Example –
Optimal vs. Base Configuration Planned Duration Probability Graph

Cummulative Probability

Optimal

Base

Target

1.00
0.90
0.80
0.70
0.60
0.50
0.40
0.30
0.20
0.10
0.00
60

65

70

75

80

85

90

95

100

105

110

Planned Duration

Figure 5.19 EVRCM for RCPSP Phase I Example –
Optimal vs. Base Configuration Planned Duration Cumulative Probability Graph
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Optimal

Base

0.25

Probability

0.20
0.15
0.10
0.05
0.00
1647

1773

1899

2025

2151

2277

2403

2529

2655

Planned Value

Figure 5.20 EVRCM for RCPSP Phase I Example –
Optimal vs. Base Configuration Planned Value Probability Graph

Cummulative Probability

Optimal

1.00
0.90
0.80
0.70
0.60
0.50
0.40
0.30
0.20
0.10
0.00
1600

1700

1800

1900

2000

Base

2100

2200

2300

2400

2500

2600

Planned Value

Figure 5.21 EVRCM for RCPSP Phase I Example –
Optimal vs. Base Configuration Planned Value Cumulative Probability Graph
Table 5.12 EVRCM for RCPSP Phase I Example –
Milestone Completion Time Comparison between Base and Optimal Configuration

Base
Optimal

Milestone 1
Duration
Average Std. Dev.
38.56
2.96
32.03
3.31
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Milestone 2
Duration
Average Std. Dev.
80.77
2.69
71.30
2.47

Table 5.13 EVRCM for RCPSP Phase I Example –
Cost Comparisons between Base and Optimal Configuration
Activity Cost

Base
Optimal

Avg.
1892.66
1939.82

STD
79.12
85.89

Penalty Cost
Milestone 1
Milestone 2
Avg.
STD
Avg.
STD
131.21 59.08
87.69
26.86
28.11 38.67
6.81
11.92

Planned Value
Avg.
2111.56
1974.74

STD
139.96
118.54

In order to statistically demonstrate the significant difference between the planned value
of the optimal configuration and the base configuration, a 95% confidence interval on the
difference between means is provided: 133.22 ≤ µ1 – µ2 ≤ 140.41. The 95% CI leads to the
conclusion that there is a significant difference between the means and hence, the optimal
configuration allowed a reduction in cost.
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5.2 EVRCM: Applied During Project Execution
In Phase I, the optimal planned value is obtained by taking into account the uncertainty in
all project activities. In Phase II, the objective is to identify the optimal resource configuration
that minimizes the actual cost by taking into account only the remaining activities of the project.
As the project progresses, the project can be monitored to verify that it is being executed as
planned and that the budget is not exceeded. In cases where a deviation from the plan is
identified, a reevaluation of the project can be considered. These reevaluations can be done to
attempt to get the project back on track by evaluating the remaining activities and determining
the optimal resource configuration from that point forward.
The optimal solution obtained when implementing Phase I is used up until the budget is
exceeded for more than 10% or a deviation from the plan (of more than 10%) is encountered. If
at least one of these conditions becomes true, the project is reevaluated in order to determine the
optimal configuration for the remaining activities of the project. Once reached the first
reevaluation point, the following steps are followed:
1. Update the project information based on the status of the project up until the current
reevaluation point.
2. Run the EVRCM program in order to reevaluate the optimal resource configuration for
the remaining activities of the project.
3. Run the project simulator to provide a comparison between implementing the previous
optimal configuration versus the new optimal configuration.
4. Implement the new optimal configuration until the next reevaluation point is encountered
or until the project is completed.
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In the first step, the actual times and costs for completed activities are updated as well as
the resource used to execute the activity. Hence, the input file contains probability distributions
and resource alternatives for activities that have not started but updated information for in
progress or completed activities. Next, the optimization engine interacts with the simulation
model and identifies the optimal resource configuration for those activities that have not yet
started. Using the project simulator, both, the previous optimal resource configuration (from
Phase I or from the previous reevaluation) and the one obtained during Phase II are simulated in
order to provide a clear comparison of the results. With this information, the project manager can
then make an informed decision as to which configuration to use for the remainder of the project.
Once another reevaluation point is reached, the same process is repeated until all activities have
been completed and, hence, the project ends.
Note that a heuristic approach is used during this phase given that potential reevaluation
points were selected to be at the start time of each project activity. Although continuous
revaluations of the project network would provide more accurate results, it is not practical to
continuously reevaluate the project since it demands much more processing time.
The next sections explain the assumptions considered for Phase II as well as the
components of the EVRCM for this phase. Note that the EVRCM will be applied to two
problems: 1) Selection of Resource Alternatives 2) RCPSP. When applying the method to the
selection of resource alternatives, no resource conflicts are considered, hence, some of the
constraints of the optimization model are not used and some steps in the simulation model
algorithm are ignored. A more detailed explanation of this will be covered in the next sections.
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5.2.1 EVRCM: Phase II Assumptions
In addition to the assumptions mentioned in section 4.1.1 and 5.1.1 for the simulationbased optimization method, the following assumptions are considered:


Phase II reevaluation points are triggered by project delays or cost overruns indicated by
earned value parameters before the start of each project activity.

5.2.2 EVRCM: Phase II Input Parameters
The parameters that serve as input to the simulation-based optimization model during the
dynamic phase are described in section 5.1.2. In addition to these, the following input parameters
(which result from Phase I) are required:

PVi =

expected planned value of activity i  1, .., n .

PDi =

expected planned duration of activity i  1, .., n .

5.2.3 EVRCM: Phase II Optimization Model
During Phase II, reevaluations of the optimal solution obtained in Phase I may be
considered. These reevaluations are executed depending on the status of the project at the start
time of each activity. When the start time of each project activity is reached, a reevaluation is
considered if the project is not being executed as planned (meaning the earned value is not within
a 10% tolerance interval of the planned value) or if the project is costing more than what is being
accomplished (meaning that the actual cost exceeds the earned value by more than 10%). If the
project is behind, a reevaluation gives a chance to get the project back on schedule by selecting
alternatives with smaller durations for the remaining activities of the project. On that same note,
if the project is ahead, a smaller project cost could be obtained by selecting alternatives with
lower costs and slightly compromising activity duration. The following EVM parameters are
calculated in order to determine whether a reevaluation is necessary or not:
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𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑟𝑡 − 𝑝𝑠𝑡𝑖 , 𝑃𝐷𝑖 )
𝑃𝑉 = ∑ (𝑃𝑆𝑖 × (
) × 𝑃𝑉𝑖 )
𝑃𝐷𝑖

(5.11)

𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑟𝑡 − 𝑠𝑡𝑖 , 𝑡𝑖𝑘 )
𝐸𝑉 = ∑ (𝐴𝑆𝑖 × (
) × 𝑃𝑉𝑖 )
𝑡𝑖𝑘

(5.12)

𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑟𝑡 − 𝑠𝑡𝑖 , 𝑡𝑖𝑘 )
𝐴𝐶 = ∑ (𝐴𝑆𝑖 × (
) × 𝑐𝑖𝑘 )
𝑡𝑖𝑘

(5.13)

𝑖

𝑖

𝑖

Formula 5.11 calculates, for all activities, the percentage of the activity that was planned
to be complete by the time of the current reevaluation point (rt). In this formula, PSi indicates if
an activity was planned to be started by the current time, psti represents the planned start of
activity i and PDi represents the planned duration of activity i. Formulas 5.12 and 5.13 calculate
the earned value and actual cost (respectively) at the time of the current potential reevaluation
point (rt). For a description of the variables not described in this section, please refer to sections
5.1.4 and 5.2.4. With the values of the EVM parameters, the comparisons shown in formulas
5.14, and 5.15 are made. If any of those are true, a reevaluation of the optimal solution obtained
in Phase I is considered.
1.1 ∗ 𝑃𝑉 ≤ 𝐸𝑉 ≤ 0.9 ∗ 𝑃𝑉

(5.14)

𝐴𝐶 ≥ 1.1 ∗ 𝐸𝑉

(5.15)

As soon as a reevaluation point is identified, the optimization model starts to interact with
the simulation model to evaluate different resource configurations and determine the optimal
actual cost.
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The optimization model is described as follows:
nm
 n nr

Minimize: E[ AC ]  E  CM il RM il   Pm (Tm ,  m )
m 1
 i 1 l 1


(5.16)

Subject to:
 nr

aij  a ji    Sijl (1  PCM ij )(1  PCM ji )
 l 1 
Sijl  Sijl  RM il  RM jl  1

Sijl  Sijl  1

 RM

il

 i, j, i  j

 i, j, l , i  j

(5.18)

 i, j, l , i  j

(5.19)

l

(5.20)

 i, l

(5.21)

1

i

RM il  AM il
aij  a jy 

(5.17)

 a yi   narcs  1

 Potential Tours

(5.22)

The objective function (5.16) minimizes the actual cost of the project. The actual cost
includes the cost of executing the activities and penalty costs due to tardiness at multiple project
milestones. Constraints (5.17) to (5.22) have been previously explained in section 4.1.3. Note
that when applying the EVRCM to the selection of resource alternatives, constraints (5.17)
through (5.19) and constraint (5.22) are not included in the model given that there are no
resource conflicts among project activities.
For a definition of the parameters used in the optimization model not described in this
section, please refer to section 4.1.3.
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5.2.4 EVRCM: Phase II Simulation Model
The decision variables manipulated by the optimization model include the resource
matrix ( RM il ) with the resource selected for each activity and the direction of the precedence arc
( aij ) for those activities that share resources (if any). The values of aij are directly used in the
simulation model while the resource matrix is translated to a SAVi vector (to understand how the
translation is done, please refer to section 4.1.4).

aij =

equal to 1 if an arc is drawn from activity i  1, ..., n to activity j  1, ..., n , 0 otherwise.

SAVi = selected alternative vector that indicates the alternative k  1, ..., na selected by the
optimization model for each activity i  1, .., n .
Some of the parameters used in the simulation model are the same as the ones shown in
sections 4.1.4 and 5.1.4, hence, please refer to these sections to review other parameters not
shown here. The following additional parameters are used by the simulation model:

AC =

is the actual cost of an activity spent by the current time t. The AC multiplies the
percentage of the task completed at the current time t by the actual cost of the task as
shown in formula 5.23.
𝐴𝐶 = 𝐴𝑆𝑖 × (

𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑡 − 𝑠𝑡𝑖 , 𝑡𝑖𝑘 )
) × 𝑐𝑖𝑘
𝑡𝑖𝑘

(5.23)

AC c = is the total actual cost at event C. The AC c is obtained by adding the actual cost spent
for all activities at event C.
As observed in Figure 5.22, the simulation model is very similar to the Phase I simulation
model. The only difference is that during this phase we are interested in calculating the actual
cost of the project instead of the planned value.
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Read input file and assign user
inputs to corresponding
variables.

For (i=1; i < n; i++)
cti < clock &
cti > 0 & CAi = 0?

Set sti = cti = PCi = ASi = CAi
= clock = lastclock = f = 0

No

Yes
For (i=1; i < n; i++)

Set CAi = 1

k = SAVi

tik = 0 &
CAi = 1?
Yes

Loop

Sample tik

Co = 1?
Loop

No

No

Set mctf = cti
& f = f+1

Set costi = cik

Yes

For (j=1; j < n; j++)

Set costi = tik*cik

PMij = 1?

Exit Loop

No

Yes

Set C = 1

Set PCj = PCj + 1

For (i=1; i < n; i++)
No
PCi = NPi &
rpci = rnpi &
CAi = 0 &
ASi = 0?

Yes
Loop

Set RPCj = RPCj + 1

No

Exit Loop

tik <> 0 ?

Yes
Loop

aij = 1?

No

Yes

Set ASi = 1 &
sti = clock

Set AC = ASi * (min(clock-sti, tik)/tik)*costi

Exit loop
Set lastclock = clock

tik = 0 &
CAi = 1?
Yes

No
For (i=1; i < n; i++)

For (j=1; j < n; j++)
ASi = 1? No

No

Yes

Loop

Set cti = sti + tik
Exit loop

Loop

mctj = cti
& cti > τj?
Yes

Set AC = AC + (cti-τj)*Pj

Set clock = large value

Exit loop

For (i=1; i < n; i++)

Set ACc = ACc + AC & AC = 0

cti < clock &
cti > lastclock?

C++
No
No

Yes

 CAi = n?
Yes

Loop

Set clock = cti
Set t = max(t, cti)
Exit loop

Figure 5.22 EVRCM – Phase II Simulation Model Algorithm
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Loop

5.2.5 EVRCM: Phase II Output Parameters
Once the optimal solution is identified, an output file is generated. The parameters
representing the optimal resource configuration are provided in the output file. When applying
the EVRCM to selecting among resource alternatives, no resource conflicts are considered,
hence, the resource matrix represents the optimal resource configuration. When applying the
ECRCM to solving the RCPSP, both the resource matrix and the arc direction for activities
sharing resources represent the optimal resource configuration and are provided in the output
file:

RM il = resource matrix that indicates if activity i  1, .., n will be executed by resource

l  1, ..., nr . If RM il is equal to 1, resource l is assigned to activity i , 0 otherwise.
 RM 11 RM 12
 RM 21
...
RM  
 ...
...

...
 RMn1
aij =

... RM 1nr 
...
... 
...
... 

... RMnnr 

equal to 1 if an arc is drawn from activity i  1, ..., n to activity j  1, ..., n , 0 otherwise.
The mean, variance and 95% confidence interval on the actual cost of the optimal

solution are also included in the output generated by the optimization model.

5.2.6 EVRCM: Phase II Project Simulator
The project simulator does the job of generating multiple replications of the optimal
configuration as well as the Phase I configuration or previous optimal configuration in order to
provide a comparison between the outputs.
The input parameters and the simulation model for the project simulator are described in
sections 5.2.2 and 0, respectively. The outputs of the project simulator include: the average,
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variance and 95% confidence interval of the actual cost (AC) and actual duration (AD) of both
the optimal and the previously identified configuration. In addition, the data for all replications is
provided for the convenience of using the information to construct distributions graphs of the
actual cost and actual duration of the project. For the optimal resource configuration, the
expected value of earned value parameters at the completion of each project activity is also
included in the output file. The earned value parameters provided include:


Actual Completion: actual completion time of the event. Each event represents the
completion of an activity. Note that this is not the average completion time of each
activity. For example, the completion time associated with the first event indicates an
average of the completion time corresponding to the first activity completed at each
generated instance.



Earned Value (EV): represents, in terms of cost, the amount of work accomplished at the
actual finish (AF) of each activity.



Actual Cost (AC): actual amount spent up to at the actual finish (AF) time of each
activity.
To compare the generated actual completion, earned value, and actual cost, the project

simulator also generates multiple replications of the Phase I solution and calculates the planned
completion time (PC) and planned value (PV).

5.2.7 EVRCM: Phase II Implementation
The implemented EVRCM for Phase II (see Figure 5.23) is very similar to the one
described for Phase I. The difference relies in the input parameters required by the method as
well as the performance measure of interest. In addition to the input parameters needed for Phase
I, Phase II requires the planned value (PVi) and planned duration (PDi) of each project activity.
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During Phase II, we are interested in identifying the optimal resource configuration that
minimizes the actual cost of the project. There are two types of decision variables used by the
optimization model ( xi and y q ). The vector xi represents the alternative selected for each
project activity while the vector y q represents the arc direction selected for activities sharing
resources (if any). Constraint (5.24) limits xi to be assigned values from zero up to the number
of resource alternatives of the activity. Constraint (4.25) limits y q to take on values of one or
minus one to indicate the arc direction of the resource precedence relationship or zero for no arc.
Note that when the project network under evaluation does not contain resource conflicts, the
constraint (5.25) is not included in the optimization model.
The implemented optimization model is only conformed of the two types of constraints
previously described; therefore, the optimization model does not have control over linking the
values of the two decision variables so that the resource configuration under evaluation is a
potential feasible solution. The simulation model does the job of identifying those configurations
where the assigned values for xi do not go along with y q and guaranteeing their infeasibility in
the optimization process (for a more detailed explanation on how the two decision variables are
linked together please refer to section 4.2). The simulation model also takes care of translating
the values of y q (if any) sent from the optimization model to the variable a ij that is used to
represent resource precedence relationships in the simulation model (for a more detailed
explanation on how the translation is done please refer to section 4.2).
As soon as the optimization model identifies the optimal resource configuration, an
output file is generated with the mean, variance and 95% confidence interval on the actual cost
of the optimal solution. In addition, the optimal resource configuration containing the
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alternatives selected for each project activity and the precedence relationships for activities
sharing resources (if any) are also provided in the output file.
Simulator Input File:
n, Co, τm, Pm, nai, NPi, APi, tik, rik, cik,

Input File Generator

Optimizer Input Parameters:

Phase I Output File:

Simulator Input File:

PVi, PDi,

n, Co, τm, Pm, nai, NPi, APi, tik,
rik, cik, npa, starting and ending
activities for all potential arcs

File name, ISC parameters,
Dimension of solution space, Number
of constraints, Initial solution,
Constraints

Simulation-based optimization model

Optimization Engine:

Min AC

Simulation Model:

AC
AC = (ASi * (min(t-sti, tik)/
tik)*cik) + (Pm(Tm, τm ))

xi, yq

Subject to:
xi  nai
1 if there is an arc from i to j

yq = 0 no arc

Ɐ i=1, ,n

(5.24)

Ɐ q=1, ,npa

(5.25)

-1 if there is an arc from j to i

Output:
Mean, variance and 95% CI on Actual Cost.
Optimal Resource
Configuration (Alternative Selected and Precedence
Relationships for Activities Sharing Resources)

Figure 5.23 EVRCM –
Phase II Implemented Simulation-based Optimization Model
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5.2.8 EVRCM Applied to the Selection of Resource Alternatives: Phase II Example
In this section, Phase II of the Earned Value Resource Constrained Method (EVRCM) is
applied to selecting among potential resource alternatives with stochastic activity times and
costs. No resource conflicts among project activities are considered, hence, our only interest is to
identify the optimal resource configuration from among a set of resource alternatives with
associated stochastic times and costs. Therefore, the optimization model described in section
5.2.3 is reduced to the following:
m
 n nr

Minimize: E[ AC ]  E  CM il RM il   Pm (Tm ,  m )
m 1
 i 1 l 1


Subject to:

 RM

il

1

l

i

RM il  AM il

 i, l

Our objective is to obtain the optimal resource configuration that minimizes the actual
cost of the project, where the actual cost is defined as activity costs plus penalty due to project
tardiness at several milestones.
To better illustrate Phase II applied to the selection of resource alternatives, the sample
project network in section 5.1.8 is used. The project network is shown in Figure 5.6 and the
information on time distributions and cost rates is shown in Table 5.5. The correlation coefficient
for the project is 1 which indicates that the provided cost will be a fixed rate per time unit. The
network consists of 12 activities, all of which have multiple resource alternatives. The target
completion times of the project at each project milestones are shown in Table 5.6.
The optimal resource configuration determined during Phase I when applying the method
to the sample project network is shown in Figure 5.8. Once this is determined, the project can
start by using the resource configuration obtained during Phase I. As soon as a reevaluation point
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is reached and the EVM parameters indicate a deviation from the plan or an exceeded budget,
Phase II starts to be implemented by reevaluating the remaining activities of the project.
Note that, for comparison purposes, a single instance will be considered in this example.
The actual cost for the base configuration, Phase I configuration and Phase II configuration will
be calculated for the selected project instance in order to make the comparison. The sampled
activity times for this instance are shown in Table 5.14. The bolded durations in Table 5.14
correspond to the activity times for the resource configuration selected during Phase I. As the
project is reevaluated, the alternative selected during Phase I may change for certain activities
and, hence, the duration and cost corresponding to the new alternative is used.
The first potential reevaluation occurs just before time 4.84, which is the start time of
activity 4. To determine whether or not the project needs to be reevaluated, the EVM parameters
are calculated and compared. As shown in Table 5.15, the project is considerably ahead of
schedule given that the earned value (308.75) is more than 10% greater than the planned value
(178.96). Since the project is significantly ahead, a reevaluation allows for an opportunity to
lower the cost of the project by selecting activities with higher durations but lower costs.
Table 5.14 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives Phase II Example –
Sampled Activity Times by Alternative
Duration
Activity
Alt 1
Alt 2
1
22.44
4.84
2
4.75
8.10
3
35.40
8.41
4
11.66
8.35
5
32.04
6.15
6
9.92
5.00
7
13.63
10.98
8
22.07
19.39
9
19.25
18.18
10
13.75
30.82
11
18.34
12.91
12
20.11
14.65
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In order to initiate the first Phase II reevaluation, the input file is updated with the current
status of the project. Figure 5.24 shows the simulator input file with the reflected changes
(bolded values). The ISC parameters used were the same as the ones used in the Phase I example
(see Figure C.1 in Appendix C).
Table 5.15 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives Phase II Example –
EVM Parameters at First Potential Reevaluation
178.96
Planned Value
308.75
Earned Value
178.96
Actual Cost

At the start of this first reevaluation, activities with a start time less than 4.84 are fixed
(meaning that any variability associated with them is eliminated). While activity 1 is completed
by time 4.84, activities 2 and 3 are in progress and, according to Phase II assumptions, it can be
accurately estimated how much more time and cost they will take to complete. The updates to
the input file include changing the following for activities 1, 2, and 3: setting the number of
alternatives to one in addition to fixing the duration to the sampled/actual duration for the
instance, fixing the resource, and fixing the cost rate based on the previous optimal resource
configuration (given that this is the first reevaluation, the resource configuration selected in
Phase I will be used for fixed activities). Note that the “C” in the input file indicates that the
value is a constant. Figure 5.25 shows the status of the project by the time of the first
reevaluation.
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Figure 5.24 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives Phase II Example –
First Reevaluation Simulator Input File
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Figure 5.25 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives Phase II Example –
Status by First Reevaluation

Once the program reevaluates the rest of the project, a new resource configuration (if one
better than the previous solution is found) is obtained for the remaining activities. The new
obtained configuration uses resource I for activity 6. The optimal resource configuration
resulting from the first reevaluation is summarized in Table 5.16. Table 5.17 provides the mean
(1717.59) and variance (962.32) of the actual cost for the resource configuration determined in
the first reevaluation. In addition, the number of replications the program used to determine the
solution is also provided (8,206).
Table 5.16 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives Phase II Example –
Resource Configuration Provided by First Reevaluation
Activity
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
B D E G
H
J
K I
F
Resource Configuration
I
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11
M

12
N

Table 5.17 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives Phase II Example – First Reevaluation Result
8,206
Replications
1717.59
Actual Cost Mean
962.32
Actual Cost Variance

Next, the project continues using the resource configuration provided by the first
reevaluation until the next potential reevaluation point. At time 8.10, the project is still ahead by
more than 10% (see Table 5.18) hence, a reevaluation is considered.
Table 5.18 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives Phase II Example –
EVM Parameters at Second Potential Reevaluation
299.66
Planned Value
477.76
Earned Value
283.35
Actual Cost

The second reevaluation occurs at time 8.10, which is just before the start of activity 5.
By then, activities 1 and 2 have been completed, activities 3 and 4 are in progress and the
remaining activities have not started. Activities 1 through 4 are fixed and their actual values for
time, cost and assigned resource are updated in the input file. Hence, there is only one available
alternative for activities 1, 2, 3, and 4 with actual durations of 4.84, 8.10, 8.41 and 8.35,
resources 2, 4, 5 and 8, and cost rates of 13, 10, 14 and 8 (respectively). Figure 5.26 shows the
status of the project by the time of the second reevaluation.
After running the program, a resource configuration is identified. Table 5.19 provides the
resource configuration obtained from this second reevaluation. In this case, the obtained
configuration is the same as the one suggested in the first reevaluation. Table 5.20 provides the
mean (1655.60) and variance (872.73) of the actual cost for the resource configuration
determined in the second reevaluation. In addition, the number of replications the program used
to determine the solution is also provided (6,191).
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Figure 5.26 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives Phase II Example –
Status by Second Reevaluation
Table 5.19 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives Phase II Example –
Resource Configuration Provided by Second Reevaluation
Activity
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
B D E G
H
I
J
K I
F
Resource Configuration

11
M

12
N

Table 5.20 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives Phase II Example – Second Reevaluation Result
6,191
Replications
1655.60
Actual Cost Mean
872.73
Actual Cost Variance

Next, the project continues using the resource configuration provided by the second
reevaluation until the next potential reevaluation point. At time 8.40, the project is still ahead by
more than 10% (see Table 5.21), hence, a reevaluation is considered.
Table 5.21 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives Phase II Example –
EVM Parameters at Third Potential Reevaluation
311.10
Planned Value
497.42
Earned Value
293.24
Actual Cost
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The third reevaluation occurs at time 8.40, which is just before the start of activity 6. By
then, activities 1, 2, and 3 have been completed, activities 4 and 5 are in progress and the
remaining activities have not started. Activities 1 through 5 are fixed and their actual values for
time, cost and assigned resource are updated in the input file. Figure 5.27 shows the status of the
project by the time of the third reevaluation.

Figure 5.27 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives Phase II Example –
Status by Third Reevaluation

After running the program, a new resource configuration is identified. Table 5.22
provides the resource configuration obtained from this third reevaluation. The new configuration
goes back to using resource E for activity 6 (as suggested by Phase I), and uses resources C and
K for activities 11 and 12 (respectively). Table 5.23 provides the mean (1492.61) and variance
(667.33) of the actual cost for the resource configuration determined in the third reevaluation. In
addition, the number of replications the program used to determine the solution is also provided
(6,680).
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Table 5.22 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives Phase II Example –
Resource Configuration Provided by Third Reevaluation
Activity
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
B D E G
H
J
K I
F
Resource Configuration
E

11
C

12
K

Table 5.23 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives Phase II Example – Third Reevaluation Result
6,680
Replications
1492.61
Actual Cost Mean
667.33
Actual Cost Variance

The project continues with the new resource configuration up until the next potential
reevaluation point. For the remaining reevaluations of the project, the optimal configuration stays
the same as the one obtained from the third reevaluation. For the purpose of showing the process
of how Phase II works, one more reevaluation (the last one of the project) is detailed in this
example. The eighth reevaluation occurs at time 33.64, which is just before the start of activities
11 and 12. At time 33.64, the project is still ahead by more than 10% (see Table 5.24), hence, a
reevaluation is considered.
Table 5.24 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives Phase II Example –
EVM Parameters at Eighth Potential Reevaluation
1229.21
Planned Value
1466.96
Earned Value
1139.00
Actual Cost

Figure 5.28 shows the status of the project up until this reevaluation point. Note that the
new configuration adopted after the third reevaluation has not changed since then. At the current
reevaluation point, activities 1 through 8 are completed and activities 9 and 10 are in progress.
For these activities, the actual duration, resource, and cost rate for the current resource
configuration are updated in the input file as well as the number of alternatives (which is set to
one). The program is executed and the obtained resource configuration, which is the same as the
one from the third reevaluation, is shown in Table 5.25.
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Figure 5.28 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives Phase II Example –
Status by Seventh Reevaluation
Table 5.25 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives Phase II Example –
Resource Configuration Provided by Seventh Reevaluation
Activity
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
B D E G
H
E
J
K I
F
Resource Configuration

11
C

12
K

Table 5.26 provides the mean (1454.33) and variance (44.25) of the actual cost for the
resource configuration determined in the eighth reevaluation. In addition, the number of
replications the program used to determine the solution is also provided (202).
Table 5.26 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives Phase II Example –
Seventh Reevaluation Result
202
Replications
1454.33
Actual Cost Mean
44.25
Actual Cost Variance

Table 5.27 shows the resource configurations for the three cases (base, Phase I and Phase
II). Table 5.28 summarizes the results for the three configurations. The results show that
implementing Phase II achieves a 31% reduction from the base configuration implementation. In
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this case, Phase I accomplished eliminating the penalties associated with late completion
encountered when implementing the base configuration by compromising on higher activity
costs but still obtaining a lower actual cost for the project. Phase II managed to obtain a project
duration slightly greater than the one suggested in Phase I but still met the target completion
times of the milestones while lowering the total project cost.

Base
Phase I
Phase II

Table 5.27 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives Phase II
Example – Base, Phase I & Phase II Configurations
Activity
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
A D F G
H
I
J
K I
F
B D E G
H
E
J
K I
F
B D E G
H
E
J
K I
F

11
C
M
C

12
K
N
K

Table 5.28 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives Phase II
Example – Base, Phase I & Phase II Comparison
Penalty
Activity
Actual
Duration
Cost
Cost
Cost
83.61
505.40
1533.61
2039.01
Base
48.29
0.00
1578.54
1578.54
Phase I
53.75
0.00
1415.99
1415.99
Phase II

To prove the benefit of implementing both Phase I and Phase II, 50 instances of the
project were generated. The results indicate that 32% of the time Phase II provided a smaller
expected total cost than if only Phase I was implemented.
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5.2.9 EVRCM Applied to the RCPSP: Phase II Example
In this section, Phase II of the Earned Value Resource Constrained Method (EVRCM) is
applied to the RCPSP. Our objective is to determine the optimal resource configuration that
minimizes the actual cost of the project while seeking for the on time completion of activities at
several project milestones. We are interested in identifying the optimal set of resources from
among a set of alternatives with associated stochastic times and costs as well as the resource
precedence relationships for activities sharing resources.
To illustrate Phase II applied to the RCPSP, the sample project network in section 5.1.9 is
used. The project network is shown in Figure 5.14 and the information on time distributions and
cost rates is shown in Table 5.9. The correlation coefficient for the project is 1 which indicates
that the provided cost will be a fixed rate per time unit. The network consists of 12 activities, 8
of which have multiple resource alternatives. In addition, there are 5 potential precedence
relationships which are shown in Figure 5.14 as the red dotted lines and are detailed in Table
5.11. The target completion times of the project at the several project milestones are shown in
Table 5.10.
The optimal resource configuration determined during Phase I when applying the method
to the sample project network is shown in Figure 5.15. Once this is determined, the project can
start by using the resource configuration obtained during Phase I. As soon as a reevaluation point
is reached and the EVM parameters indicate a deviation from the plan or an exceeded budget,
Phase II starts to be implemented by reevaluating the remaining activities of the project.
Note that, for comparison purposes, a single instance will be considered in this example.
The actual cost for the base configuration, Phase I configuration and Phase II configuration will
be calculated for the selected project instance in order to make the comparison. The sampled
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activity times for this instance are shown in Table 5.29. The bolded durations in Table 5.29
correspond to the activity times for the resource configuration selected during Phase I. As the
project is reevaluated, the alternative selected during Phase I may change for certain activities
and, hence, the duration corresponding to the new alternative is used.
Table 5.29 EVRCM for RCPSP Phase II Example –
Sampled Activity Times by Alternative
Duration
Activity
Alt 1
Alt 2
1
14.67
9.91
2
2.96
3
27.50
14.22
4
9.44
5
26.97
14.00
6
11.84
4.62
7
11.51
10.05
8
20.31
9
21.37
10
16.27
19.71
11
27.56
10.38
12
20.41
15.73

The first potential reevaluation occurs just before time 2.96, which is the start time of
activity 3. To determine whether or not the project needs to be reevaluated, the EVM parameters
are compared. As shown in Table 5.30, the project is considerably ahead given that the earned
value (194.25) is more than 10% greater than the planned value (130.30). Since the project is
ahead of schedule, a reevaluation allows for an opportunity to reduce the cost of the project by
selecting activities with lower costs and slightly compromising activity duration.
In order to initiate the first Phase II reevaluation, the input file needs to be updated with
the current status of the project. Figure 5.29 shows the simulator input file with the reflected
changes (bolded values). The ISC parameters used were the same as the ones used in the Phase I
example (see Figure C.3 in Appendix C).
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Figure 5.29 EVRCM for RCPSP Phase II Example –
First Reevaluation Simulator Input File
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Table 5.30 EVRCM for RCPSP Phase II Example –
EVM Parameters at First Potential Reevaluation
130.30
Planned Value
194.25
Earned Value
130.30
Actual Cost

At the start of this first reevaluation, activities with a start time less than 2.96 are fixed
(meaning that any variability associated with them is eliminated). While activity 2 is completed
by time 2.96, activity 1 is still in progress and, according to Phase II assumptions, it can be
accurately estimated how much more time and cost in progress activities take to complete. The
updates to the input file include changing the following for activities 1 and 2: setting the number
of alternatives to one (if the activity had several alternatives before) in addition to fixing the
duration to the sampled/actual duration for the instance, fixing the resource, and fixing the cost
rate based on the previous optimal resource configuration (given that this is the first reevaluation,
the resource configuration selected in Phase I will be used for fixed activities). Note that the “C”
in the input file indicates that the value is a constant. Figure 5.30 shows the status of the project
by the time of the first reevaluation.
Once the program reevaluates the rest of the project, a new resource configuration (if one
better than the previous solution is found) is obtained for the remaining activities. In this case,
the same resource configuration as the one obtained in Phase I resulted from the reevaluation (as
shown in Table 5.31). Table 5.32 provides the mean (1904.74) and variance (217.06) of the
actual cost for the resource configuration determined in the first reevaluation. In addition, the
number of replications the program used to determine the solution is also provided (25,018).
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Figure 5.30 EVRCM for RCPSP Phase II Example –
Status by First Reevaluation

Resource
Config.

1

2

Table 5.31 EVRCM for RCPSP Phase II Example –
Resource Configuration Provided by First Reevaluation
Activity
Resource Precedence
Relationships
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10 11 12

E

B

B

C

M

D

O

A

F

F

N

N

2→3

9 → 10

11 → 12

Table 5.32 EVRCM for RCPSP Phase II Example – First Reevaluation Result
25,018
Replications
1904.74
Actual Cost Mean
217.06
Actual Cost Variance

Next, the project continues using the resource configuration provided by the first
reevaluation until the next potential reevaluation point. At time 9.91 (before the start of activities
4 and 5), activities 1 and 2 have been completed, activity 3 is in progress and the remaining
activities have not started. Activities 1 through 3 are fixed and their actual values for time, cost
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and assigned resource are updated in the input file. Hence, there is only one available alternative
for activities 1, 2, and 3 with actual durations of 9.91, 2.96, and 14.22, resources 5, 2, 2, and cost
rates of 13, 31, and 13 (respectively). In addition, the resource precedence arc from activity 2 to
activity 3 is fixed. Figure 5.31 shows the status of the project by time 9.91 (second potential
reevaluation). By comparing the EVM parameters, it can be concluded that the project is on
schedule and within budget (see Table 5.33) hence, a reevaluation of the project is not needed.

Figure 5.31 EVRCM for RCPSP Phase II Example –
Status by Second Potential Reevaluation
Table 5.33 EVRCM for RCPSP Phase II Example –
EVM Parameters at Second Potential Reevaluation
347.48
Planned Value
381.64
Earned Value
310.86
Actual Cost
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Next, the project continues using the resource configuration provided by the first
reevaluation until the next potential reevaluation point. At time 17.18, the project is ahead by
more than 10% (see Table 5.34), hence, a reevaluation is considered.
Table 5.34 EVRCM for RCPSP Phase II Example –
EVM Parameters at Third Potential Reevaluation
628.16
Planned Value
708.75
Earned Value
594.53
Actual Cost

The third potential reevaluation occurs at time 17.18, which is just before the start of
activity 6. By then, activities 1, 2, and 3 have been completed, activities 4 and 5 are in progress
and the remaining activities have not started. Activities 1 through 5 are fixed and their actual
values for time, cost and assigned resource are updated in the input file. Figure 5.32 shows the
status of the project by time 17.18 (third reevaluation).

Figure 5.32 EVRCM for RCPSP Phase II Example –
Status by Third Reevaluation
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After running the program, a new resource configuration is identified. Table 5.35
provides the resource configuration obtained from this third reevaluation (changes made from the
first reevaluation are bolded and in red). The new configuration uses resource G for activity 7.
Table 5.36 provides the mean (1804.31) and variance (53.71) of the actual cost for the resource
configuration determined in the third reevaluation. In addition, the number of replications the
program used to determine the solution is also provided (7,655).

Resource
Config.

1

2

Table 5.35 EVRCM for RCPSP Phase II Example –
Resource Configuration Provided by Third Reevaluation
Activity
Resource Precedence
Relationships
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10 11 12

E

B

B

C

M

D

G

A

F

F

N

N

2→3

9 → 10

11 → 12

Table 5.36 EVRCM for RCPSP Phase II Example – Third Reevaluation Result
7,655
Replications
1804.31
Actual Cost Mean
53.71
Actual Cost Variance

The project continues with the resource configuration obtained during the third
reevaluation up until the next potential reevaluation point. For the purpose of showing the
process of how Phase II works, one more potential reevaluation (the last one of the project) is
detailed in this example. Note that the resource configuration identified during the third
reevaluation was still considered the best solution up until this point. The eighth potential
reevaluation occurs at time 54.60, which is just before the start of activity 12. At time 54.60,
activities 1 through 11 have been completed. For these activities, the actual duration, resource,
and cost rate for the current resource configuration are updated in the input file as well as the
number of alternatives (which is set to one). In addition, the arcs from 2 to 3 and 9 to 10 are
fixed. Figure 5.33 shows the status of the project by time 54.60 (eighth potential reevaluation).
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By comparing the EVM parameters, it can concluded that the project is still on track and going
as planned (see Table 5.37) hence, a reevaluation of the project is not needed.
Table 5.37 EVRCM for RCPSP Phase II Example –
EVM Parameters at Eighth Potential Reevaluation
1690.67
Planned Value
1728.71
Earned Value
1533.41
Actual Cost

Figure 5.33 EVRCM for RCPSP Phase II Example –
Status by Eighth Reevaluation

Table 5.38 shows the resource configurations for the three cases (base, Phase I and Phase
II). Table 5.39 summarizes the results for the three configurations. The results show that
implementing Phase II achieves a 6% reduction from the base configuration implementation. In
this case, Phase I accomplished to reduce the penalties associated with late completion at project
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milestones encountered when using the base configuration but not eliminate them entirely. Phase
II managed to avoid the penalties and obtain the lowest project cost and duration.

Base
Phase I
Phase II

1
A
E
E

2
B
B
B

3
B
B
B

Table 5.38 EVRCM for RCPSP Phase II
Example – Base, Phase I & Phase II Configurations
Activity
Resource Precedence
Relationships
4
5
6
7
8
9 10 11 12
C
M
D G A F
F
N
N
3 → 2 10 → 9 11 → 12
C
M
D O A F
F
N
N
2 → 3 9 → 10 11 → 12
C
M
D G A F
F
N
N
2 → 3 9 → 10 11 → 12

Table 5.39 EVRCM for RCPSP Phase II
Example – Base, Phase I & Phase II Comparison
Penalty
Activity
Actual
Duration
Cost
Cost
Cost
77.60
128.40
1736.03
1864.43
Base
70.33
0.00
1804.37
1804.37
Phase I
70.33
0.00
1747.50
1747.50
Phase II

To prove the benefit of implementing both Phase I and Phase II, 50 instances of the
project were generated. The results indicate that 30% of the time Phase II provided a smaller
expected total cost than if only Phase I was implemented.

5.3 EVRCM: Experiments
In order to evaluate the ability of the EVRCM to consistently obtain optimal solutions for
Phases I and II, several experimental cases were tested. In this section, the two phases of the
EVRCM are applied to 1) The selection of resource alternatives, and 2) The RCPSP. For both
cases, the robustness of the method to identify the optimal resource configuration is tested. When
applying the EVRCM to the selection of resource alternatives, no resource conflicts are
considered between activities, hence, our only interest is to identify the optimal set of resources
among a set of resource alternatives. On the other hand, when applying the EVRCM to the
RCPSP, in addition to identifying the optimal set of resources among resource alternatives, it is
also of interest to determine resource precedence relationships for activities sharing resources.
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Section 5.3.1 describes the set of experiments tested when applying the EVRCM to the
selection of resource alternatives. Three experimental cases that evaluate the method’s
effectiveness are presented. Section 5.3.2 presents the experimental cases tested for the EVRCM
applied to the RCPSP. This section also covers three experimental cases to evaluate the method’s
effectiveness when applied to the RCPSP.

5.3.1 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives: Experiments
In this section, the robustness of the method to identify the optimal resource
configuration from among a set of resource alternatives based on several project milestones is
tested. The experimental cases evaluate the method’s effectiveness based on: the complexity of
the project in terms of the number of resource alternatives and number of milestones, the
variability in stochastic activity times and costs, and the penalty function.
The projects used for the experiments were arbitrarily constructed in order for them to
include the factors of interest. The following experimental cases are considered to evaluate the
EVRCM applied to the selection of resource alternatives. Note that each case is characterized by
different complexities, those which are listed below.
Case 1:


High variability in activity time and cost distributions



Project complexity (18 decision variables):
o 15 project activities, 8 which have three resource alternatives, and 3 of
which have two resource alternatives.
o 3 project milestones.



Equally weighted penalty function for all milestones
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Case 2:


Low variability in activity time and cost distributions



Project complexity (26 decision variables):
o 22 project activities, 18 which have two resource alternatives.
o 4 project milestones.



Weighted penalty function with highest penalty assigned to first milestone,
second highest for the second milestone, and so on.

Case 3:


Low variability in activity time and cost distributions



Project complexity (14 decision variables):
o 12 project activities, 8 which have two resource alternatives.
o 2 project milestones.



Weighted penalty function with highest penalty assigned to the last milestone,
second highest for the second to last milestone, and so on.

In order to execute Phase I, an input file containing the characteristics of the project is
created. These characteristics include the number of activities, resources, and penalty function, as
well as predecessors, stochastic activity times and costs, etc. Then, the method is executed to
determine the optimal configuration that minimizes the planned value of the project which
includes activity cost and penalty associated with late completion at project milestones. Once the
optimal solution is identified, a project simulator is used to run 10,000 instances of the project.
The data generated by the project simulator is used to elaborate tables and graphs that summarize
the case results. In addition, the project simulator outputs the planned value and planned duration
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for each activity based on the optimal resource configuration (information used to determine the
reevaluation points in Phase II).
For Phase II, the optimal configuration obtained in Phase I serves as the starting point.
Multiple instances of the project are generated. For each project instance, the method is executed
in order to determine the optimal configuration at different reevaluation points. A reevaluation
takes place if the start time of a project activity is reached and if the earned value parameters
indicate a deviation from the plan. The completion times and actual cost of each instance are
stored as well as the average project duration, average actual cost and standard deviations for
Phase II. In addition, to provide a comparison between Phase I and Phase II, a percentage on the
number of instances where Phase II provided smaller expected total cost than Phase I is
presented.
Phase II was automated in order to make the experimental process more efficient. The
tool used to run experiments for Phase II follows these steps:
1. Run project simulator using Phase I optimal resource configuration and store the sampled
times and costs for each instance.
2. Determine the first reevaluation point for the corresponding instance.
3. Generate the simulator input file based on the reevaluation point (for activities with a
start time less than the reevaluation point, the times and costs are fixed to the latest
identified optimal configuration; for all other activities, stochastic activity times and costs
are used).
4. Use the simulator input file to generate the optimizer input file.
5. Run the optimization for current instance and reevaluation point.
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6. If the reevaluation point is less than the project completion time then, determine next
reevaluation point for the instance and go to 3; else, go to 7.
7. Store the calculated values for project completion time and actual cost based on the
optimal solution identified for the instance.

5.3.1.1 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives: Experimental Case 1
Case 1 considers a project network with high variability in activity costs and times, 18
decision variables, and an equally weighted penalty function for all milestones. As shown in
Figure 5.34, the project has a total of 15 project activities (8 of which have three resource
alternatives and 3 of which have two resource alternatives) and 3 project milestones. The project
milestones along with the penalty associated with them are shown in Table 5.40. Table 5.41
shows the resource alternatives for the project activities and their associated stochastic activity
times and costs. For the simulator input file used for this experiment, please refer to Figure C.10
in Appendix C. Also, refer to Figure C.11 in the same section of this research for the ISC
parameters used for Phase I and II of this experiment.

Figure 5.34 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives: Experimental Case 1 – Project Network
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Table 5.40 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives: Experimental Case 1 –
Milestones, Targets and Penalty Costs
Milestones

Milestone Activities

Targets

Penalty per unit of tardiness

1

5, 6

35

10

2

10, 11

64

10

3

13, 14, 15

98

10

Table 5.41 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives: Experimental Case 1 –
Resource Alternative Stochastic Times and Costs
Alternatives
Act.

1

2

3

Res.

Duration

Cost

Res.

Duration

Cost

Res.

Duration

Cost

1

A

UNIF(2.5,10.5)

C 10

-

-

-

-

-

-

2

W

TRIA(12,22,32)

C2

C

TRIA(4,9,14)

C9

D

UNIF(8,22)

C5

3

A

TRIA(7,12,17)

C8

-

-

-

-

-

-

4

T

UNIF(6.5,16.5)

C8

E

UNIF(9,29)

C3

B

TRIA(7,15,23)

C 5.5

5

G

TRIA(4,14,24)

C5

A

TRIA(9,24,39)

C2

F

UNIF(5,29)

C4

6

U

TRIA(2,10,18)

C7

T

UNIF(14,34)

C2

H

UNIF(5,31)

C 3.5

7

I

UNIF(2,10)

C 12

S

TRIA(7,16,25)

C3

-

-

-

8

A

UNIF(11,29)

C2

J

TRIA(2,9,16)

C 11

G

UNIF(14,18)

C 3.5

9

T

UNIF(4,16)

C7

K

TRIA(13,22,31)

C 2.5

-

-

-

10

O

TRIA(3,11,19)

C7

L

UNIF(12.5,32.5)

C2

M

TRIA(7,17,27)

C4

11

B

UNIF(6,24)

C3

G

UNIF(3.5,15.5)

C8

N

UNIF(3,19)

C5

12

O

UNIF(5.5,27.5)

C5

-

-

-

-

-

-

13

I

UNIF(10,34)

C2

W

TRIA(2,10,18)

C7

P

C 3.5

14

O

UNIF(2,10)

C 10

Q

R

TRIA(9,15,21)

C9

-

C4
-

-

15

TRIA(5,11,17)
-

TRIA(6,19,32)
-

-

-

-

-

The proposed method was used to identify the optimal resource configuration with an
average cost of 1,143.07. The optimal configuration is compared to a base configuration. The
base configuration (shown in Figure 5.35) was considered as the set of activity alternatives with
the least average cost (average duration multiplied by the daily cost). Figure 5.36 shows the
optimal configuration (activities in red and with a thicker border indicate what is different from
the base configuration).
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Figure 5.35 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives Experimental Case 1 – Base Configuration
(Least Cost Alternatives)

Figure 5.36 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives Experimental Case 1 – Optimal Configuration

The project simulator was used to run 10,000 instances of both configurations and
construct a probability graph for project duration (Figure 5.37), and a cumulative probability
graph on the planned value (Figure 5.38). In addition, Table 5.42 provides the average and
standard deviation of the milestone completion times for both configurations and Table 5.43
provides the average and standard deviation of planned value, activity cost, and penalty costs at
each project milestone associated with the base and optimal configuration.
Table 5.42 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives Experimental Case 1 –
Milestone Completion Time Comparison between Base and Optimal Configuration

Base
Optimal

Milestone 1
Duration
Average Std. Dev.
56.99
6.54
34.75
4.42

Milestone 2
Duration
Average Std. Dev.
98.60
8.49
62.11
6.02
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Milestone 3
Duration
Average Std. Dev.
130.75
10.51
94.14
8.68

Table 5.43 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives Experimental Case 1 –
Cost Comparisons between Base and Optimal Configuration
Activity Cost

Milestone 1
Avg.
STD
219.87 65.43
16.57 24.76

STD
63.06
80.13

Optimal

Base

Planned Value

Milestone 3
Avg.
STD
327.49
105.08
19.16
37.00

Avg.
1789.69
1142.74

Target

65
0.35
0.30
Probability

0.25
0.20
0.15
0.10
0.05
0.00

0
65

79

93

107

121

135

149

163

177

Project Duration

Figure 5.37 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives Experimental Case 1 –
Optimal versus Base Project Duration
Optimal

Cummulative Probability

Base
Optimal

Avg.
896.27
1091.06

Penalty Cost
Milestone 2
Avg.
STD
346.05 84.89
15.96 28.34

Base

1.00
0.90
0.80
0.70
0.60
0.50
0.40
0.30
0.20
0.10
0.00

600

900

1200

1500

1800

2100

2400

2700

3000

Total Project Cost

Figure 5.38 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives Experimental Case 1 –
Optimal versus Base Planned Value Cumulative Probability
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STD
278.04
139.26

In order to statistically demonstrate the significant difference between the planned value
of the optimal configuration and the base configuration, a 95% confidence interval on the
difference between means is provided: 640.85 ≤ µ1 – µ2 ≤ 653.04. The 95% CI leads to the
conclusion that there is a significant difference between the means and hence, the optimal
configuration allowed a reduction in cost.
In order to evaluate Phase II, 50 instances of the project are generated. For these same
instances, the base configuration and Phase I were implemented in order to provide a clear
comparison between the three. Table 5.44 provides the duration, penalty cost, activity cost and
actual cost for the three configurations (base, Phase I & Phase II).
Table 5.44 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives Experimental Case 1 –
Base, Phase I & Phase II Comparison
Duration
Avg.
Base
Phase I
Phase II

129.21
93.41
94.17

St. Dev.
9.41
8.09
7.73

Penalty Cost

Activity Cost

Avg.

Avg.

850.64
40.67
41.67

888.32
1089.49
1080.54

Total Cost
Avg.
1738.96
1130.16
1122.21

St. Dev.
249.12
155.18
150.08

The results indicate a 34% reduction when implementing Phase I as opposed to
implementing the base configuration. A 95% CI on the difference between the Phase I and Phase
II total cost means was constructed: –67.80 ≤ µ1 – µ2 ≤ 51.88. The 95% CI statistically
demonstrates that there is no significant difference between the means. Despite this, out of the 50
instances generated, 44% of the time Phase II provided a smaller expected total cost than if only
Phase I was implemented. The 50 instances were used to construct the probability graph shown
in Figure 5.39.
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Probability

Phase I

Phase II

0.70
0.60
0.50
0.40
0.30
0.20
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0.00
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985

1162

1339

1516

1693

1870

2047

Project Cost

Figure 5.39 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives Experimental Case 1 –
Phase I vs. Phase II Project Cost
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5.3.1.2 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives: Experimental Case 2
Case 2 considers a project network with low variability in activity costs and times, 26
decision variables, and a weighted penalty function with the highest penalty assigned to the first
milestone, second highest penalty assigned for the second milestone, and so on. As shown in
Figure 5.40, the project has a total of 22 project activities (18 of which have two resource
alternatives) and 4 project milestones. The project milestones along with the penalty associated
with them are shown in Table 5.45. Table 5.46 shows the resource alternatives for the project
activities and their associated stochastic activity times and costs. For the simulator input file used
for this experiment, please refer to Figure C.12 in Appendix C. Also, refer to Figure C.13 in the
same section of this research for the ISC parameters used for Phase I and II of this experiment.

Figure 5.40 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives: Experimental Case 2 – Project Network
Table 5.45 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives: Experimental Case 2 –
Milestones, Targets and Penalty Costs
Milestones

Milestone Activities

Targets

Penalty per unit of tardiness

1

7, 8

35

30

2

10, 11

58

20

3

17

92

10

4

20, 21, 22

132

5
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Table 5.46 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives: Experimental Case 2 –
Resource Alternative Stochastic Times and Costs
Alternatives
Activity

1

2

Resource

Duration

Cost

Resource

Duration

Cost

1

A

TRIA(5,15,25)

C7

B

TRIA(10,19,28)

C4

2

C

UNIF(4,18)

C7

D

TRIA(8,20,32)

C2

3

E

UNIF(2,26)

C4

F

TRIA(4,11,18)

C8

4

G

UNIF(10,30)

C4

H

TRIA(7,18,29)

C8

5

I

UNIF(8,26)

C5

-

-

-

6

J

UNIF(10,32)

C4

K

UNIF(8,22)

C8

7

L

UNIF(13,37)

C4

-

-

-

8

M

TRIA(8,18,28)

C8

N

UNIF(11,31)

C5

9

O

TRIA(4,13,22)

C9

R

UNIF(6,28)

C3

10

P

TRIA(6,16,26)

C9

Q

TRIA(9,21,33)

C4

11

R

TRIA(11,23,35)

C3

S

UNIF(9,29)

C 5.5

12

T

UNIF(5,21)

C6

-

-

-

13

U

TRIA(5,15,25)

C8

V

TRIA(8,17,26)

C5

14

C

UNIF(8,32)

C4

R

UNIF(8,22)

C8

15

W

UNIF(15,39)

C5

X

TRIA(14,25,36)

C9

16

S

TRIA(4,12,20)

C 10

-

-

-

17

A

TRIA(5,15,25)

C 10

H

TRIA(11,20,29)

C6

18

B

UNIF(7,29)

C6

H

TRIA(10,22,34)

C3

19

X

TRIA(9,20,31)

C5

Y

TRIA(7,15,23)

C9

20

U

UNIF(8,26)

C4

M

UNIF(4,20)

C7

21

Z

UNIF(11,33)

C4

N

UNIF(7,27)

C6

22

L

UNIF(9,29)

C7

O

UNIF(5,23)

C4

The proposed method was used to identify the optimal resource configuration with an
average cost of 1,617.64. The optimal configuration is compared to a base configuration. The
base configuration (shown in Figure 5.41) was considered as the set of activity alternatives with
the least average cost (average duration multiplied by the daily cost). Figure 5.42 shows the
optimal configuration (activities in red and with a thicker border indicate what is different from
the base configuration).
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Figure 5.41 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives Experimental Case 2 – Base Configuration
(Least Cost Alternatives)

Figure 5.42 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives Experimental Case 2 – Optimal Configuration

The project simulator was used to run 10,000 instances of both configurations and
construct a probability graph for project duration (Figure 5.43), and a cumulative probability
graph on the planned value (Figure 5.44). In addition, Table 5.47 provides the average and
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standard deviation of the milestone completion times for both configurations and Tables 5.48 and
5.49 provide the average and standard deviation of planned value, activity cost, and penalty costs
at each project milestone associated with the base and optimal configuration.
Table 5.47 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives Experimental Case 2 –
Milestone Completion Time Comparison between Base and Optimal Configuration

Base
Optimal

Milestone 1
Duration
Average Std. Dev.
39.54
4.29
36.54
3.82

Milestone 2
Duration
Average Std. Dev.
66.87
4.20
57.63
4.65

Milestone 3
Duration
Average Std. Dev.
107.37
5.78
92.94
6.50

Milestone 4 Duration
Average
146.75
130.43

Std. Dev.
7.20
7.02

Table 5.48 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives Experimental Case 2 –
Activity & Penalty Costs Comparisons between Base and Optimal Configuration
Activity Cost
STD
52.69
70.11

Avg.
145.82
73.11

STD
113.78
81.34

Avg.
177.90
34.11

STD
82.72
51.07

Avg.
153.76
31.06

Milestone 4

STD
57.66
41.16

Avg.
73.93
10.48

Table 5.49 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives Experimental Case 2 –
Total Cost Comparisons between Base and Optimal Configuration
Planned Value
Avg.
STD
1894.92
256.22
1617.18
194.55

Base
Optimal

Optimal

Base

Target

105
0.30
0.25
Probability

Base
Optimal

Avg.
1343.50
1468.41

Penalty Cost
Milestone 2
Milestone 3

Milestone 1

0.20

0.15
0.10
0.05
0.00

0
105

115

125

135

145

155

165

175

185

Project Duration

Figure 5.43 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives Experimental Case 2 –
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STD
35.58
17.82

Optimal versus Base Project Duration

Optimal
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Cummulative Probability
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0.20
0.00
1100

1300

1500

1700

1900

2100

2300

2500

2700

2900
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Figure 5.44 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives Experimental Case 2 –
Optimal versus Base Planned Value Cumulative Probability

In order to statistically demonstrate the significant difference between the planned value
of the optimal configuration and the base configuration, a 95% confidence interval on the
difference between means is provided: 271.44 ≤ µ1 – µ2 ≤ 284.05. The 95% CI leads to the
conclusion that there is a significant difference between the means and hence, the optimal
configuration allowed a reduction in cost.
To evaluate Phase II, 50 instances of the project are generated. For these same instances,
the base configuration and Phase I were implemented in order to provide a clear comparison
between the three. Table 5.50 provides the duration, penalty cost, activity cost and actual cost for
the three configurations (base, Phase I & Phase II).
Table 5.50 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives Experimental Case 2 –
Base, Phase I & Phase II Comparison
Duration
Avg.
Base
Phase I
Phase II

146.94
130.26
130.69

St. Dev.
7.21
6.72
6.05

Penalty Cost

Activity Cost

Avg.

Avg.

488.30
125.48
123.61
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1340.61
1469.06
1466.01

Total Cost
Avg.
1828.91
1594.54
1589.62

St. Dev.
226.30
178.74
176.51

The results indicate a 13% reduction when implementing Phase I as opposed to
implementing the base configuration. A 95% CI on the difference between the Phase I and Phase
II total cost means was constructed: –74.55 ≤ µ1 – µ2 ≤ 64.71. The 95% CI statistically
demonstrates that there is no significant difference between the means. Despite this, out of the 50
instances generated, 26% of the time Phase II provided a smaller expected total cost than if only
Phase I was implemented. The 50 instances were used to construct the probability graph shown
in Figure 5.45.
Phase I

Phase II

0.50

Probability

0.40
0.30
0.20
0.10
0.00
1256

1443

1630

1817

2004

2191

2378

2565

Project Cost

Figure 5.45 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives Experimental Case 2 –
Phase I vs. Phase II Project Cost

5.3.1.3 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives: Experimental Case 3
Case 3 considers a project network with low variability in activity costs and times, 14
decision variables, and weighted penalty function with highest penalty assigned to the last
milestone, second highest for the second to last milestone, and so on. As shown in Figure 5.46,
the project has a total of 12 project activities (8 of which have two resource alternatives) and 2
project milestones. The project milestones along with the penalty associated with them are
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shown in Table 5.52. Table 5.51 shows the resource alternatives for the project activities and
their associated stochastic activity times and costs. For the simulator input file used for this
experiment, please refer to Figure C.14 in Appendix C. Also, refer to Figure C.15 in the same
section of this research for the ISC parameters used for Phase I and II of this experiment.

Figure 5.46 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives: Experimental Case 3 – Project Network
Table 5.51 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives: Experimental Case 3 –
Resource Alternative Stochastic Times and Costs
Alternatives
Activity

1

2

Res.

Duration

Cost

Res.

Duration

Cost

1

A

TRIA(5,10,15)

C8

B

UNIF(10,20)

C4

2

C

UNIF(6,24)

C5

D

UNIF(13,31)

C3

3

B

TRIA(2,5,8)

C8

E

TRIA(1,10,19)

C3

4

G

TRIA(6,12,18)

C3

-

-

-

5

C

TRIA(13,20,27)

C4

F

UNIF(12,22)

C6

6

B

UNIF(2,18)

C3

-

-

-

7

H

UNIF(15,29)

C3

F

TRIA(2,11,20)

C7

8

E

UNIF(5,23)

C4

J

TRIA(2,10,18)

C7

9

K

TRIA(11,15,19)

C2

-

-

-

10

H

UNIF(7,21)

C3

L

TRIA(3,8,13)

C7

11

I

TRIA(8,15,22)

C7

J

UNIF(18,24)

C4

12

K

UNIF(4,20)

C4

-

-

-

Table 5.52 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives: Experimental Case 3 –
Milestones, Targets and Penalty Costs
Milestones

Milestone Activities

Targets

Penalty per unit of tardiness

1

6, 7

50

10

2

11, 12

80

20
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The proposed method was used to identify the optimal resource configuration with an
average cost of 687.86. The optimal configuration is compared to a base configuration. The base
configuration (shown in Figure 5.47) was considered as the set of activity alternatives with the
least average cost (average duration multiplied by the daily cost). Figure 5.48 shows the optimal
configuration (activities in red and with a thicker border indicate what is different from the base
configuration).

Figure 5.47 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives Experimental Case 3 – Base Configuration
(Least Cost Alternatives)

Figure 5.48 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives Experimental Case 3 – Optimal Configuration

The project simulator was used to run 10,000 instances of both configurations and
construct a probability graph for project duration (Figure 5.49), and a cumulative probability
graph on the planned value (Figure 5.50). In addition, Table 5.53 provides the average and
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standard deviation of the milestone completion times for both configurations and Table 5.54
provides the average and standard deviation of planned value, activity cost, and penalty costs at
each project milestone associated with the base and optimal configuration.
Table 5.53 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives Experimental Case 3 –
Milestone Completion Time Comparison between Base and Optimal Configuration

Base
Optimal

Milestone 1
Duration
Average Std. Dev.
64.08
7.15
46.94
6.19

Milestone 2
Duration
Average Std. Dev.
99.80
8.81
79.85
6.67

Table 5.54 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives Experimental Case 3 –
Cost Comparisons between Base and Optimal Configuration
Activity Cost

Base
Optimal

Avg.
628.55
662.70

STD
45.21
55.68

Penalty Cost
Milestone 1
Milestone 2
Avg.
STD
Avg.
STD
141.18
70.73
279.88 168.51
12.91
26.51
13.76
40.03

Optimal

Base

Total Cost
Avg.
1049.61
689.37

Target

58
0.35
0.30
Probability

0.25
0.20
0.15

0.10
0.05
0.00

0
58

68

78

88

98

108

118

128

138

Project Duration

Figure 5.49 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives Experimental Case 2 –
Optimal versus Base Project Duration
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STD
262.96
104.04
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Figure 5.50 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives Experimental Case 3 –
Optimal versus Base Planned Value Cumulative Probability

In order to statistically demonstrate the significant difference between the planned value
of the optimal configuration and the base configuration, a 95% confidence interval on the
difference between means is provided: 354.69 ≤ µ1 – µ2 ≤ 365.78. The 95% CI leads to the
conclusion that there is a significant difference between the means and hence, the optimal
configuration allowed a reduction in cost.
To evaluate Phase II, 50 instances of the project are generated. For these same instances,
the base configuration and Phase I were implemented in order to provide a clear comparison
between the three. Table 5.55 provides the duration, penalty cost, activity cost and actual cost for
the three configurations (base, Phase I & Phase II).
Table 5.55 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives Experimental Case 3 –
Base, Phase I & Phase II Comparison
Duration
Avg.
Base
Phase I
Phase II

99.45
80.59
79.70

St. Dev.
8.52
6.99
5.77

Penalty Cost

Activity Cost

Avg.

Avg.

413.96
35.65
19.86
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632.11
675.90
677.31

Total Cost
Avg.
1046.07
711.55
697.18

St. Dev.
260.01
119.28
114.30

The results indicate a 34% reduction when implementing Phase I as opposed to
implementing the base configuration. A 95% CI on the difference between the Phase I and Phase
II total cost means was constructed: –60.17 ≤ µ1 – µ2 ≤ 31.41. The 95% CI statistically
demonstrates that there is no significant difference between the means. Despite this, out of the 50
instances generated, 46% of the time Phase II provided a smaller expected total cost than if only
Phase I was implemented. The 50 instances were used to construct the probability graph shown
in Figure 5.51.
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0.60
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0.00
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875
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1142
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Project Cost

Figure 5.51 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives Experimental Case 3 –
Phase I vs. Phase II Project Cost
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5.3.1.4 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives: Experimental Cases Discussion
For all experimental cases evaluated for the EVRCM applied to the selection of resource
alternatives, implementing Phase I allowed a significant reduction in the average total cost
(referred to as planned value). For cases with high variability and a large number of decision
variables such as Case 1, the EVRCM program was able to identify the optimal solution.
Nevertheless, the program ran for approximately 2 hours to identify the optimal solution which
indicates that the response time of the optimization engine (ISC) used by the program is affected
as the number of decision variables and variance increase (as stated in Xu. et al, 2010).
When implementing Phase II, there are three possible outcomes that can occur in a
particular instance: 1) Phase II provides the same solution as Phase I, 2) Phase I provides a better
solution than Phase II or 3) Phase II provides a better solution than Phase I. To illustrate why
scenario #2 can occur, consider a case where the project network shown in experimental case 3
starts being implemented using the solution obtained during Phase I. If activity 1 is completed at
time 16.09, and activity 2 is currently in progress with an estimated duration of 20.34, the first
reevaluation point takes place at time 16.09. At this point, while considering sunk costs for
activities 1 and 2, continuing with the Phase I solution results in an average total cost of 745.62.
On the other hand, if using resource F for activity 5 (as suggested by the solution obtained in this
reevaluation) an average total cost of 738.43 is obtained. The suggested solution continues to
provide better results than Phase I up until the 3rd reevaluation. At this point, using resource F
turned out to be more expensive than using resource C. Hence, although at the time of the first
reevaluation using resource F provided better results, when the project was completed,
implementing Phase II resulted in a total cost of 661.68 while implementing Phase I resulted in a
total cost of 647.15.
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In all experimental cases, although the average total cost obtained when implementing
Phase II is not significantly different from the one obtained when only the solution provided by
Phase I is implemented, for some instances Phase II proved to provide smaller expected total
costs. For example, in Case 1, the average total cost resulting from both Phase I and Phase II are
very similar, nevertheless 44% of the time Phase II provided a lower total project cost compared
to Phase I. Note that the method’s ability to provide a better solution at a significant number of
instances when implementing Phase II depends on the amount of variability considered for
activity times and costs, the ISC parameters used, and the alternatives available (if Phase I
solution includes the lowest duration alternatives for critical activities and a strict deadline is
considered, there would not be a lot of room for improvement).
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5.3.2 EVRCM for RCPSP: Experiments
In this section, the robustness of the method to identify the optimal configuration for the
RCPSP in terms of multiple resource alternatives and resource precedence relationships based on
a single project milestone was tested. The experimental cases evaluate the method’s
effectiveness based on: the complexity of the project (in terms of the number of resource
alternatives, number of potential resource precedence relationships, and number of milestones),
the variability in stochastic activity times and costs, and the penalty function.
The projects used for the experiments were arbitrarily constructed in order for them to
include the factors of interest. The following experimental cases are considered to evaluate the
EVRCM applied to the RCPSP. Note that each case is characterized by different complexities,
those which are listed below.
Case 1:


High variability in activity time and cost distributions



Project complexity (34 decision variables):
o 22 project activities, 12 which have two resource alternatives.
o 8 potential resource precedence relationships.
o 4 project milestones.



Weighted penalty function with highest penalty assigned to the last milestone,
second highest for the second to last milestone, and so on.

Case 2:


Low variability in activity time and cost distributions



Project complexity (26 decision variables):
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o 15 project activities, 8 which have three resource alternatives, and 3 of
which have two resource alternatives.
o 8 potential resource precedence relationships.
o 3 project milestones.


Weighted penalty function with highest penalty assigned to first milestone,
second highest for the second milestone, and so on.

Case 3:


Low variability in activity time and cost distributions



Project complexity (19 decision variables):
o 12 project activities, 8 which have two resource alternatives
o 5 potential resource precedence relationships
o 2 project milestones.



Equally weighted penalty function.

In order to execute Phase I, an input file containing the characteristics of the project is
created. These characteristics include the number of activities, resources, and penalty function, as
well as predecessors, stochastic activity times and costs, etc. Then, the method is executed to
determine the optimal configuration that minimizes the planned value of the project which
includes activity cost and penalty associated with late completion at project milestones. Once the
optimal solution is identified, a project simulator is used to run 10,000 instances of the project.
The data generated by the project simulator is used to elaborate tables and graphs that summarize
the case results. In addition, the project simulator outputs the planned value and planned duration
for each activity based on the optimal resource configuration (information used to determine the
reevaluation points in Phase II).
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For Phase II, the optimal configuration obtained in Phase I serves as the starting point.
Multiple instances of the project are generated. For each project instance, the method is executed
in order to determine the optimal configuration at different reevaluation points. A reevaluation
takes place if the start time of a project activity is reached and if the earned value parameters
indicate a deviation from the plan. The completion times and actual cost of each instance are
stored as well as the average project duration, average actual cost and standard deviations for
Phase II. In addition, to provide a comparison between Phase I and Phase II, a percentage on the
number of instances where Phase II provided a better solution than Phase I is presented.
Phase II was automated in order to make the experimental process more efficient. The
tool used to run experiments for Phase II follows these steps:
1. Run project simulator using Phase I optimal resource configuration and store the sampled
times and costs for each instance.
2. Determine the first reevaluation point for the corresponding instance.
3. Generate the simulator input file based on the reevaluation point (for activities with a
start time less than the reevaluation point, the times and costs are fixed to the latest
identified optimal configuration; resource precedence relationships are also fixed if the
start time of both activities involved is less than the reevaluation point; for all other
activities, stochastic activity times and costs are used).
4. Use the simulator input file to generate the optimizer input file.
5. Run the optimization for current instance and reevaluation point.
6. If the reevaluation point is less than the project completion time then, determine next
reevaluation point for the instance and go to 3; else, go to 7.
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7. Store the calculated values for project completion time and actual cost based on the
optimal solution identified for the instance.

5.3.2.1 EVRCM for RCPSP: Experimental Case 1
Case 1 considers a project network with high variability in activity costs and times, 34
decision variables, and a weighted penalty function where the highest penalty is assigned to the
last milestone, second highest to the second to last milestone, and so on. As shown in Figure
5.52, the project has a total of 22 project activities (12 of which have two resource alternatives),
8 potential resource precedence relationships, and 4 project milestones. The project milestones
along with the penalty associated with them are shown in Table 5.56. Table 5.57 shows the
resource alternatives for the project activities and their associated stochastic activity times and
costs. Table 5.58 shows the potential resource precedence relationships which are also shown as
red dotted lines in Figure 5.52. For the simulator input file used for this experiment, please refer
to Figure C.16 in Appendix C. Also, refer to Figure C.17 in the same section of this research for
the ISC parameters used for Phase I and II of this experiment.

Figure 5.52 EVRCM for RCPSP: Experimental Case 1 – Project Network
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Table 5.56 EVRCM for RCPSP: Experimental Case 1 –
Milestones, Targets and Penalty Costs
Milestones

Milestone Activities

Targets

Penalty per unit of tardiness

1

7, 8

30

20

2

10, 11

54

30

3

17

82

40

4

20, 21, 22

127

80

Table 5.57 EVRCM for RCPSP: Experimental Case 1 –
Resource Alternative Stochastic Times and Costs
Alternatives
Activity

1

2

Resource

Duration

Cost

Resource

Duration

Cost

1

A

TRIA(7,15,23)

C 12

B

2

B

UNIF(1,9)

C 11

TRIA(2,8,14)

C 14

C

TRIA(8,20,32)

C 10

3

D

UNIF(3.5,27.5)

4

F

C8

E

TRIA(2,9,16)

C 16

C 14

G

5

G

TRIA(7,18,29)

C 13

UNIF(2,12)

C 14

-

6

H

-

-

UNIF(7,33)

C 12

I

UNIF(3,13)

C 13

7

J

8

I

UNIF(8,32)

C9

-

-

-

C 13

K

9

L

UNIF(6,36)

C 10

TRIA(2,5,8)

C 10

-

10

L

-

-

TRIA(2,7,12)

C 12

M

TRIA(9,21,33)

C 13

11

N

TRIA(8,22,36)

12

O

C9

O

UNIF(6,33)

C 12

C 13

-

13

P

-

-

TRIA(5,15,25)

C 10

Q

14

R

TRIA(4,17,30)

C 13

UNIF(8,32)

C 13

-

-

-

15

S

16

T

UNIF(12,43)

C 12

T

TRIA(9,25,41)

C 10

C 13

-

17

U

-

-

TRIA(2,8,14)

C 14

-

18

W

-

-

UNIF(9,27)

C 11

X

TRIA(8,22,36)

C 12

19

X

20

Y

TRIA(9,20,31)

C 11

Y

UNIF(8,26)

C9

-

TRIA(4,15,26)
-

C 10
-

21

Z

UNIF(11,33)

C 10

-

-

-

22

T

UNIF(9,29)

C 11

-

-

-

UNIF(3,23)

TRIA(2,10,18)

UNIF(2,14)

TRIA(2,12,22)
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Table 5.58 EVRCM for RCPSP: Experimental Case 1–
Potential Resource Precedence Decisions
Activity Pair

Potential
Shared
Resource

1, 2

B

4, 5

G

6, 8

I

9, 10

L

11, 12

O

15, 16

T

18, 19

X

19, 20

Y

The proposed method was used to identify the optimal resource configuration with an
average cost of 4,351.71. The optimal configuration is compared to a base configuration. The
base configuration (shown in Figure 5.53) was considered as the set of activity alternatives with
the least average cost (average duration multiplied by the daily cost) with resource conflicts
resolved using MS Project’s leveling feature. Figure 5.54 shows the optimal configuration
(activities in red and with a thicker border indicate what is different from the base configuration).

Figure 5.53 EVRCM for RCPSP: Experimental Case 1 – Base Configuration
(Least Cost Alternatives with MS Project Leveling)
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Figure 5.54 EVRCM for RCPSP: Experimental Case 1 – Optimal Configuration

The project simulator was used to run 10,000 instances of both configurations and
construct a probability graph for project duration (Figure 5.55), and a cumulative probability
graph on the planned value (Figure 5.56). In addition, Table 5.59 provides the average and
standard deviation of the milestone completion times for both configurations. Tables 5.60 and
5.61 provide the average and standard deviation of planned value, activity cost, and penalty cost
associated with the base and optimal configuration.
Table 5.59 EVRCM for RCPSP: Experimental Case 1–
Project Duration Comparison between Base and Optimal Configuration

Base
Optimal

Milestone 1
Duration
Average Std. Dev.
35.90
9.50
29.37
7.16

Milestone 2
Duration
Average Std. Dev.
58.09
10.79
53.43
7.60

Milestone 3
Duration
Average Std. Dev.
86.25
12.84
81.87
10.12

Table 5.60 EVRCM for RCPSP: Experimental Case 1–
Activity & Penalty Cost Comparisons between Base and Optimal Configuration
Activity Cost

Base
Optimal

Avg.
3277.23
3650.97

STD
243.36
269.05

Milestone 1
Avg.
STD
150.00 148.43
54.52
77.94
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Penalty Cost
Milestone 2
Avg.
STD
200.20 234.07
82.96 132.95

Milestone 3
Avg.
STD
302.33 362.45
160.41 240.69

Table 5.61 EVRCM for RCPSP: Experimental Case 1–
Total Cost Comparisons between Base and Optimal Configuration
Planned Value
Avg.
STD
4828.73 1628.39
4350.23 1052.92

Base
Optimal

Optimal

Base

Target

83
0.25

Probability

0.20
0.15
0.10
0.05
0.00

0
83

97

111

125

139

153

167

181

195

Project Duration

Figure 5.55 EVRCM for RCPSP: Experimental Case 1 –
Optimal versus Base Project Duration

Optimal

Base

Cummulative Probability

1.00
0.80
0.60
0.40
0.20
0.00
1500

2700

3900

5100

6300

7500

8700

9900

11100 12300

Total Project Cost

Figure 5.56 EVRCM for RCPSP: Experimental Case 1 –
Optimal versus Base Project Cost Cumulative Probability
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In order to statistically demonstrate the significant difference between the planned value
of the optimal configuration and the base configuration, a 95% confidence interval on the
difference between means is provided: 440.49 ≤ µ1 – µ2 ≤ 516.51. The 95% CI leads to the
conclusion that there is a significant difference between the means and hence, the optimal
configuration allowed a reduction in cost.
In order to evaluate Phase II, 50 instances of the project are generated. For these same
instances, the base configuration and Phase I were implemented in order to provide a clear
comparison between the three. Table 5.62 provides the duration, penalty cost, activity cost and
actual cost for the three configurations (base, Phase I & Phase II).
Table 5.62 EVRCM for RCPSP Experimental Case 1 –
Base, Phase I & Phase II Comparison
Duration
Avg.
Base
Phase I
Phase II

134.81
125.85
124.45

St. Dev.
13.19
11.80
12.87

Penalty Cost

Activity Cost

Avg.

Avg.

1414.44
550.15
618.74

3243.69
3630.80
3501.50

Total Cost
Avg.

St. Dev.

4658.13
4180.95
4120.24

1480.34
938.58
1135.59

The results indicate a 10% reduction when implementing Phase I as opposed to
implementing the base configuration. A 95% CI on the difference between the Phase I and Phase
II total cost means was constructed: –469.09 ≤ µ1 – µ2 ≤ 347.65. The 95% CI statistically
demonstrates that there is no significant difference between the means. Despite this, out of the 50
instances generated, 74% of the time Phase II provided a smaller expected total cost than if only
Phase I was implemented. The 50 instances were used to construct the probability graph shown
in Figure 5.57.
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Phase I

Phase II

0.80
0.70
Probability

0.60
0.50
0.40
0.30
0.20
0.10
0.00
519

608

697

786

875

964

1053

1142

Project Cost

Figure 5.57 EVRCM for RCPSP Experimental Case 1 –
Phase I vs. Phase II Project Cost

5.3.2.2 EVRCM for RCPSP: Experimental Case 2
Case 2 considers a project network with low variability in activity costs and times, 26
decision variables, and a weighted penalty function where the highest penalty is assigned to the
first milestone, second highest to the second milestone, and so on. As shown in Figure 5.58, the
project has a total of 15 project activities (8 of which have three resource alternatives, and 3 of
which have two resource alternatives), 8 potential resource precedence relationships, and 3
project milestones. The project milestones along with the penalty associated with them are
shown in Table 5.63. Table 5.64 shows the resource alternatives for the project activities and
their associated stochastic activity times and costs. Table 5.65 shows the potential resource
precedence relationships which are also shown as red dotted lines in Figure 5.58. For the
simulator input file used for this experiment, please refer to Figure C.18 in Appendix C. Also,
refer to Figure C.19 and C.20 for the ISC parameters used for Phase I and II (respectively) of this
example.
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Figure 5.58 EVRCM for RCPSP: Experimental Case 2 – Project Network
Table 5.63 EVRCM for RCPSP: Experimental Case 2 – Milestones, Targets and Penalty Costs
Milestones

Milestone Activities

Targets

Penalty per unit of tardiness

1

5, 6

45

40

2

10, 11

73

30

3

13, 14, 15

105

20

Table 5.64 EVRCM for RCPSP: Experimental Case 2 – Resource Alternative Stochastic Times and Costs
Alternatives
Act.

1

2

3

Res.

Duration

Cost

Res.

Duration

Cost

Res.

Duration

Cost

1

A

UNIF(3,11)

C8

-

-

-

-

-

-

2

B

TRIA(14,22,30)

C3

C

TRIA(4,9,14)

C 10

D

UNIF(8,22)

C5

3

C

TRIA(7,12,17)

C7

-

-

-

-

-

-

4

D

UNIF(3,13)

C9

E

UNIF(11,27)

C2

B

TRIA(8,15,22)

C4

5

G

TRIA(9,14,19)

C7

A

TRIA(15,24,33)

C3

F

UNIF(10,24)

C5

6

G

TRIA(4,10,16)

C7

F

UNIF(17,31)

C2

H

UNIF(10,26)

C3

C8

S

TRIA(7,16,25)

C2

-

-

-

TRIA(2,9,16)

UNIF(4,18)

C5

7

I

UNIF(2,10)

8

A

UNIF(11,29)

C2

J

C7

H

9

J

UNIF(4,16)

C7

K

TRIA(13,22,31)

C3

-

-

-

10

O

TRIA(3,11,19)

C8

L

UNIF(16,30)

C2

M

TRIA(9,17,25)

C4

11

M

UNIF(6,24)

C3

O

UNIF(4,16)

C7

N

UNIF(3,19)

C5

12

O

UNIF(10,24)

C3

-

-

-

-

-

-

13

N

UNIF(14,30)

C3

R

TRIA(2,10,18)

C8

P

TRIA(11,19,27)

C4

14

O

UNIF(2,10)

C6

Q

TRIA(5,11,17)

C2

-

-

-

15

R

TRIA(9,15,21)

C4

-

-

-

-

-

-
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Table 5.65 EVRCM for RCPSP: Experimental Case 2 –
Potential Resource Precedence Decisions
Activity Pair

Potential
Shared
Resource

2, 3

C

2, 4

B, D

5, 6

G, F

6, 8

H

8, 9

J

10, 11

M, O

11, 13

N

13, 15

R

The proposed method was used to identify the optimal resource configuration with an
average cost of 1,085.96. The optimal configuration is compared to a base configuration. The
base configuration (shown in Figure 5.59) was considered as the set of least cost activity
alternatives (average duration multiplied by the daily cost) with resource conflicts resolved using
MS Project’s leveling feature. Figure 5.60 shows the optimal configuration (activities in red and
with a thicker border indicate what is different from the base configuration).

Figure 5.59 EVRCM for RCPSP Experimental Case 2 – Base Configuration
(Least Cost Alternatives with MS Project leveling feature)
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Figure 5.60 EVRCM for RCPSP Experimental Case 2 – Optimal Configuration

The project simulator was used to run 10,000 instances of both configurations and
construct a probability graph for project duration (Figure 5.61), and a cumulative probability
graph on the planned value (Figure 5.62). In addition, Table 5.66 provides the average and
standard deviation of the milestone completion times for both configurations. Tables 5.67 and
5.68 provide the average and standard deviation of planned value, activity cost, and penalty cost
associated with the base and optimal configuration.
Table 5.66 EVRCM for RCPSP Experimental Case 2 –
Milestone Completion Time Comparison between Base and Optimal Configuration

Base
Optimal

Milestone 1
Duration
Average Std. Dev.
65.14
5.67
43.41
4.29

Milestone 2
Duration
Average Std. Dev.
106.31
7.42
71.40
7.10

Milestone 3
Duration
Average Std. Dev.
138.53
8.64
103.55
8.45

Table 5.67 EVRCM for RCPSP Experimental Case 2 –
Activity & Penalty Cost Comparisons between Base and Optimal Configuration
Activity Cost

Base
Optimal

Avg.
792.06
926.25

STD
44.50
63.03

Milestone 1
Avg.
STD
805.62 226.79
41.70
77.38
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Penalty Cost
Milestone 2
Avg.
STD
999.20 222.65
64.87 107.06

Milestone 3
Avg.
STD
670.61 172.83
54.78
88.35

Table 5.68 EVRCM for RCPSP: Experimental Case 2 –
Total Cost Comparisons between Base and Optimal Configuration
Planned Value
Avg.
STD
3267.49
600.29
1087.60
267.11

Base
Optimal

Optimal

Base

Target

76
0.30

Probability

0.25
0.20
0.15
0.10
0.05
0.00

0
76

88

100

112

124

136

148

160

172

Project Duration

Figure 5.61 EVRCM for RCPSP Experimental Case 2 –
Optimal versus Base Project Duration

Cummulative Probability

Optimal

Base

1.00
0.90
0.80
0.70
0.60
0.50
0.40
0.30
0.20
0.10
0.00
500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000 5500 6000
Total Project Cost

Figure 5.62 EVRCM for RCPSP Experimental Case 2 –
Optimal versus Base Planned Value Cumulative Probability
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In order to statistically demonstrate the significant difference between the planned value
of the optimal configuration and the base configuration, a 95% confidence interval on the
difference between means is provided: 2167.01 ≤ µ1 – µ2 ≤ 2192.77. The 95% CI leads to the
conclusion that there is a significant difference between the means and hence, the optimal
configuration allowed a reduction in cost.
In order to evaluate Phase II, 50 instances of the project are generated. For these same
instances, the base configuration and Phase I were implemented in order to provide a clear
comparison between the three. Table 5.69 provides the duration, penalty cost, activity cost and
actual cost for the three configurations (base, Phase I & Phase II).
Table 5.69 EVRCM for RCPSP Experimental Case 2 –
Base, Phase I & Phase II Comparison
Duration
Avg.
Base
Phase I
Phase II

139.61
103.46
103.06

St. Dev.
8.60
7.45
7.09

Penalty Cost

Activity Cost

Avg.

Avg.

2548.05
144.61
108.77

795.15
919.69
920.31

Total Cost
Avg.
3343.20
1064.30
1029.08

St. Dev.
577.87
229.23
237.24

The results indicate a 67% reduction when implementing Phase I as opposed to
implementing the base configuration. A 95% CI on the difference between the Phase I and Phase
II total cost means was constructed: –126.66 ≤ µ1 – µ2 ≤ 56.23. The 95% CI statistically
demonstrates that there is no significant difference between the means. Despite this, out of the 50
instances generated, 44% of the time Phase II provided a smaller expected total cost than if only
Phase I was implemented. The 50 instances were used to construct the probability graph shown
in Figure 5.63.
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Phase I

Phase II

0.60
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0.50
0.40
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1111

1298

1485

1672
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Figure 5.63 EVRCM for RCPSP Experimental Case 2 –
Phase I vs. Phase II Project Cost

5.3.2.3 EVRCM for RCPSP: Experimental Case 3
Case 3 considers a project network with low variability in activity costs and times, 19
decision variables, and an equally weighted penalty function. As shown in Figure 5.64, the
project has a total of 12 project activities (8 of which have three resource alternatives), 5
potential resource precedence relationships, and 2 project milestones. The project milestones
along with the penalty associated with them are shown in Table 5.71. Table 5.70 shows the
resource alternatives for the project activities and their associated stochastic activity times and
costs. Table 5.72 shows the potential resource precedence relationships which are also shown as
red dotted lines in Figure 5.64. For the simulator input file used for this experiment, please refer
to Figure C.21 in Appendix C. Also, refer to Figure C.22 in the same section of this research for
the ISC parameters used for Phase I and II of this experiment.
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Figure 5.64 EVRCM for RCPSP: Experimental Case 3 –
Project Network
Table 5.70 EVRCM for RCPSP: Experimental Case 3 –
Resource Alternative Stochastic Times and Costs
Alternatives
Activity

1

2

Res.

Duration

Cost

Res.

Duration

Cost

1

A

TRIA(5,10,15)

C8

B

UNIF(10,20)

C4

2

C

UNIF(6,24)

C5

D

UNIF(13,31)

C3

3

B

TRIA(2,5,8)

C8

E

TRIA(1,10,19)

C3

4

G

TRIA(6,12,18)

C3

-

-

-

5

A

TRIA(13,20,27)

C4

G

UNIF(12,22)

C6

C3

-

-

-

TRIA(2,11,20)

C7

6

F

UNIF(2,18)

7

H

UNIF(15,29)

C3

F

8

E

UNIF(5,23)

C4

J

TRIA(2,10,18)

C7

9

K

TRIA(11,15,19)

C2

-

-

-

10

K

UNIF(7,21)

C3

L

TRIA(3,8,13)

C7

11

I

TRIA(8,15,22)

C7

J

UNIF(18,24)

C4

12

I

UNIF(4,20)

C4

-

-

-

Table 5.71 EVRCM for RCPSP: Experimental Case 3 –
Milestones, Targets and Penalty Costs
Milestones

Milestone Activities

Targets

Penalty per unit of tardiness

1

5, 6

40

10

2

11, 12

86

10
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Table 5.72 EVRCM for RCPSP: Experimental Case 3 –
Potential Resource Precedence Decisions
Activity Pair

Potential Shared
Resource

1, 5

A

4, 5

G

6, 7

F

9, 10

K

11, 12

I

The proposed method was used to identify the optimal resource configuration with an
average cost of 684.68. The optimal configuration is compared to a base configuration. The base
configuration (shown in Figure 5.65) was considered as the set of least cost activity alternatives
(average duration multiplied by the daily cost) with resource conflicts resolved using MS
Project’s leveling feature. Figure 5.66 shows the optimal configuration (activities in red and with
a thicker border indicate what is different from the base configuration).

Figure 5.65 EVRCM for RCPSP Experimental Case 3 – Base Configuration
(Least Cost Alternatives with MS Project leveling feature)
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Figure 5.66 EVRCM for RCPSP Experimental Case 3 – Optimal Configuration

The project simulator was used to run 10,000 instances of both configurations and
construct a probability graph for project duration (Figure 5.67), and a cumulative probability
graph on the planned value (Figure 5.68). In addition, Table 5.73 provides the average and
standard deviation of the milestone completion times for both configurations and Table 5.74
provides the average and standard deviation of planned value, activity cost, and penalty cost
associated with the base and optimal configuration.
Table 5.73 EVRCM for RCPSP Experimental Case 3 –
Milestone Completion Time Comparison between Base and Optimal Configuration

Base
Optimal

Milestone 1
Duration
Average Std. Dev.
43.07
5.29
36.36
5.02

Milestone 2
Duration
Average Std. Dev.
99.87
8.72
83.65
7.67

Table 5.74 EVRCM for RCPSP Experimental Case 3 –
Cost Comparisons between Base and Optimal Configuration
Activity Cost

Base
Optimal

Avg.
628.55
658.64

STD
45.21
54.54

Penalty Cost
Milestone 1
Milestone 2
Avg.
STD
Avg.
STD
40.46
40.25
140.45
83.78
6.87
15.71
20.51
36.93
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Total Cost
Avg.
809.45
686.02

STD
148.08
91.89

Optimal

Base

Target

59
0.30

Probability

0.25
0.20
0.15
0.10
0.05
0.00

0

59

69

79

89

99

109

119

129

139

Project Duration

Figure 5.67 EVRCM for RCPSP Experimental Case 3 –
Optimal versus Base Project Duration
Optimal
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Figure 5.68 EVRCM for RCPSP Experimental Case 3 –
Optimal versus Base Planned Value Cumulative Probability

In order to statistically demonstrate the significant difference between the planned value
of the optimal configuration and the base configuration, a 95% confidence interval on the
difference between means is provided: 120.02 ≤ µ1 – µ2 ≤ 126.85. The 95% CI leads to the
conclusion that there is a significant difference between the means and hence, the optimal
configuration allowed a reduction in cost.
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In order to evaluate Phase II, 50 instances of the project are generated. For these same
instances, the base configuration and Phase I were implemented in order to provide a clear
comparison between the three. Table 5.75 provides the duration, penalty cost, activity cost and
actual cost for the three configurations (base, Phase I & Phase II).
Table 5.75 EVRCM for RCPSP Experimental Case 3 –
Base, Phase I & Phase II Comparison
Duration
Avg.
Base
Phase I
Phase II

Penalty Cost

Activity Cost

Avg.

Avg.

St. Dev.

100.46
84.52
82.93

8.67
7.42
7.34

189.27
32.45
26.95

Total Cost
Avg.

627.78
661.58
671.89

817.06
694.03
698.85

St. Dev.
152.46
88.70
95.26

The results indicate a 15% reduction when implementing Phase I as opposed to
implementing the base configuration. A 95% CI on the difference between the Phase I and Phase
II total cost means was constructed: –31.26 ≤ µ1 – µ2 ≤ 40.90. The 95% CI statistically
demonstrates that there is no significant difference between the means. Despite this, out of the 50
instances generated, 32% of the time Phase II provided a smaller expected total cost than if only
Phase I was implemented. The 50 instances were used to construct the probability graph shown
in Figure 5.69.
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Figure 5.69 EVRCM for RCPSP Experimental Case 2 –
Phase I vs. Phase II Project Cost
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5.3.2.4 EVRCM for RCPSP: Experimental Cases Discussion
For all experimental cases evaluated for the EVRCM applied to the RCPSP,
implementing Phase I allowed a significant reduction in the average total cost. For cases with
high variability and a large number of decision variables such as Case 1, the EVRCM program
was able to identify the optimal solution. Nevertheless, the program ran for approximately 2
hours to identify the optimal solution which indicates that the response time of the optimization
engine (ISC) used by the program is affected as the number of decision variables and variance
increase (as stated in Xu. et al, 2010).
When implementing Phase II, there are three possible outcomes that can occur in a
particular instance: 1) Phase II provides the same solution as Phase I, 2) Phase I provides a better
solution than Phase II or 3) Phase II provides a better solution than Phase I. To illustrate why
scenario #2 can occur, consider a case where the project network shown in experimental case 3
starts being implemented using the solution obtained during Phase I. If activity 1 is completed at
time 16.64, and activity 2 is currently in progress with an estimated duration of 19.86, the first
reevaluation point takes place at time 16.64. At this point, while considering sunk costs for
activities 1 and 2, continuing with the Phase I solution results in an average total cost of 731.72.
On the other hand, if using resource J for activity 8 (as suggested by the solution obtained in this
reevaluation) an average total cost of 726.32 is obtained. The suggested solution continues to
provide better results than Phase I up until the 7th reevaluation. At this point, using resource J
turned out to be more expensive than using resource E. Hence, although at the time of the first
reevaluation using resource F provided better results, when the project was completed,
implementing Phase II resulted in a total cost of 655.91 while implementing Phase I resulted in a
total cost of 642.20.
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In all experimental cases, although the average total cost obtained when implementing
Phase II is not significantly different from the one obtained when only the solution provided by
Phase I is implemented, for some instances Phase II proved to provide smaller expected total
costs. For example, in Case 1, the average total cost resulting from both Phase I and Phase II are
very similar, nevertheless 74% of the time Phase II provided a lower total project cost compared
to Phase I. Note that the method’s ability to provide a better solution at a significant number of
instances when implementing Phase II depends on the amount of variability considered for
activity times and costs, the ISC parameters used, and the alternatives available (if Phase I
solution includes the lowest duration alternatives for critical activities and a strict deadline is
considered, there would not be a lot of room for improvement). In Case 3, given the low
variability in activity times and costs, Phase II was able to provide better results than Phase I
only 32% of the time.

5.4 Summary of EVRCM
The EVRCM method presented in this research provides the optimal resource
configuration for the selection of resource alternatives and for the RCPSP (in terms of resource
alternatives and resource precedence relationships for activities sharing resources) that
minimizes the expected planned value (Phase I) or actual cost (Phase II) of the project. The
method can be implemented in two phases: Phase I (at the beginning of the project) and Phase II
(as the project is executed). An experimental performance evaluation was conducted to evaluate
the method’s robustness and ability to provide optimal solutions under different scenarios. The
evaluation proved the method’s effectiveness to consistently provide optimal solutions. The
EVRCM was integrated to MS Excel in order to provide a user friendly interface that facilitates
running the program; the interface is described in Chapter 6.
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6 MS EXCEL USER INTERFACE
To facilitate the use of the TCRCM and EVRCM methods, two similar templates were
created in Microsoft Excel. Both of these templates provide a user friendly structure that
simplifies the process of data input and of running the program. To execute each method, the
same general steps are followed in both templates:
1. Generate the input file needed by ISC to run the optimization (optimizer input file) as
well as the file needed to run the simulation (simulator input file). Also, create a file that
contains the base configuration for future comparison with the optimal solution.
2. Run the simulation-based optimization program and generate the output file containing
the optimal configuration as well as statistics for the project total cost.
3. Use the project simulator to run several project instances of both the optimal
configuration and the base configuration and generate an output file with statistics for
both configurations. In addition, generate two output files (one for the base configuration
and one for the optimal configuration) containing the data for project duration and cost
for each project instance.

The next sections describe the TCRCM and EVRCM templates and their components.
For a detailed explanation on how to use the templates please refer to the user manuals in
Appendix D & E.
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6.1 TCRCM User Interface
The TCRCM interface is conformed of three worksheets (“Project Info. & ISC Param.”,
“Base Configuration”, & “Optimal Solution”) and a dropdown menu (“TCRCM Template
Menu”) as shown in Figure 6.1. The first worksheet “Project Info. & ISC Param.” includes a set
of tables designed to capture information about the project under consideration and about the
parameters needed by ISC for the optimization. The “General Project Information” table captures
the following information:


Number of Activities: calculated automatically by Excel. It is calculated by taking the
maximum number from the task number column.



Correlation: contains the time/cost correlation indicator. This field can only take values
of 0 or 1. If 0, time and cost are uncorrelated; if 1, time and cost are correlated, hence, a
daily cost should be provided for all alternatives of the activities of the project.



Target: indicates the target completion time of the project.



Penalty: cost per unit of lateness at project completion.

Figure 6.1 TCRCM Template Components
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Another table in the “Project Info. & ISC Param.” worksheet is the “ISC Parameters”
table. This table captures the information necessary for ISC to execute the optimization. Note
that all of the fields are filled with some default values (Figure 6.2) but can be changed for better
results depending on the problem the user is seeking to solve. For more information on ISC
parameters please refer to Appendix B.

Figure 6.2 Default ISC Values
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The last table in the “Project Info. & ISC Param.” worksheet tab is the main table. This
table contains detailed information about the activities of the project. The following fields are
included:


Task Number: contains the task number. Note that the number of the task is unique;
hence, a message will prompt the user if a duplicate number is being added.



Number of Predecessors: calculated automatically by Excel. It is calculated by using the
count function to count the number of predecessors of each activity added by the user.



Predecessors: contains the predecessors of each activity. Note that the template is
designed for up to a total of 8 predecessors for each activity.



Number of Alternatives: calculated automatically by Excel. It is calculated by using the
count function to count the number of alternatives of each activity added by the user.



Alternatives: for each alternative, the user must provide the following information (note
that the template is designed for up to three alternatives per activity):
o Resource: contains the resource of the activity corresponding to each alternative.
It is represented by a number.
o Duration: contains the distribution representing the duration of each activity of the
project for the specified alternative. It is composed by the following:


Distribution: represents the distribution of the duration for that activity. A
letter indicating the distribution must be included in this field: T
(triangular), B (beta), U (uniform), E (exponential), C (constant).



Values: the three columns named as V1, V2 and V3 correspond to the
values of the distributions. For instance, if a triangular or beta distribution
is assigned to an activity through the “distribution” field, the three values
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(V1, V2 & V3) must be specified. For a uniform distribution V1 and V2
need to be provided and for an exponential distribution or a constant, V1 is
required.
o Cost: contains the distribution representing the cost of each activity of the project
for the specified alternative. This section is composed by the same elements as the
ones described previously for duration. Note that if time and cost are correlated
(meaning that a 1 was provided in the correlation field), then the costs provided
for all activities and alternatives of the project must be a daily cost. Therefore, a
constant value representing the cost per unit of time is required for the V1 field
and a letter “C” for the distribution field corresponding to cost section in the
template.
The second worksheet, which is called “Base Configuration”, captures the alternatives
and resource precedence relationships that represent the base configuration. First, the alternatives
that represent the base configuration are introduced in the table on the left. Then, the activities
with shared resources based on the alternatives introduced by the user are determined using VBA
(Visual Basic) by clicking on the “Identify Arcs for Base Configuration” button in the template
dropdown menu (the menu and its components are explained in more detail later on in this
section). Once the activities with shared resources are identified and automatically added to the
arc direction table, the user must specify the order of execution of those activities. If the user
introduces a 1 in the arc direction field then an arc from activity 1 to activity 2 is added. If a -1 is
introduced, then the arc goes in the opposite direction. In Phase I, the base configuration has to
be introduced manually by the user, however, from that point forward, whenever the project is
reevaluated, the “Use Optimal Solution of Previous Reevaluation” button can be used. This
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button is tied to a VBA code that populates the tables in the “Base Configuration” sheet tab with
the optimal solution obtained in Phase I (in the case of the first reevaluation) or in previous
reevaluations.
The last worksheet is named “Optimal Solution”. The task number column in the table is
retrieved from the “Project Info. & ISC Param.” worksheet while the rest of the fields are
populated when the “Populate Optimal Solution Sheet” button located in the template dropdown
menu is clicked. This button is tied to a VBA code that completes the following information:


Optimal Configuration (Alternative Selected): field populated with the alternatives that
represent the optimal configuration obtained with the TCRCM.



Predecessors: field completed with the technical predecessors as well as the resource
predecessors for activities sharing resources (highlighted in bold) for the optimal
solution.



Resource: field populated with the resource of the activity based on the alternative
selected for that activity in the optimal configuration.



Duration: field populated with the duration of the activity based on the alternative
selected for that activity in the optimal configuration.



Cost: field populated with the cost of the activity based on the alternative selected for that
activity in the optimal configuration.
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The last component of the TCRCM template is the template dropdown menu. This menu
is located in the Add-Ins menu tab of Microsoft Excel and it is conformed of three options as
shown in Figure 6.3. The “Identify Arcs for Base Configuration” is the first option which uses
VBA to determine the activities with shared resources for the base configuration provided in the
“Base Configuration” tab.

Figure 6.3 TCRCM Template Menu

The next option, “Run TCRCM Program”, displays the TCRCM initial window used to
indicate the phase of the project. When the phase is selected, the TCRCM main menu (Figure
6.4) used to generate the input files, run the optimization, and run the project simulator is
displayed. The “Generate Input Files” button uses both VBA and C++ coding to generate the
SimulatorInputFile.txt and OptimizerInputFile.txt. Next, the “Run Optimization” button uses the
simulation model along with ISC (both in C++ code) to generate the optimal solution and write
the OptSolStats.txt file (Figure 6.5). This file contains the optimal configuration as well as the
average, variance, and 95% confidence interval on the total project cost of the identified solution.

Figure 6.4 TCRCM Program Main Menu
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Figure 6.5 OptSolStats.txt File Contents

The last button, “Run Multiple Replications”, uses the SimulatorInputFile.txt, the
BaseConfiguration.txt (which contains the base configuration), and the Solution.txt (which
contains the optimal solution) to run several replications of both the base and the optimal
configuration. The number of replications to run is specified by the user through the
“Replications” window (Figure 6.6) called by the “Run Multiple Replications” button. Once the
project simulator runs the specified replications, the BaseConfRepl.txt and OptSolRepl.txt files
are generated. These files contain the calculated duration, penalty cost, activity cost and total
project cost for every simulated instance. In addition, the project simulator generates the
StatsSummary.txt file which contains the simulated configuration as well as the average,
variance, and 95% confidence interval of project cost and project duration for both the base and
optimal configuration (Figure 6.7).

Figure 6.6 TCRCM Program Replications Window
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Figure 6.7 StatsSummary.txt File Contents

Once the project simulator is done, the finish button is clicked to return to the excel
template. The last option in the template dropdown menu is the “Populate Optimal Solution
Sheet” option. Note that it is important to complete the three step process of the TCRCM main
menu before clicking on this option since the project simulator generates a file used by the VBA
code in the “Populate Optimal Solution Sheet” option. The file contains the resource
predecessors of the optimal solution in order to be able to add them to the “Predecessors” section
of the table. Once clicking on the “Populate Optimal Solution Sheet” option, the sheet is
completed with the obtained optimal configuration (Figure 6.8).
200

Resource
Predecessors

Figure 6.8 “Populate Optimal Solution Sheet” Option Result
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6.2 EVRCM User Interface
The EVRCM interface is conformed of five worksheets (“Project Info. & ISC Param.”,
“Base Configuration”, “Optimal Solution”, “Phase I – Planned Value Graph”, & “Phase II –
Earned Value Graph”) and a dropdown menu (“EVRCM Template Menu”) as shown in Figure
6.9. The first worksheet “Project Info. & ISC Param.” includes a set of tables designed to capture
information about the project under consideration and about the parameters needed by ISC for
the optimization. The “General Project Information” table captures the following information:


Number of Activities: calculated automatically by Excel. It is calculated by taking the
maximum number from the task number column.



Correlation: contains the time/cost correlation indicator. This field can only take values
of 0 or 1. If 0, time and cost are uncorrelated; if 1, time and cost are correlated, hence, a
daily cost should be provided for all alternatives of the activities of the project.



Number of Milestones: calculated automatically by Excel. It is calculated by counting the
number of target completion times provided in the targets section of the table.



Target: indicates the target completion time of each project milestone.



Penalty: cost per unit of lateness for each project milestone. A penalty cost must be
included below each target specified in the table.
Another table in the “Project Info. & ISC Param.” worksheet is the “ISC Parameters”

table. This table captures the information necessary for ISC to execute the optimization. Note
that all of the fields are filled with some default values (Figure 6.10) but can be changed for
better results depending on the problem the user is seeking to solve. For more information on
ISC parameters please refer to Appendix B.
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Figure 6.9 EVRCM Template Components

Figure 6.10 Default ISC Values
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The last table in the “Project Info. & ISC Param.” worksheet tab is the main table. This
table contains detailed information about the activities of the project. The following fields are
included:


Task Number: contains the task number. Note that the number of the task is unique;
hence, a message will prompt the user if a duplicate number is being added.



Task Status: contains information regarding the status of each activity of the project. If
the activity has started, an “S” is typed; otherwise, it is left blank.



Number of Predecessors: calculated automatically by Excel. It is calculated by using the
count function to count the number of predecessors of each activity added by the user.



Predecessors: contains the predecessors of each activity. Note that the template is
designed for up to a total of 8 predecessors for each activity.



Number of Alternatives: calculated automatically by Excel. It is calculated by using the
count function to count the number of alternatives of each activity added by the user.



Alternatives: for each alternative, the user must provide the following information (note
that the template is designed for up to three alternatives per activity):
o Resource: contains the resource of the activity corresponding to each alternative.
It is represented by a number.
o Duration: contains the distribution representing the duration of each activity of the
project for the specified alternative. It is composed by the following:


Distribution: represents the distribution of the duration for that activity. A
letter indicating the distribution must be included in this field: T
(triangular), B (beta), U (uniform), E (exponential), C (constant).
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Values: the three columns named as V1, V2 and V3 correspond to the
values of the distributions. For instance, if a triangular or beta distribution
is assigned to an activity through the “distribution” field, the three values
(V1, V2 & V3) must be specified. For a uniform distribution V1 and V2
need to be provided and for an exponential distribution or a constant, V1 is
required.

o Cost: contains the distribution representing the cost of each activity of the project
for the specified alternative. This section is composed by the same elements as the
ones described previously for duration. Note that if time and cost are correlated
(meaning that a 1 was provided in the correlation field), then the costs provided
for all activities and alternatives of the project must be a daily cost. Therefore, a
constant value representing the cost per unit of time is required for the V1 field
and a letter “C” for the distribution field corresponding to cost section in the
template.
The second worksheet, which is called “Base Configuration”, captures the alternatives
and resource precedence relationships that represent the base configuration. First, the alternatives
that represent the base configuration are introduced in the table on the left. Then, the activities
with shared resources based on the alternatives introduced by the user are determined using VBA
(Visual Basic) by clicking on the “Identify Arcs for Base Configuration” button in the template
dropdown menu (the menu and its components are explained in more detail later on in this
section). Once the activities with shared resources are identified and automatically added to the
arc direction table, the user must specify the order of execution of those activities. If the user
introduces a 1 in the arc direction field then an arc from activity 1 to activity 2 is added. If a -1 is
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introduced, then the arc goes in the opposite direction. In Phase I, the base configuration has to
be introduced manually by the user, however, from that point forward, whenever the project is
reevaluated, the “Use Optimal Solution of Previous Reevaluation” button can be used. This
button is tied to a VBA code that populates the tables in the “Base Configuration” sheet tab with
the optimal solution obtained in Phase I (in the case of the first reevaluation) or in previous
reevaluations.
The third worksheet is named “Optimal Solution”. The task number column in the table
is retrieved from the “Project Info. & ISC Param.” worksheet while the rest of the fields are
populated when the “Populate Optimal Solution Sheet” button located in the template dropdown
menu is clicked. This button is tied to a VBA code that completes the following information:


Optimal Configuration (Alternative Selected): field populated with the alternatives that
represent the optimal configuration obtained with the EVRCM.



Predecessors: field completed with the technical predecessors as well as the resource
predecessors for activities sharing resources (highlighted in bold) for the optimal
solution.



Resource: field populated with the resource of the activity based on the alternative
selected for that activity in the optimal configuration.



Duration: field populated with the duration of the activity based on the alternative
selected for that activity in the optimal configuration.



Cost: field populated with the cost of the activity based on the alternative selected for that
activity in the optimal configuration.
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The next worksheet is named “Phase I – Planned Value Graph”. The sheet is composed
by a table and a graph that display information related to the planned value of the project. The
event column in the table is retrieved from the “Project Info. & ISC Param.” Worksheet. This
column represents the completion of an activity. The rest of the fields are populated when the
“Update Planned Value Graph” button located in the template dropdown menu is clicked. This
button is tied to a VBA code that completes the following information:


Base Configuration Planned Completion: represents the average completion times of the
project when using the base configuration. Note that this is not the average completion
time of each activity. For example, the completion time associated with the first event
indicates an average of the completion time corresponding to the first activity completed
at each generated instance.



Base Configuration Planned Value: represents (in terms of cost) the portion of the work
expected to be completed by the planned completion time of the corresponding event
when using the base configuration. It is the sum of the portion of each activity (in terms
of cost – % complete times cost of the activity) that is completed by the time of the event.



Optimal Configuration Planned Completion: represents the average completion times of
the project when using the optimal configuration. Note that this is not the average
completion time of each activity. For example, the completion time associated with the
first event indicates an average of the completion time corresponding to the first activity
completed at each generated instance.



Optimal Configuration Planned Value: represents (in terms of cost) the portion of the
work expected to be completed by the planned completion time of the corresponding
event when using the optimal configuration. It is the sum of the portion of each activity
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(in terms of cost – % complete times cost of the activity) that is completed by the time of
the event.
The “Update Planned Value Graph” button is also tied to a VBA code that generates the
planned value graph on the right side of the worksheet. Given that the planned values for the
base and optimal configuration are calculated at different times, the planned value graph allows
for an easier comparison between the base and optimal configurations. In addition to displaying
both configurations, the graph also presents the milestones of the project as vertical dotted lines.
The last worksheet is named “Phase II – Earned Value Graph”. The sheet is composed by
a table and a graph that display information related to the earned value of the project based on
the current progress. The event column in the table is retrieved from the “Project Info. & ISC
Param.” Worksheet. This column represents the completion of an activity. The rest of the fields
are populated when the “Update Earned Value Graph” button located in the template dropdown
menu is clicked. This button is tied to a VBA code that completes the following information:


Planned Completion: represents the average completion times of the project when using
the Phase I optimal configuration. This column is the same as the “Optimal Configuration
Planned Completion” column in the planned value table of the “Phase I – Planned Value
Graph” sheet tab.



Planned Value: represents (in terms of cost) the portion of the work expected to be
completed by the planned completion time of the corresponding event when using the
Phase I optimal configuration. This column is the same as the “Optimal Configuration
Planned Value” column in the planned value table of the “Phase I – Planned Value
Graph” sheet tab.
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Optimal Configuration Actual Completion: presents the actual completion times of the
project when using the optimal configuration. The current time vertical line in the earned
value graph provides a distinction between what has currently happened (left side) and
what is predicted to happen if the project continues to be implemented using the optimal
solution.



Optimal Configuration Actual Cost: represents the actual cost of the work completed by
the time of the event when implementing the optimal solution. The current time vertical
line in the earned value graph provides a distinction between what has currently
happened (left side) and what is predicted to happen if the project continues to be
implemented using the optimal solution.



Optimal Configuration Earned Value: represents the value of the work completed by the
time of the event when implementing the optimal configuration. The current time vertical
line in the earned value graph provides a distinction between what has currently
happened (left side) and what is predicted to happen if the project continues to be
implemented using the optimal solution.
The “Update Earned Value Graph” button is also tied to a VBA code that generates the

earned value graph on the right side of the worksheet. Considering that the planned value is
calculated at a different time than the other EVM parameters, the earned value graph allows for
an easier comparison between the PV, EV and AC. In addition to displaying both configurations,
the graph also presents the current time of the project and the milestones of the project as vertical
dotted lines. A tolerance band constructed based on the tolerance specified by the user is also
presented in the graph as dashed lines around the EV line. The tolerance band provides a visual
representation of the project’s behavior compared to the plan.
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The last component of the EVRCM template is the template dropdown menu. This menu
is located in the Add-Ins menu tab of Microsoft Excel and it is conformed of five options as
shown in Figure 6.11. The “Identify Arcs for Base Configuration” is the first option which uses
VBA to determine the activities with shared resources for the base configuration provided in the
“Base Configuration” tab.

Figure 6.11 EVRCM Template Menu

The next option, “Run EVRCM Program”, displays the EVRCM initial window used to
indicate the phase of the project. When the phase is selected, the EVRCM main menu (Figure
6.12) used to generate the input files, run the optimization, and run the project simulator is
displayed. The “Generate Input Files” button uses both VBA and C++ coding to generate the
SimulatorInputFile.txt and OptimizerInputFile.txt. Next, the “Run Optimization” button uses the
simulation model along with ISC (both in C++ code) to generate the optimal solution and write
the OptSolStats.txt file (Figure 6.13). This file contains the optimal configuration as well as the
average, variance, and 95% confidence interval on the total project cost of the identified solution.

Figure 6.12 EVRCM Program Main Menu
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Figure 6.13 OptSolStats.txt File Contents

The last button, “Run Multiple Replications”, uses the SimulatorInputFile.txt, the
BaseConfiguration.txt (which contains the base configuration), and the Solution.txt (which
contains the optimal solution) to run several replications of both the base, and the optimal
configuration. During Phase II, the code tied to this button also uses the PhaseIInputFile.txt and
the PhaseISolution.txt to run multiple replications of the Phase I solution. The number of
replications to run is specified by the user through the “Replications” window (Figure 6.14)
called by the “Run Multiple Replications” button. Once the project simulator runs the specified
replications, the BaseConfRepl.txt and OptSolRepl.txt files are generated. These files contain the
calculated duration, penalty cost, activity cost and total project cost for every simulated instance.
In addition, the project simulator generates the StatsSummary.txt file which contains the
simulated configuration as well as the average, variance, and 95% confidence interval of project
cost and project duration for both the base and optimal configuration (Figure 6.15). Lastly, the
project simulator generates the PlannedValue.txt (if running Phase I) or the EarnedValue.txt (if
running Phase II) which are used later on to populate the “Phase I – Planned Value Graph” and
“Phase II – Earned Value Graph” tabs (respectively).
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Figure 6.14 EVRCM Program Replications Window

Figure 6.15 StatsSummary.txt File Contents
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Once the project simulator is done, the finish button is clicked to return to the excel
template. The third option in the template dropdown menu is the “Populate Optimal Solution
Sheet” option. Note that it is important to complete the three step process of the EVRCM main
menu before clicking on this option since the project simulator generates a file used by the VBA
code in the “Populate Optimal Solution Sheet” option. The file contains the resource
predecessors of the optimal solution in order to be able to add them to the “Predecessors” section
of the table. Once clicking on the “Populate Optimal Solution Sheet” option, the “Optimal
Solution” sheet is completed with the obtained optimal configuration (Figure 6.16).

Resource
Predecessors

Figure 6.16 “Populate Optimal Solution Sheet” Option Result

The fourth option in the template dropdown menu is the “Update Planned Value Graph”
option. During Phase I, once running the optimization and project simulator, this feature can be
used to populate the excel workbook with the calculated planned values for the base and optimal
configuration. Note that it is important to complete the three step process of the EVRCM main
menu before clicking on this option since the project simulator generates a file used by the VBA
code in the “Update Planned Value Graph” option. Once clicking on the “Update Planned Value
Graph” option, the “Phase I – Planned Value Graph” sheet is populated (Figure 6.17).
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Figure 6.17 “Update Planned Value Graph” Option Result

The last option in the template dropdown menu is the “Update Earned Value Graph”
option. During Phase II, once running the optimization and project simulator, this feature can be
used to populate the excel workbook with the calculated earned value parameters. Note that it is
important to complete the three step process of the EVRCM main menu before clicking on this
option since the project simulator generates a file used by the VBA code in the “Update Earned
Value Graph” option. Once clicking on the “Update Earned Value Graph” option, the “Phase II –
Earned Value Graph” sheet is populated (Figure 6.18).

Figure 6.18 “Update Earned Value Graph” Option Result
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7 CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
Given the complexity of scheduling resources while attempting to obtain the optimal
project cost at project milestones, the goal of this research was to develop a tool that addressed
the RCPSP in terms of resource alternatives and potential resource precedence relationships for
activities sharing resources. As a result, the Total Cost Resource Constraint Method (TCRCM)
and the Earned Value Resource Constrained Method (EVRCM) were developed. The next
sections include the conclusions for each method.

7.1 TCRCM Conclusions
The TCRCM is a simulation-based optimization method developed to solve the Resource
Constrained Project Scheduling Problem (RCPSP) in terms of the resource configuration that
minimizes the expected total cost. The RCPSP is considered in the context of potential resource
alternatives with associated stochastic activity times and costs as well as potential resource
precedence relationships for activities sharing resources. Three experimental cases were
performed to determine the method’s robustness and ability to provide optimal results. Although
the optimality of the solutions provided by the method cannot be guaranteed, implementing
Phase I of the method allowed a significant reduction in cost compared to the base configuration.
In addition, Phase I accomplished a smaller project duration compared to the base configuration.
Although the average total cost resulting from Phase II is not significantly different from the one
resulting from Phase I, for some instances Phase II proved to provide better results. For the first
two experiments, Phase II provided a smaller expected total cost than Phase I more than 50% of
the time. For the last experiment, given that it was a project network with low complexity and
low variability, implementing Phase II was not as beneficial, but Phase II still obtained a smaller
expected total cost 34% of the time. Hence, implementing Phase II is always recommended.
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7.2 EVRCM Conclusions
The EVRCM, which is based on earned value management, is a simulation-based
optimization method that seeks to identify the optimal resource configuration that minimizes the
expected total cost of the project. This method is applied to two problems: 1) Selection of
Resource Alternatives, and 2) The RCPSP. In the first problem, no resource conflicts are
considered, hence, our only interest relies in selecting among resource alternatives to determine
the optimal resource configuration. The RCPSP is considered in the context of potential resource
alternatives with associated stochastic activity times and costs as well as potential resource
precedence relationships for activities sharing resources. For each problem, three experimental
cases were performed to determine the method’s robustness and ability to provide optimal
results. Although the optimality of the solutions provided by the method cannot be guaranteed,
for both problems, implementing Phase I of the method allowed a significant reduction in cost
compared to the base configuration. In addition, Phase I accomplished a smaller project duration
compared to the base configuration. Although the average total cost resulting from Phase II is not
significantly different from the one resulting from Phase I, for some instances Phase II proved to
provide better results. For the EVRCM applied to the selection of resource alternatives, around
30% of the time Phase II was proven to provide a better solution than Phase I. When applying
the EVRCM to the RCPSP, the results of the experiment with high variability in activity times
and costs show that 74% of the time Phase II provided a smaller expected total cost than when
only implementing Phase I.

For the other two experiments, given that there was a lower

variability, implementing Phase II was not as beneficial, but Phase II still obtained a smaller
expected total cost more than 30% of the time. Hence, implementing Phase II is always
recommended.
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7.3 Recommendations for Future Work
The following recommendations for future work are presented:
1. Consider milestone completion before starting successor activities.
2. Address reevaluations periodically instead of at the start of each activity.
3. Investigate tolerance percentages used for triggering a reevaluation in the EVRCM.
4. Consider lead times. Instead of changing the decision before the start of the activity,
allowing for lead times provides time before the start of the activity to accommodate the
change.
5. Develop a single simulation-based optimization engine that identifies optimal solution for
both the TCRCM and EVRCM.
6. Consider basing optimization on a cost quantile as opposed to the average.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A. Example of the Implemented TCRCM
This appendix presents a detailed example of the TCRCM implementation and a step-bystep explanation of the process involved in the TCRCM to determine the optimal resource
configuration. The example shown in section 4.4 is considered. Figure A.1 shows the project
network under consideration and Table A.1 presents the resource alternatives along with the
stochastic times and cost for each alternative. Table A.2 shows the potential resource precedence
relationships for this particular project network (also shown as red dotted lines in Figure A.1).
The target completion time for the project is time 72, and the equation for the penalty costs
associated with late project completion is:
0,
𝑃𝐹(𝑇, 𝜏) = {
50(𝜏 − 72),

𝑖𝑓 𝜏 ≤ 72
𝑖𝑓 𝜏 > 72

Figure A.1 TCRCM Project Network Example – Activities with Multiple Resource
Alternatives and Potential Resource Precedence Relationships
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Table A.1 TCRCM Project Network Example – Resource Alternative Stochastic Times and Costs
Alternatives
1

Activity

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

2
Cost per

Resource

Duration

A
B
B
C
D
D
G
A
F
F
H
H

UNIF(10,16)
TRIA(2,5,8)
TRIA(13,15,17)
UNIF(7,17)
TRIA(20,25,30)
UNIF(3,7)
TRIA(11,13,15)
TRIA(17,20,23)
TRIA(18,23,28)
UNIF(17,23)
UNIF(20,28)
UNIF(16,28)

Day

Resource

Duration

E
K
M
L
O
M
N
N

TRIA(7,10,13)
UNIF(22,38)
TRIA(11,15,19)
TRIA(11,12,13)
UNIF(8,12)
TRIA(14,17,20)
TRIA(8,10,12)
TRIA(12,15,18)

8
31
12
16
6
27
23
5
6
10
5
5

Cost per
Day
13
7
10
13
32
12
12
7

Table A.2 TCRCM Project Network Example – Potential Resource Precedence Decisions
Activity Pair

Potential
Shared
Resource

2,3

B

5,6

D

5,10

M

9,10

F

11,12

H or N

The procedure starts with a simulator input file containing information provided by the
user regarding the project network under evaluation. The initial simulator input file for the
project network shown in this example is provided in Figure A.2. This input file contains the
following information: number of project activities (n), correlation index (Co), target completion
time (τ), penalty per unit of tardiness (P), number of alternatives (nai), number of predecessors
(NPi), activity predecessors (APi), activity duration by alternative (tik), activity resource by
alternative (rik), and activity cost by alternative (cik).
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Figure A.2 TCRCM Example – Simulator Input File
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This initial simulator input file serves as the input for the input file generator. The input
file generator goes through the information provided in the simulator input file to determine the
number of potential resource precedence relationships and the relationships themselves. Once
this is determined, the input file generator includes this information in the simulator input file.
The simulator input file resulting from the input file generator for this example is presented in
Figure A.3 with the added information marked in red and bolded. The input file generator then
uses the updated simulator input file to generate an optimizer input file that contains information
used by COMPASS for the optimization such as: name of output file, ISC parameters, initial
feasible solution, and the set of constraints for that particular project. This input file is shown in
Figure A.4. For a detailed explanation of the parameters included in the optimizer input file,
please refer to Appendix B.
Note that the simulation-based optimization approach operates using two separate input
files (one for the simulator and another one for the optimizer) for simplicity. With separate input
files, the simulator reads from its own independent input file and ISC’s code for reading the
optimizer input file is left as is.
The simulator input file and the optimizer input file serve as the input for the simulationbased optimization method. As the names indicate, the simulator input file is used by the
simulation model, and the optimizer input file is used by the optimization model. The
optimization model reads the optimizer input file and assigns values to the decision variables
based on the constraints. The values of the decision variables are sent to the simulation model
which determines the expected total project cost (C) for that particular configuration. The value
of the expected total project cost (C) is then sent to the optimization model with the purpose of
identifying the minimum total project cost (C).
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Figure A.3 TCRCM Example – Simulator Input File Resulting from Input File Generator
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Figure A.4 TCRCM Example – Optimizer Input File
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The optimization model is described as follows:

n

Minimize: E[C ]  E  costi * SAVi  PF (T ,  )
 i 1


(A.1)

Subject to:

xi  na

 i  1,..., n

 1 if there is an arc fromi to j

yq   0 no arc
 1if there is an arc from j to i


(A.2)

 q  1,..., npa

(A.3)

where xi and yq are the decision variables which represent:
xi = alternative selected for activity i=1,…,n
yq = arc direction selected for activities sharing resources.
The objective function (A.1) minimizes the expected total project cost calculated by the
simulation model. The total project cost includes both, the cost of executing the activities, and
the penalty costs associated with late project completion. Constraint (A.2) ensures that xi is
assigned values from zero up to the number of resource alternatives of the activity. Constraint
(A.3) allows y q to take on values of one or minus one to indicate the arc direction of the
resource precedence relationship or zero for no arc.
Once the optimization model assigns values to the decision variables, these values are
sent to the simulation model. The simulation model verifies that the values assigned for yq go
along with the values of xi. Hence, the model checks for these two cases and returns a large value
(1000000) when they are identified:


If the resource selected for activity i is the same as the resource selected for activity j, and
yq has a value of zero (meaning there is no arc drawn between activity i and activity j).
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If the resource selected for activity i is different from the resource selected for activity j,
and yq has a value of either one or minus one (meaning there is an arc drawn between
activity i and activity j).

If neither of the two conditions mentioned are met, the simulation model assigns the values of
the decision variables to the corresponding variables in the simulation model. Therefore, xi is
directly assigned to SAVi , and yq is translated to aij as follows:
𝑎𝑖𝑗 = {

1 𝑖𝑓 𝑦𝑞 = 1
0 𝑖𝑓 𝑦𝑞 = −1 𝑜𝑟 𝑦𝑞 = 0

𝑎𝑗𝑖 = {

1 𝑖𝑓 𝑦𝑞 = −1
0 𝑖𝑓 𝑦𝑞 = 1 𝑜𝑟 𝑦𝑞 = 0

After the variables are assigned, the simulation model runs an algorithm (see Figure 4.3)
to determine the total project cost for the resource configuration being evaluated. The total
project cost is sent to the optimization model and this process continues until the optimal
resource configuration is obtained. For this particular example, the optimal solution is shown in
Figure A.5). The program ran 50,181 replications to compute a mean of 1949.77 with a variance
of 145.65 for the total project cost. The 95% confidence interval on the total project cost for the
optimal solution is 1948.77 ≤ µ ≤ 1950.77.

Figure A.5 TCRCM Example – Optimal Configuration
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Appendix B. Industrial Strength COMPASS (ISC) Input Parameters
This appendix presents a description of each one of the parameters required for the
optimizer (ISC) input file (description adapted from ISC instructions manual obtained at
http://mason.gmu.edu/~jxu13/ISC/index.html). The ISC parameters are listed in the exact order
they should be written in the input file. These are:


Text representing the starting name or prefix of the ISC output files.



Allowed number of simulation replications.



Number of ISC macro runs.



Use backtracking test? (1 for yes, 0 for no).



Use OCBA? (1 for yes, 0 for no).



Maximum number of generations with no improvement before terminating the global
phase niching genetic algorithm and initiating the local phase.



Use dominant niche test? (1 for yes, 0 for no).



Perform final clean-up? (1 for yes, 0 for no).



Is the simulation stochastic? (1 for yes, 0 for no).



Indifference zone parameter for the global phase.



Significance level of the backtracking test.



Indifference zone parameter for the backtracking test.



Significance level of the local optimality test.



Indifference zone parameter for local optimization phase.



Significance level of the final cleanup phase.



Indifference zone parameter for the final cleanup phase.



Number of simulation replications assigned to each solution.
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Number of sampled solutions in one local optimization iteration.



Use elitism in global phase? (1 for yes, 0 for no).



Constraint pruning frequency.



Use 0 for the most promising area (MPA) or 1 for the adaptive hyperbox algorithm
(AHA).



Use 0 for uniform sampling distribution or 1 for coordinate sampling. Note: if AHA is
used, this parameter should be set to 0.



The portion of simulation budget allocated to genetic algorithm (GA).
In order for the input file generator to produce the optimizer input file, the values of the

ISC parameters described need to be provided as input to the TCRCM and EVRCM. In addition
to the parameters previously described, the dimension of the problem (number of decision
variables), number of constraints, and a list of constraints are required for ISC to execute the
optimization. The input file generator determines the necessary decision variables for the
problem under evaluation based on the number of alternatives of each project activity and the
number of potential resource precedence relationships (provided in the simulator input file).
With the number of decision variables and their possible values, the program generates the
constraints and determines the total number of constraints. The input file generator then writes
the number of decision variables and number of constraints along with the constraints themselves
into the optimizer input file.
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Appendix C. Input Files

Figure C.1 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives Phase I Example – Optimizer Input File
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Figure C.2 EVRCM for RCPSP Phase I Example – Optimizer Input File
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Figure C.3 TCRCM Experimental Case 1 – Simulator Input File
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Figure C.4 TCRCM Experimental Case 1 – Optimizer Input File
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Figure C.5 TCRCM Experimental Case 2 – Simulator Input File
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Figure C.6 TCRCM Experimental Case 2 – Optimizer Input File (Phase I)
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Figure C.7 TCRCM Experimental Case 2 – Optimizer Input File (Phase II)

Figure C.8 TCRCM Experimental Case 3 – Simulator Input File
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Figure C.9 TCRCM Experimental Case 3 – Optimizer Input File
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Figure C.10 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives Experimental Case 1 – Simulator Input File
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Figure C.11 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives Experimental Case 1 –
Optimizer Input File
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Figure C.12 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives Experimental Case 2 – Simulator Input File
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Figure C.13 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives Experimental Case 2 –
Optimizer Input File
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Figure C.14 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives Experimental Case 3 – Simulator Input File
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Figure C.15 EVRCM for Resource Alternatives Experimental Case 3 –
Optimizer Input File
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Figure C.16 EVRCM for RCPSP Experimental Case 1 – Simulator Input File
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Figure C.17 EVRCM for RCPSP Experimental Case 1 – Optimizer Input File
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Figure C.18 EVRCM for RCPSP Experimental Case 2 – Simulator Input File
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Figure C.19 EVRCM for RCPSP Experimental Case 2 – Optimizer Input File (Phase I)
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Figure C.20 EVRCM for RCPSP Experimental Case 2 – Optimizer Input File (Phase II)
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Figure C.21 EVRCM for RCPSP Experimental Case 3 – Simulator Input File
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Figure C.22 EVRCM for RCPSP Experimental Case 3 – Optimizer Input File
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Appendix D. TCRCM Template User Manual
This appendix presents a step-by-step explanation of how to use the TCRCM template to
identify the optimal resource configuration for a resource constrained project scheduling problem
(RCPSP) based on expected total project cost. The example shown in section 4.4 is considered.
Figure D.1 shows the project network under consideration and Table D.1 presents the resource
alternatives along with the stochastic times and cost for each alternative. Table D.2 shows the
potential resource precedence relationships for this particular project network (also shown as red
dotted lines in Figure D.1). The target completion time for the project is time 72, and the
equation for the penalty costs associated with late project completion is:
0,
𝑃𝐹(𝑇, 𝜏) = {
50 (𝜏 − 72),

𝑖𝑓 𝜏 ≤ 72
𝑖𝑓 𝜏 > 72

Figure D.1 TCRCM Project Network Example – Activities with Multiple Resource
Alternatives and Potential Resource Precedence Relationships
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Table D.1 TCRCM Project Network Example – Resource Alternative Stochastic Times and Costs
Alternatives
1

Activity

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

2
Cost per

Resource

Duration

A
B
B
C
D
D
G
A
F
F
H
H

UNIF(10,16)
TRIA(2,5,8)
TRIA(13,15,17)
UNIF(7,17)
TRIA(20,25,30)
UNIF(3,7)
TRIA(11,13,15)
TRIA(17,20,23)
TRIA(18,23,28)
UNIF(17,23)
UNIF(20,28)
UNIF(16,28)

Day

Resource

Duration

E
K
M
L
O
M
N
N

TRIA(7,10,13)
UNIF(22,38)
TRIA(11,15,19)
TRIA(11,12,13)
UNIF(8,12)
TRIA(14,17,20)
TRIA(8,10,12)
TRIA(12,15,18)

8
31
13
16
6
27
23
5
6
10
5
5

Cost per
Day
13
7
10
13
32
12
12
7

Table D.2 TCRCM Project Network Example – Potential Resource Precedence Decisions
Potential
Shared
Resource

Activity Pair
2,3

B

5,6

D

5,10

M

9,10

F

11,12

H or N

The first step is to complete the “Project Info. & ISC Param.” sheet tab of the template
(shown in Figure D.2) with the values of the ISC parameters and the information about the
project. Note that the cells shaded in blue (such as the number of activities, the number of
predecessors, and the number of alternatives) cannot be modified since the template calculates
those values automatically based on the information introduced by the user. This first tab of the
template contains three tables. The “General Project Information” table on the top left of the
sheet (shown in Figure D.3) includes general characteristics of the project such as the number of
activities, the time/cost correlation, the target duration of the project, and the penalty for late
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project completion. While the number of activities is calculated automatically by the spreadsheet,
the remaining three need to be completed by the user based on the project under evaluation. The
“ISC Parameters” table includes all the parameters necessary for Industrial Strength COMPASS
to execute the optimization. Please refer to Appendix B for a detailed explanation of the ISC
parameters. Lastly, the table shown in Figure D.5 includes the data associated with each activity
of the project such as the technical predecessors and the resource alternatives (up to three) with
their associated cost and duration. Note that the single milestone at the end of the project is
included as an activity with zero duration and zero cost (see activity 13 in Figure D.5).

Project Information & ISC
Parameters Sheet Tab

Figure D.2 TCRCM Template – Project Information & ISC Parameters Sheet Tab

Figure D.3 TCRCM Template – General Project Information Table
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Figure D.4 TCRCM Template – ISC Parameters Table

Figure D.5 TCRCM Template – Task Information Table
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Once the “Project Info. & ISC Param.” tab is completed, the base configuration that will
serve as a comparison to the optimal solution needs to be introduced in the “Base Configuration”
tab. First, the table on the left of the sheet is completed with the alternative of each activity that
represents the base configuration (as shown in Figure D.6). Note that we have selected the base
configuration as the set of alternatives with the least cost. After populating this table, the
template dropdown menu in the Add-Ins menu tab is clicked. The dropdown menu displays three
options: 1) Identify Arcs for Base Configuration, 2) Run TCRCM Program, 3) Populate Optimal
Solution Sheet. The “Identify Arcs for Base Configuration” option is clicked. The second table
of the sheet is then populated and a pop-up message shows up indicating that several activities of
the selected base configuration have shared resources and the order of execution needs to be
input for those activities (see Figure D.7).

TCRCM Template Menu

Add-Ins Menu
Tab

Base Configuration
Sheet Tab

Figure D.6 TCRCM Template – Base Configuration Sheet Tab
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Figure D.7 TCRCM Template – “Identify Arcs for Base Configuration” Option Result

For this example, to determine the order of execution of activities with shared resources
for the base configuration, the MS Project leveling feature was used. As shown in Figure 4.8, MS
Project’s leveling feature determined that activity 3 should be executed before activity 2, activity
10 before 9, and 11 before 12. Considering that an arc is needed from activity 3 to activity 2, a
negative one is introduced in the arc direction field corresponding to these activities. Similarly,
the other two arc direction fields are completed as shown in Figure D.8. Note that a message will
appear if the “Use Optimal Solution of Previous Reevaluation” is clicked given that this button
cannot be used during this phase (Phase I).
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Figure D.8 TCRCM Template – Completed “Base Configuration” Sheet Tab

After completing the “Base Configuration” Sheet Tab it is time to run the simulationbased optimization program by clicking the “Run TCRCM Program” option located in the
template dropdown menu (see Figure D.9). This button opens the TCRCM program initial
window shown in Figure D.10. Given that we are looking to identify the optimal resource
configuration prior the start of the project, in this window, the “Static Phase (Phase I)” button
(see Figure D.10 – circled in red) is clicked. Then, the TCRCM main menu shown in Figure
D.11 is displayed. Before being able to run the optimization, the input files need to be generated.
By clicking the “Generate Input Files” button, the simulator and optimizer input files are
generated. Now the run optimization button is enabled (Figure D.12) and we can start the
optimization by clicking on it.
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Figure D.9 TCRCM Template – “Run TCRCM Program” Option

Figure D.10 TCRCM Template – TCRCM Program Initial Window (Static Phase Button)

Figure D.11 TCRCM Template – TCRCM Program Main Menu (Generate Input Files Button)
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Figure D.12 TCRCM Template – TCRCM Program Main Menu (Run Optimization Button)

Note that while the optimization is taking place, a window indicating the program is
running will appear (see Figure D.13). This step could take from minutes to hours depending on
the complexity of the project network and the values of the ISC parameters, therefore, please be
patient. For this particular example the program took two minutes.

Figure D.13 TCRCM Template – Optimizer Processing Window

Once the optimization finishes, a message will indicate that the optimization was
completed. The optimal configuration as well as the average, variance, and 95% confidence
interval on the total project cost of the identified solution is written to the OptSolStats.txt file
(see Figure D.14). The optimal solution identified by the TCRCM has an average total project
cost of 1949.68. To compare the project total cost and project duration of both the base and the
optimal configuration, the project simulator is executed. Now it is time to click on the “Run
Multiple Replications” button which is now enabled in the TCRCM main menu (see Figure
D.15). When clicking this button, the replications window is displayed as shown in Figure D.16.
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In the text box provided in the replications window, the number of project instances to simulate
is indicated (for this example 10,000 instances are generated for each configuration).

Figure D.14 TCRCM Template – Optimal Solution Results File

Figure D.15 TCRCM Template – TCRCM Program Main Menu (Run Multiple Replications Button)

Figure D.16 TCRCM Template – TCRCM Program Replications Window
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When clicking the ok button of the replications window the project simulator is executed
and several output files are generated. The BaseConfRepl.txt and OptSolRepl.txt files contain the
calculated duration, penalty cost, activity cost and total project cost for every simulated instance.
In addition, a third output file is generated. The StatsSummary.txt file contains the simulated
configuration as well as the average, variance, and 95% confidence interval of project cost and
project duration for both the base and optimal configuration (see Figure D.17).
The StatsSummary.txt file generated for this example shows that there is a significant
reduction of the total project cost when implementing the optimal solution as opposed to
implementing the base configuration.
In order to display the optimal solution in the excel document, the finish button in the
TCRCM main menu is clicked. Now we can go back to the TCRCM template where the
“Optimal Solution” sheet tab is displayed. Next, we can click on the “Populate Optimal Solution
Sheet” option in the template dropdown menu (see Figure D.18). This button will add the
optimal solution to the spreadsheet with the resource predecessors (those predecessor
relationships added between two activities with a shared resource) in bold in the “Predecessor”
section of the table (see circled in red in Figure D.19). In addition, the alternative selected for
each activity will be indicated in the “Optimal Configuration (Alternative Selected)” column.
Lastly, the resource, time and cost for each activity based on the alternative selected are
presented (see Figure D.19).
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Figure D.17 TCRCM Template – Stats Summary Text File

Assuming that the user starts executing the project using the optimal configuration
obtained during Phase I (prior the start of the project), at time 6.22 (the start time of activity 3)
the first reevaluation point is encountered (see Figure 4.14). By time 6.22, activity 2 is completed
and activity 1 is in progress (based on the activity durations from the sampled project instance
shown in Table D.3). The project status is updated by changing the project information for the
alternatives of completed and in progress activities, which in this case are activities 1 & 2. A
single alternative is provided with a constant value of the amount of time in which the activities
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were completed or are expected to be completed (in the case of activities in progress) as well as
the resource that was used and the cost of using that resource (see circled in red in Figure D.20).

Optimal Solution
Sheet Tab

Figure D.18 TCRCM Template – “Populate Optimal Solution Sheet” Option

Resource
Predecessors

Figure D.19 TCRCM Template – “Populate Optimal Solution Sheet” Option Result
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Table D.3 TCRCM Project Network Example – Sampled Project Instance
Duration
Activity
Alt 1
Alt 2
1 12.60
12.30
2
6.22
3 15.69
26.30
4 10.04
5 28.08
15.20
6
11.62
4.72
7 13.92
10.88
8 21.15
9 27.30
10 21.66
15.62
11 22.13
9.89
12 19.34
16.17

Figure D.20 TCRCM Template –
Modified TCRCM Template for First Reevaluation in Phase II

Assuming that the user wants to compare the result from this first reevaluation with the
result from the previous optimization (from Phase I), the “Base Configuration” tab is clicked.
Next, we can click on the “Use Optimal Solution of Previous Reevaluation” button located in the
spreadsheet and the “Base Configuration” tab tables will complete automatically with the
previously obtained optimal solution (see circled in red in Figure D.21). Otherwise, the base
configuration of choice has to be input in the “Base Configuration” tab, then the “Identify Arcs
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for Base Configuration” button has to be clicked and the arc direction for the identified arcs have
to be typed in the “Arc Direction” column (as explained previously).

Figure D.21 TCRCM Template –
“Use Optimal Solution of Previous Reevaluation” Button Result

Now it is time to run the optimization through the “Run TCRCM Program” button
located in the “TCRCM Template Menu” in the “Add-Ins” menu tab. The TCRCM initial
window appears and, in this case, since the project is being executed, the “Dynamic Phase (Phase
II)” button (see Figure D.22 – circled in red) is clicked. Then, the TCRCM main menu window
appears and, first, the “Generate Input Files” button is clicked to generate updated input files that
reflect the project’s current status. Next, the run optimization button is clicked and the
OptSolStats.txt file is generated (Figure D.23).

Figure D.22 TCRCM Template – TCRCM Program Initial Window (Dynamic Phase Button)
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Figure D.23 TCRCM Template – Optimal Solution Results File (First Reevaluation)

Once the optimization is completed, the last button (“Run Multiple Replications”) is
clicked to compare the difference between the identified optimal solution and the optimal
solution obtained during Phase I. The StatsSummary.txt file generated indicates that in the first
reevaluation, the optimal solution identified initially is still the best solution (Figure D.24). If the
user wants to display the optimal solution in the “Optimal Solution” tab, the “Populate Optimal
Solution Sheet” is clicked as previously explained.
Assuming that the user continues executing the project using the obtained optimal
solution, at time 12.30 (the start time of activities 4 & 5) the second reevaluation point is
encountered (see Figure 4.15). By this time, activities 1 and 2 have been completed and activity
3 is in progress. The project status is updated by changing the project information for the
alternatives of completed and in progress activities, which in this case include activities 1
through 3. In addition, the precedence relationship between activities 2 and 3 is fixed, so activity
2 is added as a predecessor for activity 3 (see Figure D.25).
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Figure D.24 TCRCM Template – Stats Summary Text File (First Reevaluation)

Figure D.25 TCRCM Template – Modified TCRCM Template for Second Reevaluation in Phase II
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Next, if looking to compare the optimal solution from the first reevaluation with the
solution from this second reevaluation, we can click on the “Use Optimal Solution of Previous
Reevaluation”. Now we can click on the “Run TCRCM Program” and, next, click on the
“Dynamic Phase (Phase II)” button. Then, the updated input files are generated by clicking on
the “Generate Input Files” button and the optimization is executed with the button “Run
Optimization”. The optimal solution is written to the OptSolStats.txt file as shown in Figure
D.26. Lastly, with 10,000 replications the StatsSummary.txt file with the comparison between
the previous and the current reevaluation solution is generated (Figure D.27).

Figure D.26 TCRCM Template – Optimal Solution Results File (Second Reevaluation)
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Figure D.27 TCRCM Template – Stats Summary Text File (Second Reevaluation)
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Appendix E. EVRCM Template User Manual
This appendix presents a step-by-step explanation of how to use the EVRCM template to
identify the optimal resource configuration for a resource constrained project scheduling problem
(RCPSP) based on planned value (Phase I) or actual cost (Phase II). The example shown in
section 5.1.9 is considered. Figure E.1 shows the project network under consideration. Table E.1
presents the two milestones considered in this project network along with the target completion
times of each milestone and the penalty costs for late completion at the milestones. Table E.2
presents the resource alternatives along with the stochastic times and cost for each alternative.
Table E.3 shows the shows the potential resource precedence relationships for this particular
project network (also shown as red dotted lines in Figure E.1).

Figure E.1 EVRCM for RCPSP Example – Activities with Multiple Resource Alternatives and Potential
Resource Precedence Relationships
Table E.1 EVRCM for RCPSP Example – Milestones, Targets and Penalty Costs

1

Milestone
Activities
5, 6, 7

2

7, 10, 11, 12

Milestones

Targets

Penalty per unit of tardiness

32

20

72

10
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Table E.2 EVRCM for RCPSP Example – Resource Alternative Stochastic Times and Costs
Alternatives
1

Activity

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

2
Cost per

Resource

Duration

A
B
B
C
D
D
G
A
F
F
H
H

UNIF(10,16)
TRIA(2,5,8)
TRIA(13,15,17)
UNIF(7,17)
TRIA(20,25,30)
UNIF(3,7)
TRIA(11,13,15)
TRIA(17,20,23)
TRIA(18,23,28)
UNIF(17,23)
UNIF(20,28)
UNIF(16,28)

Day

Resource

Duration

E
K
M
L
O
M
N
N

TRIA(7,10,13)
UNIF(22,38)
TRIA(11,15,19)
TRIA(11,12,13)
UNIF(8,12)
TRIA(14,17,20)
TRIA(8,10,12)
TRIA(12,15,18)

C8
C 31
C 13
C 16
C6
C 27
C 23
C5
C6
C 10
C5
C5

Cost per
Day
C 13
C7
C 10
C 13
C 32
C 12
C 12
C7

Table E.3 EVRCM for RCPSP Example –
Potential Resource Precedence Decisions
Activity Pair

Potential
Shared
Resource

2,3

B

5,6

D

5,10

M

9,10

F

11,12

H or N

The first step is to complete the “Project Info. & ISC Param.” sheet tab of the template
(shown in Figure E.2) with the values of the ISC parameters and the information about the
project. Note that the cells shaded in blue (such as the number of activities, the number of
milestones, the number of predecessors, and the number of alternatives) cannot be modified
since the template calculates those values automatically based on the information introduced by
the user. This first tab of the template contains three tables. The “General Project Information”
table on the top left of the sheet (shown in Figure E.3) includes general characteristics of the
project such as the number of activities, the time/cost correlation, the number of milestones, the
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target completion times of each project milestone, and the penalty for late project completion of
each milestone. While the number of activities and number of milestones are calculated
automatically by the spreadsheet, the remaining three need to be completed by the user based on
the project under evaluation. The “ISC Parameters” table includes all the parameters necessary
for Industrial Strength COMPASS to execute the optimization. Please refer to Appendix B for a
detailed explanation of the ISC parameters. Lastly, the table shown in Figure E.5 includes the
data associated with each activity of the project such as the status of the activity (blank for
activities that haven’t started, “S” for activities that have started – in Phase I the entire column is
left blank since the project has not started), the technical predecessors and the resource
alternatives (up to three) with their associated cost and duration. Note that the two milestones
associated with this same project are included as activities with zero duration and zero cost (see
activities 13 and 14 in Figure E.5).

Project Information & ISC
Parameters Sheet Tab

Figure E.2 EVRCM Template – Project Information & ISC Parameters Sheet Tab
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Figure E.3 EVRCM Template – General Project Information Table

Figure E.4 EVRCM Template – ISC Parameters Table
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Figure E.5 EVRCM Template – Task Information Table

Once the “Project Info. & ISC Param.” tab is completed, the base configuration that will
serve as a comparison to the optimal solution needs to be introduced in the “Base Configuration”
tab. First, the table on the left of the sheet is completed with the alternative of each activity that
represents the base configuration (as shown in Figure E.6). Note that we have selected the base
configuration as the set of alternatives with the least cost. After populating this table, the
template dropdown menu in the Add-Ins menu tab is clicked. The dropdown menu displays five
options: 1) Identify Arcs for Base Configuration, 2) Run EVRCM Program, 3) Populate Optimal
Solution Sheet, 4) Update Planned Value Graph, and 5) Update Earned Value Graph. The
“Identify Arcs for Base Configuration” option is clicked. The second table of the sheet is then
populated and a pop-up message shows up indicating that several activities of the selected base
configuration have shared resources and the order of execution needs to be input for those
activities (see Figure E.7).
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EVRCM Template Menu

Add-Ins Menu
Tab

Base Configuration
Sheet Tab

Figure E.6 EVRCM Template – Base Configuration Sheet Tab

Figure E.7 EVRCM Template – “Identify Arcs for Base Configuration” Option Result
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For this example, to determine the order of execution of activities with shared resources
for the base configuration, the MS Project leveling feature was used. As shown in Figure 5.17,
MS Project’s leveling feature determined that activity 3 should be executed before activity 2,
activity 10 before 9, and 11 before 12. Considering that an arc is needed from activity 3 to
activity 2, a negative one is introduced in the arc direction field corresponding to these activities.
Similarly, the other two arc direction fields are completed as shown in Figure E.8. Note that a
message will appear if the “Use Optimal Solution of Previous Reevaluation” is clicked given that
this button cannot be used during this phase (Phase I).

Figure E.8 EVRCM Template – Completed “Base Configuration” Sheet Tab
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After completing the “Base Configuration” Sheet Tab it is time to run the simulationbased optimization program by clicking the “Run EVRCM Program” option located in the
template dropdown menu (see Figure E.9). This button opens the EVRCM program initial
window shown in Figure E.10. Given that we are looking to identify the optimal resource
configuration prior the start of the project, in this window, the “Static Phase (Phase I)” button
(see Figure E.10 – circled in red) is clicked. Then, the EVRCM main menu shown in Figure E.11
is displayed. Before being able to run the optimization, the input files need to be generated. By
clicking the “Generate Input Files” button, the simulator and optimizer input files are generated.
Now the run optimization button is enabled (Figure E.12) and we can start the optimization by
clicking on it.

Figure E.9 EVRCM Template – “Run TCRCM Program” Option

Figure E.10 EVRCM Template – EVRCM Program Initial Window (Static Phase Button)
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Figure E.11 EVRCM Template – EVRCM Program Main Menu (Generate Input Files Button)

Figure E.12 EVRCM Template – EVRCM Program Main Menu (Run Optimization Button)

Note that while the optimization is taking place, a window indicating the program is
running will appear (see Figure E.13). This step could take from minutes to hours depending on
the complexity of the project network and the values of the ISC parameters, therefore, please be
patient. For this particular example the program took two minutes.

Figure E.13 EVRCM Template – Optimizer Processing Window
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Once the optimization finishes, a message will indicate that the optimization was
completed. The optimal configuration as well as the average, variance, and 95% confidence
interval on the total project cost of the identified solution is written to the OptSolStats.txt file
(see Figure E.14). The optimal solution identified by the EVRCM has an average total project
cost of 1973.88. To compare the planned value and project duration of both the base and the
optimal configuration, the project simulator is executed. Now it is time to click on the “Run
Multiple Replications” button which is now enabled in the EVRCM main menu (see Figure
E.15). When clicking this button, the replications window is displayed as shown in Figure E.16.
In the text box provided in the replications window, the number of project instances to simulate
is indicated (for this example 10,000 instances are generated for each configuration).

Figure E.14 EVRCM Template – Optimal Solution Results File

Figure E.15 EVRCM Template – EVRCM Program Main Menu (Run Multiple Replications Button)
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Figure E.16 EVRCM Template – EVRCM Program Replications Window

When clicking the ok button of the replications window the project simulator is executed
and several output files are generated. The BaseConfRepl.txt and OptSolRepl.txt files contain the
calculated duration, penalty cost, activity cost and planned value (total cost) for every simulated
instance. In addition, a third output file is generated. The StatsSummary.txt file contains the
simulated configuration as well as the average, variance, and 95% confidence interval of planned
value and project duration for both the base and optimal configuration (see Figure E.17).

Figure E.17 EVRCM Template – Stats Summary Text File
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The StatsSummary.txt file generated for this example shows that there is a significant
reduction of the planned value (total project cost) when implementing the optimal solution as
opposed to implementing the base configuration.
In order to display the optimal solution in the excel document, the finish button in the
EVRCM main menu is clicked. Now we can go back to the EVRCM template where the
“Optimal Solution” sheet tab is displayed. Next, we can click on the “Populate Optimal Solution
Sheet” option in the template dropdown menu (see Figure E.18). This button will add the optimal
solution to the spreadsheet with the resource predecessors (those predecessor relationships added
between two activities with a shared resource) in bold in the “Predecessor” section of the table
(see circled in red in Figure E.18). In addition, the alternative selected for each activity will be
indicated in the “Optimal Configuration (Alternative Selected)” column. Lastly, the resource,
time and cost for each activity based on the alternative selected are presented (see Figure E.19).

Optimal Solution
Sheet Tab

Figure E.18 EVRCM Template – “Populate Optimal Solution Sheet” Option
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Resource
Predecessors

Figure E.19 EVRCM Template – “Populate Optimal Solution Sheet” Option Result

In addition to displaying the optimal solution, the average PV (at different times
throughout the project) of the base configuration versus the average PV optimal solution can be
displayed in a graph by clicking on the “Phase I – Planned Value Graph” sheet tab, next clicking
on the “EVRCM template menu” and selecting the “Update Planned Value Graph” option (see
Figure E.20). When this option is clicked, the planned value table and graph of the “Phase I –
Planned Value Graph” tab are populated. The table (shown in Figure E.21) is composed of five
columns: Event, Base Configuration (BC) Planned Completion, BC Planned Value, Optimal
Configuration (OC) Planned Completion and OC Planned Value. The “Event” represents the
completion of an activity. For example, the planned completion time shown for the first event is
an average based on the completion time of the first activity completed in each instance. The
planned value shown represents (in terms of cost) the portion of the work expected to be
completed by the planned completion time of the corresponding event. Although the values in
the table cannot be compared directly because the PV of the base configuration is calculated at a
different time than the PV of the optimal configuration, the PV graph next to the table provides a
better comparison (see Figure E.22).
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Phase I – Planned
Value Graph
Sheet Tab

Figure E.20 EVRCM Template – “Update Planned Value Graph” Option

Figure E.21 EVRCM Template – Planned Value Table (Base Configuration vs. Optimal Configuration)
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The PV graph generated shows that despite resulting in higher total activity costs
compared to the base configuration, the optimal configuration was able to meet both milestone 1
(first vertical dotted line) and milestone 2 (second vertical dotted line). By meeting both
milestones on time, lower penalty costs are encountered resulting in a lower total project cost.

Figure E.22 EVRCM Template – Planned Value Graph (Base Configuration vs. Optimal Configuration)

Assuming that the user sets the optimal configuration obtained in this Static phase as the
planned value of the project and that the project starts being executed using this optimal
configuration, at time 7.4 (the start time of activity 3) the first reevaluation point is encountered
(see Figure 5.30). By time 7.4, activity 2 is completed and activity 1 is in progress (based on the
activity durations from the sampled project instance shown in Table E.4). The project status is
updated by changing the project information for the alternatives of completed and in progress
activities, which in this case are activities 1 & 2. An “S” is typed in the “Task Status” column for
both activities 1 and 2 as an indication that they have been started. Also, a single alternative is
provided with a constant value of the amount of time in which the activities were completed or
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are expected to be completed (in the case of activities in progress) as well as the resource that
was used and the cost of using that resource (see all changes circled in red in Figure D.23).
Table E.4 TCRCM Project Network Example – Sampled Project Instance
Duration
Activity
Alt 1
Alt 2
1
11.38
9.22
2
7.40
3
34.68
15.12
4
7.40
5
29.00
16.21
6
12.16
4.43
7
13.18
8.26
8
20.41
9
26.47
10
17.92
22.59
11
26.67
9.27
12
16.48
15.76

Figure E.23 EVRCM Template –
Modified EVRCM Template for First Reevaluation in Phase II

Next, the “Base Configuration” tab is clicked. Assuming that the user wants to compare
the result from this first reevaluation with the result from the previous optimization (from Phase
I) we can click on the “Use Optimal Solution of Previous Reevaluation” button located in the
spreadsheet and the “Base Configuration” tab tables will complete automatically with the
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previously obtained optimal solution (see circled in red in Figure E.24). Otherwise, the base
configuration of choice has to be input in the “Base Configuration” tab, then the “Identify Arcs
for Base Configuration” button has to be clicked and the arc direction for the identified arcs have
to be typed in the “Arc Direction” column (as explained previously). Note that the optimal
configuration will be compared to the solution from the previous reevaluation to easily identify
why the previous configuration was no longer considered optimal.

Figure E.24 EVRCM Template –
“Use Optimal Solution of Previous Reevaluation” Button Result

Now it is time to run the optimization through the “Run EVRCM Program” button
located in the “EVRCM Template Menu” in the “Add-Ins” menu tab. The EVRCM initial
window appears and, in this case, since the project is being executed, the “Dynamic Phase (Phase
II)” button (see Figure E.25 – circled in red) is clicked. Then, the “Current Time & Tolerance”
window is displayed where the user must input the current time of the project and the allowed
deviation percentage. In this case, the current time is 7.4 and a 10% tolerance is considered
(Figure E.26). Next, the EVRCM main menu window appears and, first, the “Generate Input
Files” button is clicked to generate updated input files that reflect the project’s current status.
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Afterwards, the run optimization button is clicked and the OptSolStats.txt file is generated
(Figure E.27). Note that the EVRCM program compares the values of the PV, EV, and AC at the
current time in order to determine if a reevaluation is necessary. In this case, given that the AC
(326) is more than 10% greater than the EV (259), the project is considered to be over budget, so
a reevaluation of the project is required.

Figure E.25 EVRCM Template – EVRCM Program Initial Window (Dynamic Phase Button)

Figure E.26 EVRCM Template – EVRCM Program Current Time & Tolerance Window

Figure E.27 EVRCM Template – Optimal Solution Results File (First Reevaluation)
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Once the optimization is completed, the last button (“Run Multiple Replications”) is
clicked to compare the difference between the identified optimal solution and the optimal
solution obtained from the previous optimization (in this case, Phase I). The StatsSummary.txt
file generated indicates that selecting the first alternative for activity 11 leads to a lower project
cost (Figure E.28).

Figure E.28 EVRCM Template – Stats Summary Text File (First Reevaluation)

If the user wants to display the optimal solution in the “Optimal Solution” tab, the
“Populate Optimal Solution Sheet” is clicked as previously explained. In addition to this, to
graphically compare how the project is executing compared to the plan (Phase I optimal
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solution), the “Phase II – Earned Value Graph” tab is clicked. Then, the “Update Earned Value
Graph” option is selected from the “EVRCM Template Menu” (see Figure E.29). The earned
value table and graph are populated with the results. The earned value table (shown in Figure
E.30) displays the average planned completion time and average planned value at that time for
the Phase I optimal solution. Also, the table shows the actual completion time, actual cost (AC)
and earned value (EV) based on the project’s performance. The earned value graph shown in
Figure E.31 provides a visual representation of the AC and EV compared to the PV throughout
the project. Note that the current time vertical line provides a distinction between what has
currently happened (left side) and what the predicted average values of the AC and EV are for
the remainder of the project if continuing with the current optimal solution.

Phase II – Earned
Value Graph
Sheet Tab

Figure E.29 EVRCM Template – “Update Earned Value Graph” Option
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Figure E.30 EVRCM Template – Earned Value Table (Plan vs. Optimal Configuration)

Figure E.31 EVRCM Template – Earned Value Graph (Plan vs. Optimal Configuration)

Assuming that the user continues executing the project using the obtained optimal
solution, at time 9.22 (the start time of activities 4 & 5) the second reevaluation point is
encountered (see Figure 5.31). By this time, activities 1 and 2 have been completed and activity
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3 is in progress. The project status is updated by changing the project information for the
alternatives of completed and in progress activities, which in this case include activities 1
through 3. Activities 1 and 2 were updated in the previous reevaluation; hence, only activity 3
needs to be updated. The status of the activity is set to “S”, and the actual time, daily cost and
resource used for the activity is updated. In addition, the precedence relationship between
activities 2 and 3 is fixed, so activity 2 is added as a predecessor for activity 3 (see Figure E.24).

Figure E.32 EVRCM Template – Modified EVRCM Template for Second Reevaluation in Phase II

Next, if looking to compare the optimal solution from the first reevaluation with the
solution from this second reevaluation, we can click on the “Use Optimal Solution of Previous
Reevaluation”. Now we can click on the “Run EVRCM Program” and, next, click on the
“Dynamic Phase (Phase II)” button. Then, 9.22 is typed as the current time in the current time
window. Next, the updated input files are generated by clicking on the “Generate Input Files”
button and the optimization is executed with the button “Run Optimization”. The program
considers necessary a reevaluation based on the values of the EVM parameters and the optimal
solution (which results being the same as the one obtained in the first reevaluation) is written to
the OptSolStats.txt file as shown in Figure E.33. Lastly, with 10,000 replications the
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StatsSummary.txt file with the comparison between the previous and the current reevaluation
solution is generated (Figure E.34).

Figure E.33 TCRCM Template – Optimal Solution Results File (Second Reevaluation)

Figure E.34 TCRCM Template – Stats Summary Text File (Second Reevaluation)
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To display the optimal solution in the “Optimal Solution” tab, the “Populate Optimal
Solution Sheet” is clicked as previously explained. In addition to this, to graphically compare
how the project is executing compared to the plan (Phase I optimal solution), the “Phase II –
Earned Value Graph” tab is clicked. Figure E.35 shows the updated earned value graph.

Figure E.35 EVRCM Template – Earned Value Graph (Plan vs. Optimal Configuration)

Assuming that the user continues executing the project using the obtained optimal
solution, at time 16.63 (the start time of activity 6) the third reevaluation point is encountered
(see Figure 5.32). By this time, activities 1 through 3 have been completed and activities 4 and 5
are in progress. The project status is updated for activities 4 and 5 (given that 1 through 3 are up
to date). The status of activities 4 and 5 is set to “S”, and the actual time, daily cost and resource
used for the activities is updated (see Figure E.36).
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Figure E.36 EVRCM Template – Modified EVRCM Template for Third Reevaluation in Phase II

Next, if looking to compare the optimal solution from the first reevaluation with the
solution from this second reevaluation, we can click on the “Use Optimal Solution of Previous
Reevaluation”. Now we can click on the “Run EVRCM Program” and, next, click on the
“Dynamic Phase (Phase II)” button. Then, 16.63 is typed as the current time in the current time
window. Next, the updated input files are generated by clicking on the “Generate Input Files”.
When clicking on the “Run Optimization” button, a message is displayed indicating that a
reevaluation is not necessary (see Figure E.37). This means that the project is developing as
planned and the current optimal solution does not need to be changed. Next, the ok button is
clicked as well as the “Run Multiple Replications” button to generate the information required to
update the earned value graph.

Figure E.37 EVRCM Template – Reevaluation Not Required Message
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To display the optimal solution in the “Optimal Solution” tab, the “Populate Optimal
Solution Sheet” is clicked as previously explained. Given that a reevaluation was not required,
the same optimal solution obtained from the previous reevaluation is displayed. To update the
earned value graph, the “Phase II – Earned Value Graph” tab is clicked. Figure E.38 shows the
updated earned value graph generated for 10,000 replications.

Figure E.38 EVRCM Template – Earned Value Graph (Plan vs. Optimal Configuration)
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